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ABSTPACT 

The dean of conventional IIF coa:;iunication systems with respect 

to signal quality is critically appraised and weaknesses are dissuosod. 

From a ccmnarison of analogue and digital HF systems against a sot of 

derived criteria, it is deduced that at present the optimur:i HF system 

must be based on some form of biphase coded signalling tcchniquo such 

as PSH and DPiK. This optimum is thoh examined for po:lormaace in a 

Rayleigh fading multipath channel. This study susgosta that the 

matched filtering techniques used in con';ational HF systems could 'so 

lnp'oved. 

On this basis, the rsiativcy new technologies of Furfase Acoustic 

Wave (A) devices as: i.sroige.ted for application in HI 

design. From this study an HF digital communication system based on 

radar pulse compression techniques is described using SAW matched 

filters and a method of time compression usins CCDs and digital devices. 

Finally it is proposed that the spread apoctrur: teellues, made 

core feasible by the advent of those technologies, are applied to the 

HF myotcu sign problem, and a tentative design in described and 

d I sc us sod 

It is hoped that the findings of this investigation sill cea the 

way toeac:ja the realization of as H' coemunjootics s'-stem which will 

offer the economic, technical and strategic advantases cf ionospheric 

radio propsyation without many of the disadvantages which make HF radio 

COOT1Ufl1C3tlOI non —competitive with preoont-day satellites and undersea 

cables. 
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LIST 01' PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS 

Unless otherwise stated in the text ,the following symbols will have the 

meanings listed below. 

A 	 carrier amplitude in AM 

AD 	 carrier amplitude in DSB 

A(f) 	 absorption as a function of frequency 

AR 	 carrier amplitude at receiver 

As carrier amplitude at antenna terminals 

AT limit value for absorption 

a general subscript 

B general bandwidth 

BD doppler spread in multipath channel 

B0  bandwidth of random gaussian process 

B  receiver noise bandwidth 

BT transmitted message bandwidth 

E(t) generalised message signal 

F noise figure 

f generalised frequency 

general gain parameter 

receiver front-end gain 

G  transmitter amplifier gain 

h general height above ground 

H (f) channel transfer function 
C 

H 
R(f) receiver transfer function 

transmitter transfer function 

I modulation index 

K general constant 

L loss in channel and antenna side length 

m(t) message signal in AM 



n general number 

N electron concentration 

N additive noise power 
ax 

ND destination noise power 

NT noise temperature 

N noise power at general point x 

error probability in digital communication 

sampling rate 

R sunspot number(Zurich) 

R(t) envelope function 

S distance of wavefront from antenna 

SD destination signal power 

SR received signal power (front-end) 

S signal power at antenna 

ST transmitted signal power 

S signal power at general point x 
X. 

t general time 

TM multipath spread factor 

V electron collision frequency 

W bandwidth 

- carrier frequency 

a 	 recombination coefficient 

Y 	 signal-to-noise parameter for analogue systems 

general phase 

Ti 	 noise power 

X 	 sun's zenith angle 

P 	 signal-to-noise parameter for digital systems 

A 	 wavelength 

0 	 antenna elevation angle 

refractive index 

standard deviation 
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1.1 Introduction 

Since the 1920's High-Frequency (HF) ionospheric radio has been 

one of the main forms of long-distance communication. Until World 

War II, the main interest was with radio-telephony, but with the enemy 

threat to the undersea cable system, emphasis shifted to radio-telegraphy. 

This shift continued after the war and since then new technological 

developments and increasing understanding of the ionosphere and its 

behaviour has led today to a radio communication system which has an 

important role in long-distance irtrnationai communication. 

Important as this role is, it is nevertheless secondary to that 

of satellite and transoceanic cable links which provide many more 

channels with greater reliability and better signal quality than iono-

spheric radio links. 

Since the launching of the first communication satellites in the 

late 1950's l  and the extension of the undersea cable system the bulk 

Of long-distance traffic has been removed from the HF channel. Its 

major uses at present are for those purposes which do not justify the 

expense of the multichannel satellite and cable systems. Among those 

are:- re:- 

1. Short-wave broadcasting to those parts of the world not yt 

rvieed by satellite-  links, 

International overseas ship-to-shore radio-telephony. 

Commercial and military Telex. 

L 	Amateur radio. 

Some aircraft navigational aids. 

Mobile land transmitters. 

Back-up and overflow for the satellite and undersea cable 

systems. 
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The majority of those applications involve 1ev: data rates and 

channel capacity and are essentially non-critical with regard to 

absolute reliability and speed of response between communicating parties. 

These factors make thm well-suited, for the narrowband HF ionospheric 

7 

channel. Even so the HF band is almost saturated and demands for 

availability and spectrum space are on the increase. It is thus 

reasonable to expect that there will be a continuing need for the HF 

channel in long-distance communication. 

Besides its necessity, the HF system has many advantages over the 

other systems. Technologically it is simple in concept, economically II 

is relatively cheap and from the strategic point of v:Lew, the ionosphere, 

unlike satellites and undersea cables, is practically indestruc table. 

Thus despite the obvious attractions of satellites and cables for 

both military and commercial use, they are natural military targets. 

Should they be destroyed, the only fall-back position for long-distance 

Communication in such emergencies would he the ionosphere. It is 

therefore judged to be of the uttermost importance that research be 

continuously carried out to improve and advance the technology in HF 

communications. 

The advantages of the HF channel could be more fully exploited if 

solutions could be found to some of the major limitations involved in 

its use. Among these two of the most important are 

The conventional, but presently necessary, use of narrow channel 

bandwidths. 

The relatively low reliability of conventional HF circuits. 

Those constraints are due partly to the random nature of the ionosphere 

and partly to the present state-of-the-art in HF technology. The mom ri 

effect of these constraints is to limit the quality of signal available 

using conventional HF communication systems. 



The essence of this particular study is to understand and ovorccao 

by any technological means at our disposal the fundamental weaknesses 

of the ionosphore as they have been experienced over the past fifty 

years and to propose solutions which are essentially viable technologically 

at the present time. 

To this end it is first of all necessary to examine all aspects 

of HF radio communication. This is done in Chapter 2 where the frames 

of reference for this study are discussed and defined. Appendices I 

and II supplement this discussion and in themselves represent a large 

Part of the Jnitial work done in this investigation. 

In Chapter 3 analogue and digital HF systems are compared with 

reference to a set of criteria deduced from the implications of the 

initial work in Chapter 2. From this comparison the system which at 

present provides optimum signal quality is chosen and its performance 

in a realistic model - the -Rayleigh Fading Nultipath Channel - is 

discussed, This discussion highlights the main shortcomings of the 

presently available HF communication systems. 

Accepting that the conventional system is fairly well opLimized, 

the discussion in Chapter 4 investigates the use of techniques and tech—

nologies not normally encountered in HF system design. Of particular 

interest are-the pulse compression. techniques used in chirped radar 

systems and especially those based on the recently introduced Surface 

Acoustic Viave (SA'l) technology, The use of digital devices and Charged 

Coupled Devices (CCDs) are also considered in the context of HF pulse 

Compression communication systems. 

In this chapter it is also suggested how these new concepts may be 

applied to the design of an HF system which is much more resistant to 

the effect of multipath and other deleterious phenomena in the ionosphere, 

than is the conventional HF system. 



In Cctc' 5 ThcaD c;acp: c:rr untendcl to consider the aniicntion 

of cpcc&d snut:n 	 to KF Wstuw ccsin. This results in 

6& popoal i'o: a now kind of IIJ syncn in which Lho ionosphere is used 

as a  common chaced :pectrum for all users of the YF band. Ovvnossfui 

inplenontatjon of this systci:: could go a long uay to rndYcjj7 thu rieccosily 

for narrowand communication in the hE channel and could increase 

greatly the signal quality perfoi::ance of the 1iJ. radio com:riuncatjon 

system, 

TIP findlyZv of this :lovo; Ltd. LLon a:o ;u:: :?217;cI and cuno i:cud 

in Chapter 6. 
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HP SIG1AL QUALITY Ai SYSTI DTSIGN FUNDAIENTAL 



2.1. 	) nt.roc]ucLicn 

1p1.0 purlc.ne ef a cc. cnci.cat:Lori n1ntcn into convoy i.iiformntion 

J rom one point to acct.ncr 	in 	hittic usLcrt.ion and itcrfercnco 

as pocceiblo. The essential elements of any practical conrew cation 

are shov:n in figure (2,1.1). 

It begins with a hasoband message source rhich is usually up-,  

converted in frequency before being foci to the transmitter. This 

upconvt.rsicn in achieved by modulating a periodic carrier with the 

message sigra?L 	T ted carr 

fied and matched to the 	 g :nit. 	cntn .r;L: exam 	J 	13 

launched into the channel. At this point the signal power is &?noted 

by 2 

The channel supports tIc cnsngece.rryirg dcc trenccfnc tie are 

on it.w passe cc to the roe e:vtr.e antenna. Daring t'cie Iceege , the 

signal suffers none loss, L in rowcr,cluc to attenuation and other 

lossy ehencrena in the channel. The signal in alec en urlly .eicr;e 

by the channel. 	At the oubrut of the chance]. thx .......eel cx'cc in 

and the- essalc ic cchcainnt 	nIb seine of egecte-ol density 

This sinai-p1usreciso is then recrocecaci. at  the recciece to 

extract the- original ba.cbaad message from the carrier, the adfitice 

noise and the distortion introduced in the curney free the trans 

w .hr 	Ti nii1- or --' 	 s 	 noise po crc 

and , reccnectivelv an ceo - 

This str -f'r fe chout the ]h.eh ieee aercy (11) cc: '-nfe-etio:: rerocces. 

Here the channel is the ic-noebbere, :deich cineecee that t 	ninnaf is 

at all times vulnerable to the dainnea]., ceawcn.ni an.. 

of the upper ataosrhere. Peerptf on in this channel is seldom free 

from distertieni maci other J etenirne' off cc 	characteristic cf 

spheric radio proragation. Posidec these, there are these efforts 
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introducied by the liniit J ens in 	nl processing ng at the 	es trnmittcrs 

and rcceivers, and in the clficie:isy cf the antennas, used in HF ConfliUfli-

cation systems 

These effects all act to degrade the quality-of-signal performance 

in HF communications and ci'e thus of basic impertancc in this inveatLga-

tion. In this chapter therefore it is intended to define the basic 

design parameters, and their performance limitations as regards HF 

signal quality, used in realizing practical HF circuits. 
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2.2 Easic Concerts iniignaProcsmin 

In every communications system, signal processing consists of 

combinations of some or all of a number of basic operations; these are 

1, inodulat on; demodulation 

2. encoding; decoding, 

3, amplification; attenuation, 

additive and multiplicative mixing, 

5. filtering. 

Each of those operations will affect the quality of the signal 

being processed. 

In the context of communication, this quality depends on the 

interests and needs of the communicating parties. A concept of such 

subjective nature is difficult to interpret and define in the practical 

engineering ficict of 1erfor1iance assessment. Nevertheless, for the 

purposes of this investigation, definite criteria must be established 

for enumerating signal quality, 

As a first step in this signal quality may be equated to information 

intelligibility. It will thus depend on the amount of distortion and 

inthf.erence suffered by the signal during processing and transmission. 

Distortion will produce variations in amplitude, frequency and phase 

of the waves; intefc:qpce will contaminate the signal with spurious 

information, 

Initially therefore signal quality may be defined as Ithe extent 

to which the amplitude, frequency and phase of the received signal 

equals the corresponding variables of the transmitted wave'. Ideally 

these parameters mould he in exact agreement; in practice their values 

vary in a manner dependent upon the type and amount of signal processing 

used at the transmitter and receiver. 

Conventional communication in the HF channel is of two distinct 



() 
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types. Clasnically there in the voice or analogue channel in v?hich the 

signal nr; c:.d L 	 holulatica (id) in one fo'm or other. 

More recently there is the rapidly groeig and over improving field of 

H1' digitol. communication. Here telegraphy is the usual form of nege 

transfer using derivatives of Harrow-Sand Frequency Modulation (NBFI4) 

and Narrow-Saud Phase Modulation (HBPh) ; - Frequency-Shift-Keying (5X) 

and Phase-Shift-Keying (P5K). These digital techniques are normally 

employed in VCrJCUtT. c oding 05 for t;:; to vtili2a available channel band-

width more effici cntly , and for increased coned and accuracy. 

The choice of a modulation system is one of the main decisions 

to be made in 	communication system des:Lgn. It depends on several 

interrelated factors of which the more important are; 

1, User Specification - the type of service to be implemented 

analogue Or digital - military or cour:ierciai. 

Channel Specification - the characteristics of the ionosphere 

between the vrornscd sites for the transmitter and receiver,  

Economic Specification - the budget available to meet 

development, production and running costs of the system. 

Once the decision on modulation has been made, the other constit-

uents of the system will generally follow as a matter of course, For 

example, if the system is to be a military digital communication system 

over a fairly predictable ionospheric path, then P5K or one of its 

derivatives will probably be chosen. This implies that the code used 

will be as efficient as possible re:srdiese of cost, and that a coherent 

dctection (deroiliaties) eechtz.oue ciii be useS at the receiver, is 

contrast, if the sells were for commercial use shore the budget 

was lanstef, than one .eec efficient FSil technique s:.'et be chosen nith 

a less expensive code and non-coherent detection. This system would of 

course be cheaper than the P5K system and would also he more error-

prone, but it would he normally adccuate for the less demanding :peci - 

f cationof thoc otceercis I 



Besides modulation aud ccd.n, which vary according to the :cystco 

the other sinal processing oporationc such as aapl ficatian, fit uriud, 

and 1:liXiflg all exisl in none bra in every cm.r.fli cation oyster 

cclv criteria for t}ecc acocac.r are that they be linear anct as noise- 

free as possible 	In tiit: investigation  they will be gcneraily dcftned 

as; lblach-borenl nit at Londcuit pa:csctcr a. Per oaarp o an MPIKUP 

he spocifiad by its gain nod noise 	it Ml also boa cannot that 

there operations are linear and therefore do not distort the signal. 

It may now be assorted that in the context of signal i:)yocossin(: 

s:L1g10OL quality is dependent only upon the modulation and coding tech- 

fliaues used to n" ;Ole answass tranofur an the 	l.a ad. 

When AcsiSnH2 the signal )x.cg 	.sr:c; Of a cc a 

oyster its eng;seris faced y:Ltb ttio general types of constraints -. 

those occurrinS naturally and those due to the state-of-the-art  

relevant technologies. 

In HF communication, the natural constraints are those due to the 

characteristics of the ionosphere. Mse define the available band-

TIM and the noise escvi:snac:t in rhich the signal sust travel. ThG 

available bandwiitt may be Thtuod as the inicroni of f:uenc!oc one-

which 

:500

which the magnitude of the signal remains within 3db of its value at the 

micl.band frequency, in the 	band, the midband frequencies are 

naturally to ibcoc bsovsen 3 and 30h-.z ( An;jendix 1 ), Since there js 

also a very high density of traffic in the band, tee hf system designer 

is conventionally limited to a very snail bandwidth defined by the 

2 	- 	. world-sane as 	 of nago frequencies . This stapuietsa haudnactas 

that vary up to a maniac:. uf 1 2M for every user of the hi' channel. 

Conventionally acsj'nc:ents hels; etc fllz s.artz are used for teleersiahy 

and data communication, while ascO=1C-lCatr; between 3 and iillz are used 

for analogue cenr:un:tcat on, or with father frequency division for 
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digitü comic 	xs as. v:c'll 	This implic that the conventional HF 

systum deni;nsr m:d only consider ascroutand signal processing tech-

niques. 

The natural noise environment is also a very important design 

consideration, Besides the noise occurring in the ionosphere, there is 

also the noise predicted by kinetic thcoi'y to be inherent in all clue inca]. 

communication 1;ntsr1u 	since sCfl 	JimAn the ability to esseoct]. y 

detect the iiLendnd ;ec.:cijc it is cri.:.ct to o teus cemrunicmt:ion 

design. Furthermore, since the rate of information tnanctej'iri a gien 

system depends directly upon correct message identification, narrosband 

systems with inherently ion information rates depend critically upon 

low noise envircnmentn for efficient opermtioi 

A parameter send universally to quantify tho cffcct of i.iee on 

communication oycher performance is the fignal-to-Noisc rt.:5  (SAY),  

usually expressed in dB thus, 

(SNR) 
x 	10 x x 

= 10 log 	(S /N ) 	(2.2.1) 

where x is the point in the system where the signal power (s) and 

noise power (N) are measured. In most communication systems, the Sf1] 

is of major importance at the input to the receiver where S is lowest, 

and where therefore additive noise most soriousim degrades the signal. 

The value of SEA at the receiver output is also very important since 

it is at this point that the overall system signal quality relevant to 

this investigation is assessed. This implies that receiver performance 

is all-important to efficient communication. 

Receiver performance dopends on state-cf-ths-art communication 

technology and is therefore representative of the second type of constraint 

mentioned previously. The important parameters in receiver performance 

are pr€dt:.e tton gain and noise figure. The former must be 

automatically controlled to cater for reception of both the smallest 



d the largest uigna]e c'y:cti such that the se;iTest expected 

signal may be suitably amplified bore detection and the largest 

expected signal may be received without distortion due to amplitude  

limiting. The latter must normally be kept as accdl as possible Co 

that the least amount of noise he added to the signal in :its passage 

through the receiver. 

The HF communication system designer is thus faced with a number 

of fixed constraints which must be overcome by proper choice of 

modulation or coding technique. Each of these techniques has associated 

with it a cestain amount of necessary bandwidth and SNR performance. In 

designing for optimum signal quality, it is necessary to know the 

values of these parameters associated with a part.icu ar technique and 

so the intention here is to discuss both analogue and digital rodulation 

techniques with the aim of establishing guidelines for chosing the 

optimum system performance. First of all, however, the yardstick by 

which there systems are to be compared must be defined. 



2.2.1 A WasuLument of Signal 'Quality 

This yardstick is the SNR. Equation (2.2.1) gives the 2P2: in th3 

at a given point of uVe system. Here the simple power ratio (is) 

(S /N 
x 
) will be used. Conversion to dB can be made by use of the 

equation. 

The discussion hero will be in terms of baseband signals represented 

by the general signal E( t) which defines an ensemble of probable messages 

from a given source, Though E(t) is not normally handlimited, it will 

to safe here to assume that there is some upper frequency limit 

(e.g. 3khz) . above which the spctral content of E(t) is negligible. 

N may be dc-fined as an analogue message bandwidth. 

The general couenication system, relevant to the discussion, is 

shown in figure (2,2.1).  The transmitter is slimly an amplifier with 

power gain GT  so that 5T' the transmitted signal power is given by 

ST = CT  E2. The receiver filter is a nearly ideal low pass filter (L2i) 

with bandwidth N, so that BN,  the receiver noise bandwidth is given 

approximately be B.. 	N. The other parameters are ac foilo:c: 

L 	= Transmission power loss in channel 

= Signal power at receiver input 

NT 	= Noise temeperature referred to receiver input 

= Noise density at receiver input (assumed constant) 

GD 	= Receiver front end gain 

(SNh)D 	= Destination signal to noise ratio 

k 	= Boltzmants constant 

Q 	= Output signal 

If the tGtal traremissien delay is t and there is no distorticit  

over r 1 <N, then the output signal is 

Y,(t) 	± .E(t_td) + ND(  t) 

(2.2.2) 



_j; N 	,PT\fVL 	OC7TVNV 	( .- .- 	•L: 

flfl)LJL 
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Where ND(t)  is the disLc:Lion noise signal 	Thus the destination siguni 

and noise powers are 

SD  {GT.G/L} 	 (2.2.3) (a) 

ND 	 (2.2.3) (b) 

(SNP)D  = GT.E2/L.W.n 	(2.2.4) 

Now since Sr/L = Sr,, substitution gives 

= S/V/.ri 	 (2.2.5) 

Table (2.2.1) lists representative values of (SNR)D  for selected 

analogue signals along with the frequency ranges of interest. Those 

are baseband frequencies but the principles outlined here arc appllcaole 

to thc much wider range of modulated signals. 

Equation (2.2.5) represents (SNR)D  in terms of some very basic 

parameters. These are S, Ti and W. 

These three parameters are very important performance variables 

and as such may be considered standard in communication systems. 

This they will be here and so the variable Y may be defined thus: 

- 	 S/V!.Ti 	 (2.2.6) 

In the present context, y is equal to the (SIfR)D  for baebaad. 

signals. More generally, since equation (2.2.5) assumes distortionless 

transmission conditions and a nearly ideal filter; it is more accurate to 

say that (SNT)D < y 	y therefore represents an upPer band for analogue 

baseband performance that may or may not be achieved in an actual system. 

For example, the noise bandwidth of a typical, LPF will be greater than 

the message bandwidth which gives (SNl)D = S/B1 , which is less than -r• 

Similarly non-linearities that cause the output to include signal-times- 
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Signal Type 

Barely intelligible voice 

Telephone quality voice 

All broadcast quality audio 

HIFI Audio 

Television Video 

Frequency Range (z) 

500.2000 

200-3200 

100-5000 

20 -20 000 

60 -'+.aIIIz 

(SNP)D c]J3s 

5-10 

25-35 

Lf0-50 

55-6 

k5-55 

Table 221 	120s1iation SIMs for tynical banehand ignals. 
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noise terms also reduce the effective SNP. 

When the noise is non-white and/or channels require considerable 

equalization, the rather simple approach above must be replaced by a 

more sophisticated approach in which specially designed filters are 

incorporated at both the transmitter and receiver. This is the principle 

of optimal terminal filtering In analogue signal transmission. Figure 

(2.2.2) depicts an updated version of figure (2.2.1) which typifies the 

system more normally encountered in practice. The power gains G   i/L 

and 	are absorbed in the frequency-response functions HT(f),  Hc(f) 

and H(f) where T, C and P denote transmitter, channel and receiver 

respectively. 

As far as distortionless transmisssion is concerned, any pair of 

terminal filters will suffice as long as 

HT(f).HR(f)  = K.e/I1 (f) 

(2.2.7) 

where K is an arbitrary constant and I I < v. Hence if HR(f) is chosen 

to minimise the input noise (maximise the output SNR) and HT(f).H(f) 

satisfies equation (2.2.7), the terminal filters will have been optimised 

In the sense that (SNP)D is maximum and the output signal is undistorted. 

The optimization is however subtly constrained by the need for keeping 

ST within reasonable limits. Hence ST.ND/D rather than ND  alone is 

what is being optimized. 

If this is done and equation (2.2.7) holds, expressions can be 

obtained for the optimum receiving and transmitting filters 3, as 

H(f) 	
opt = 	

(f). / H(f) .G1(f) 

(2.2.8) 
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I TL) 2= 
 2J. 2(r)  

(2.2.9) 

2 
rcpctivciLy ;ucre G(f) is the Liessage spectral density and k can be 

determined from the desired value of ST  

Interpretation of these results shows i.nat H2(f) dc-emphasizes 

those frequencies where the noise density is large and the signal density 

is small, while H1(f) does the reverse. The phase shift of IIT(f) and 

I) does not appear here since spectral. densities are being considered. 

Nevertheless, the ovcral] pheno must satisfy equation (2.2.?) for 

distortionless transmission. 

Apart £orr:i the difficult:Lcu of s:jnthesinirg the filters mathemat-

ically, the major obstacle in practice is the assumption of the fact 

that G(f) is known in detail. Usually the communications engineer 

knows the general characteristics of the message or rather the class 

or ensemble of probable messages - but not the complete details. For 

example, if the messages are known to be handlimited in W, it may be 

assumed that the spectral density is flat over P I < !; there being no 

reason to believe that G( f) is larger or smaller at any particular 

frequency. Using this assumption all yield a good but non-optimum 

filter. 

The above example is actually the underlying assumption in the 

approach at the beginning of this section when the noise vas assumed 

to be white and the receiving filter served only to eliminate the out 

of bamd ncise. If G,(f) = /2 and the channel is distortionless so 

that 	 = l/L then the terminal filters become ideal BPFs. 

Now for otinum filtering. 
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This may be writton 

.1 

(2.2.11) 

In the bandlimitod case, the denominator of this equation is integrated 

between the limits ± VJ. This gives 

	

(STD/1D)min = 	 (2.2.12) 

and so 

(.liTP) 2 
1) max 	T 

= 2 )/'•:? 11 

	

1 	 (2.2.13) 

by substitution of (2.2.12) in (2.2.11) 

Similar to Lhe optimum terminal filters discussed abo:e for analogue 

signals, there ore optimum filters for digital signals. These fi=torc 

process pulses of known shape and can thus be truly optisum since they 

can be exactly synthesired for a given signal. They are used extensively 

in data transmission systems using FSK, P2K and their derivatives. 

In the eeoc of digital transmission, the concept of SNI?. by itself 

is not norsally used. Pather there is the idea of probability of 

cnror rrhich defines the uncertainty that the symbol received is correct. 

This probability is hcwever usually directly dependent upon the SNE 

perfcrne.ce of the keying or coding technique; due to the fact that the 

recognitior of a rarticular pulse depends upon the amount of noise 

contamlsatjr= j t vrh:n it arrives at the receiver filter. 

	

The SrL- perfcrnsnee of a keying 	technicu: may be 	fined in a 

:ay analog oun to t;nt used for the analogue haneband signal. However, 
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instead of bandwidth, the sampling rate, r, is used. Hence the para-

raeter,p , can be defined as 

P = Sp/ii i 	 (2.2.14) 

The sampling rate, r, is civen by B/2 where B is the channel bandwidth. 

P  is thus defined for the ideal baseband digital system and will be 

used to evaluate signal quality for such systems in the same way that 

I will be used for analogue systems. 

Taking the receiver section of figure (2.2.2) and assuming that 

the desire is to maximise the output pulse amplitude at some arbitrary 

time, and to minimize the output noise regardless of the shape of the 

pulse, which is unimportant in digital detection. In the absence of 

noise, the peak output signal at t = to  is 

YD(to) = 	f 	I iR  (f).X(f)i 	df.. 

(2.2.15) 

where X(f) = F (E(t)) - the Fourier transform of E(t). The transform 

is used here rather than the spectral density function G2U'), since 

pulse is a known energy signal. The output noise power is 

N 	= 	I 	I(f),IG 11 	) df 
	 (2.2.16) 

The matched filter frequency response H 
R  Mopt  emphasizes the 

frequencies where Ix(f)I / 	is large and vice versa. Unfortunately 

in 	this case H 
it, 
 (f) is physically unrealizable because the corresponding 

impulse response is non-zero for t 	. It may however be very closely 

approached in practice if the realizability constraint is taken into 

account. One important quality of the matched filter is that the 

impulse response has the same shape as the input puicu reversed in 

time and shifted by t. This is equivalent to synchronous detection 
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which, as will become apparent, is a very desirable quality for any 

reception System. 

A method for enumerating signal quality in both analogue and 

digital HF signal prcessing has now been established. However before 

it can be used to evaluate the performance of the various modulation 

and coding techniques, something must be said about the important 

bearing the noise figure of the receiver front-end has on this 

parameter. 

In the discussion above, the receiver front-end was depicted as 

an amplifier with gain G which was assumed noiseless. In practice 

this is never Lhe case as was stated previously. 

Figure (2.2.3) shows a typical configuration for a receiver 

front-end Where it can be seen that the problem of receiver noise 

may be considered in three sections; 

The source signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)s  at the antenna 

terminals. 

The prodetection signal-to-noise ratio. (SNP) 

The destination signal-to-noise ratio. (SNP)D 

The input noise is generally produced by random electromagnetic 

radiation intercepted by the antenna - this radiation being due to 

both natural - and man-made phenomena. The former includes atmospheric 

noise (static) and emission from extra-terrestrial bodies (cosmic 

noise). The latter consists of such effects as commutater sparking, 

fluorescent lighting, ::-ray machines and other processes involving 

electrical discharge. In addition to this, the antenna itself may 

be a noise generator, implying that the incoming noise power depends 

on the kind of antenna used, its position and orientation, the operating 

frequency and the characteristics of the environment in which it 
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operates. (SNR). is thus a difficult parameter to predict theoretically 

and is usually measured on site when needed. 

At the other end of the predetection unit, the detector and any 

subsequent stages are normally relatively noiseless, so that (SNP)1  

and (SNR)D are related to each other only by the type of modulation 

used. 

If the predetection unit is also noiseless, then (SNH)s is equal 

to (SNTR)R  and there is no problem. However this is seldom if ever 

the case since the HF and IF stages often add internally generated 

noise whose magnitude is comparable to, or even greater than, the input 

noise power. 

Receiver noise is usually discussed in terms of two standard 

parameters - the Noise Figure (F) and the Noise Temperature (NT) which 

relate (SNH) S to (SNR)H  for the predetection unit. They are thus 

invaluable as an aid to optimum system design. 

The predetection unit of a receiver consists of several units 

connected in cascade, ,each of which produces its particular internally 

generated noise. Figure (2.2.4) shows one of these components as 

a noisy two poit network with gain Ga)  noise equivalent bandwidth B  

and additive noise power Na•  The unit is also matched to its signal 

source and load. The source produces a signal power, S. and a noise 

power N. If this noise is white and represented by a noise temperature 

NT1, then Na±  is given by (k.NT.,BN). 

Under these conditions it is easy to shove that 

(ZivP 0  = (SFrR). / (1 + N ax / (G.k.NT..B)) 

(2.2.18) 

(SNH) is thus never greater than (SNR).. Equation (2.2.18) also 

shows that despite additive noise the output and input Ms can be 
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nearly 	equal as long as N ax < 
< (G.k.NT.B). This implies that 

the absolute value of the excess noise power is not important as long 

as it is small relative to the source noise. It may be further noted 

that NaJG •kB;T depends only upon the device parameters and has the 

dimension of temperature. Thus the effective input NT, or the amplyier 

temperature, NTF, may be given by this expression. N 	is a measure 

of noisiness referrred to the input of the unit. If a device is-noise— 

less then NTE = 0. If NT.1, is substituted in equation (2.2.18), then 

the output noise power can be derived as (Ga k(NTi  + NTr).Bi,) which 

gives an output noise temperature as Ga  (NT  i + NT E). 

If the impedences are not matched, then all the powers will be 

less than those available. The above cquatioa will .till hold as G  

and NT i are the predominant factors (i.e. NT1. < < UT1). It may also 

be noted that as G   is defined for matched conditions, some compensation 

will in general be necessary. 

NT 
El is a useful receiver performance parameter when NTF< < 

If this is not the cases  then it is generally preferable to use F - 

the Noise Figure. F is formally defined as the actual output noise 

power divided by the value of the output noise power if the two port 

network were noiseless, the source bcing at room temperature. F is 

usually greater than unity and F = 1 gives the noise figure for a 

noiseless amplifier, 

Using the same notation as before, the output SNR may be defined 

by 

= C'•I 	+ (F_l).(IJT/Nrl.)) 

(2.2.19) 

If the source is at room temperature, then ITT 
3.  . 	0 

NT and (NP)0 	
(11i)/F. 

In most modern systems, however, where noise is a critical parameter, 
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equation (2.2.19) must 'cc used in almost every case. 

The predetection unit consists of several of the units shown in 

figure (2.2.4) in cascade. This moans that the individual noise 

characteristics must be combined in some way to give the total noise 

performance of the predetection stage. This process will relate (SNE)c. 

to (SNp) and thus provide the means of evaluating (SNE)D - the parameter 

of most interest in this investigation. 

With three or more cascaded stages, NTE  and F of the system so 

composed are given by 

NT 	NT - + NT JG + NT /G G + 
E 	N-I- E a11- E7 a-ta2 

(2.2.20) (a) 

F = Fl -I F2 - 1 	+ 	3_i 	-- • ....... 
G 	 G.G 
al 	a! a2 

(2.2.20) (b) 

Equation (2.2.20) (b) is the well-hnovin FP11S formula and shows 

quite clearly that receiver noise is dominated by the first stage - 

the familiar front-end of the predetection unit. Thus if Gab>  1, then 

the overall NT   is essentially that of the first stage itself. If 

however the first stage is an attenuator of loss L = 1/G 
al 
 then the 

effect is compounded as ITT El=(L - l)NT., etc. This implies that 

front-end attenuators should be avoided wherever possible. 

Assuming now that the predetection unit has a noise bandwidth of 

approximately the modulated signal bandwidth, BT,and  that at. the antanna 

teralnals, the signal power S S r S/L and the antenna noise temperature 

is NT,. Then if the antenna is matched to the first stage, as is usual, 

then the predetection SN11R will be given by 

(sTr) =G.Si/ (Ga•k (TTTs + NT.B) 

(2 • 2 • 21) 
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Substitution and simp2ification then Give 

(S:i) 	= S / L.k.:T,,BT 	(2.2,22) 

where NTIT  = (IrT -; I?) is the system noise temperauro referred to 

the antenna terminals, if (m) is Men as equal to S/ 	'.icrc 

is the uniform vhite noise density over the passband B 	thon i 	G. Sr  /b 
J, 

and fl is Given by G.k.bT 1. hero G is the actual power gain of the 

pre'JeLcction unit no before. 



P, 2,  2 Analoue Moclat:icn Technicucs 

The convenLional fiJi signal used in standard radio broadcasting 

nay he defined as, 

(2. 2.23) 

whore '%7 is the conatant carrier frequency, I is the modulation index 

and the time varying amplitude, (1 + !,m.( t)) is a linear fuse lion of 

ni( t) 	the modulating signal containirg the iriforn'iun. It cii1 be 

assumed here that m( t) is so scaled that 	rn( t) 	< 1 

In Double Side-Band (DSJi) MI, the carrier tcrr:, A ccc ':it is 

suppronneci and equation (2. 2.23)  becomes for DSB 

i(Q 1r(t"t osL)t 	(2.2,2/p) 

here subscript B denotes D313. 

If the DSB signal is filtered to remove one of the sidehancls, Single 

Sideband (SSB) All results as 

= -A (m( t) -cos L3t - (t) sin 	t) SU 	S 	 c 

(2.2.25) 

Here S represents SSB and Tj the upper sideband. The mines sign befcrc 

the second term in brackets becomes a plus if the levier rather than the 

upper sidebnd is used. Finally ( t) is the 11Ii1bert transform of m( t). 

Two variaticas of 2GB, independent Sid'oand (132) and Vestigial Side-

band (5B) are also used in particular applications but their character-

istics will not be discussed here. The interested reader is referred 

to aprropriate .-efer:Dncesl 3;4 

The noise that affecte HF analogue signals is narrovband. as is the 

modulation used at HF. This type of noise may be represented in tno 

ways which are of special use in evaluating the SI1F perforuanee 0t 
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narro'iband cyct:T;.. 

The first of these is 1hp quArature carri or representation given 

by 

n(t) 	n 	cos 	U 	n (t) als Ub t 
C 	 C 

/ -, .(_ -, 	c 
' C 

Whore n( t) 	 c function of an crgodio gricn random Tiroc crc 

in the :UtcscJ 0  < t < 7. The coefficients n. (t), n( t) are thcorselves 

sample functions which are independent gaussian variates with zero 

Tl.'Jan and equal variances in the limit T 	oo. 

If the oririnol random process has bandwidth B centred at t3 
q 	 C. 

then n. (t) and n (t) each have bandwidth B q centred at the zero Irecjuo:icy,  
q  

SnCJ may be regarded as low-pass, random noise waveforms having zero mcan 

ad positive frequoiicy bundwiath B/2. They respectively DgB modulate 

the quadrature carriers cosW 
C t 

en  -sin C t. This formulation is 
C 

particularly useful for calculating the effects of small amounts of 

noise on system performance. 

The second representation is the envelope-and-shasc definition 

given by 

n( t) 	l(tcce-(C.Jt 4- 0(t)) 

(2.2.27) 

where P(i) is the eavelone function and 0(t) the phase function of 

the noise signal. A physical realization of this representation is 

possible if noise is observed after it has passed through a narrow band-

pass filter. It appears as a sinusoidal waveforn, the arplitude and 

phase of which fluctuate slowly compared to the average period of the 

wave. P(t) and Or(t)  are similar to the coefficients n(t) and flq(t) 

and in this form the expression is useful for SIP analysis when the 

signal is weak compared to the noise. 

Thoco two definitions of narrowband iiwssian noise are closely 



r'e;edi 	ctcr..r;.H: 	 uicussiee, 	This is due to 

the fact that modulated signals are generally bctndpass signals rather 

than haseband signals which were used in the previous section. Besides 

hav-ing a modulation capability at the transmitter, systems using band- 

pass signals also have an C:: Uvcc Iii 	 he ic i:r frCnt--cnd. 

This filter ensures that on '. ,y-  the cuuJ Lerd cou :iJu; the 

frequency and the message sidebands are passed to the predotection unit 

of the receiver. Figure (2,2.5) shows a block diagram of a typical 

Lancipass signal communication sys Lej. 

Iron the .riguro if G( f) = q /2 at tie input then the 	tial 

density of n(t) is G(f)=TI/2  H(i)
12 

Assuming that R(f) 	3. 

and that the receiver bandwidth B is approximately equal to the 

transmission bandwidth 	then if also the noise equiva1eni1; inudeidih 

of 	f) is approximately E Tjthe  total filtered noise power is 

HR 	2 11 
 

BT which is known as the received noise power. 

Having now defined the signal and noise functions used in 

analogue HP comaunication, it is now possible to evaluate the SNP 

performance of I-IF analogue modulation systems. 

Figure (2.2. t) depicts a typical Ci system receiver. The 

modulated signal plus noise at the detection is given by 

U( t) = Iç.E(t) + n(t) 	(2.2.28) 

Since linear modulation has BT 	VI or 2V1 depending on. whether or 

net a sideband has been suppressed, there are three possible spectra 

for G(f) if 2(f) is symmetrical. These are shown in figure (2.2.7)., 

Thv 	 power at the detector input is K 	multiplied by 

the tine averae i value of F2 t); the result is S 	The noise power, 

N, is given by fl T• Since signal and noise aje additive in equation 
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inanirigfu to defino thc predet,ccti.on SN2 as 

(2. 2.29) 

Taking the expressior for Ifrom equation (2.2. 6) mc I = s,./n., it 

can be deduced that 

(SNR)J)  =(, L) . 	 (2. 2.30) 

Hence (SNR)2 = y for SSE 	(BT = ) and c /2 for DSB 	2!). 

Non 	y J s equal o tlic mavinus value of ( 1NT) for analogue hanetand 

transmission, 	F th sr3r!c r(tcona.ng equations (2.2. 29) and (2. 2.30) 

represent upper bounds for the bandpass signal. 

Non S is a] so defined for a modulated signal in ter:rs of S, the 

t: ausmit ted a] gaol power as 

= S 	= K 	ST 

(2.2.32) 

where A 	K.A is the carrier amplitude at the detector input, and 

A 	is the value of this naranster before bandpass filtering . 

With the above considerations, two questions came to nnd. 

Given E(t) and the type of detector, what is the final 

output signal-plus-noise waveform, and 

If the signal and noise are additive at the output, what 

is the value of (SNI)1  in terrps of 

In other words; what is the measure of signal qua] ity in }i7 analogue 

SySLCLr5' The anaver lies in an investigation of the t:o dstcst On 

nethods used in analogue communications. 

The first of these is synchronous detectierL 	fl% a prechuct 

demodulator 	The incoming signal is multiplied with a locally 
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generated sinusoid which must be synchronized with the carrier in 

frequency and phase. The result is low pass filtered with a filter 

having bandwidth equal to or larger than the message handwidh. 

If the modulation is DSB, then equation (2.2.4) is substituted 

for E( t) in equation (2.2.28). If further n( t) is represented in 

quadrature carrier forn, equation (2.2.26), then the total detector 

input is 

u(t) = (A.m(t) + n1(t)).cos30t - n0. sin  Ot 

(2.2.33) 

This form of the bandpass signal, u(t), is itself the quadrature 

carrier representation of u(t), V/hen this is applied to an ideal 

synchronous detector, the result y(t) in figure (2.2.6), is 

(A.m(t) + n.(t)) and after low pass filtering 

YD(t) = AR.m(t).+ n.(t) 	(2,2.34) 

since both components of y(t) are band limited to BT/2. 

Three important conclusions may be drawn from equation (2.2.34). 

The message and noise are additive at the utput 

The quadrature noise component, flq(t) is completely rejected, 

The output noise power spectrum is GNi(f)  which has the 

shape of GN(f) translated to zero frequency. 

If H(f) is relatively flat over BT,  the output noise is essentially 

white over the message bandwidth Vt. 

Taking the mean square values of the two terms in equation (2,2.31+), 

is given by 

(sNR)D 
= 	

2 / 

2S /nBT  

2(SN2)R 	 (2.2.33) 



using equaLion (2.2.30) t.rL iiver for DfB 

Thecnfo:ci 	nuic }.nf gaussin 1:cisn jYI ;.ith ideal mynchronouc 

dstcc tics 	cqui'aient to ba 'hsnd tean s:;:i on oven though the 

transmission bandwidth is twice as great. This performance is 

obtained because the translated sidcbands containing the signals 

Overlap coherently, whereas the noise sidobands sum incoherently. 

This signal si3bnnd coherence counterbalances the doubled noise 

power (flBm  = 2T17) cornphrod to baschand. 

The performance of conventional. AM with synchronous detection r:iry 

be easily inferred from the reasoning above and equation (2.2,"l), 

This process gives for AM 

STIR) D 
	

(I m2  / (1 + i 2fl. I 

(2.2.37) 

where I and m( t) are previously defined. Equation (12-2.3-( ) shows 

that (SNR)D  for AM is less than or equal to1/2 (since I < 2) which 

gives the well-known result that fifty per cent or more of the 

transmitted power is wasted in the AN carrier. Other factors 

being equal therefore, an AM system must transmit at least twice 

the power of a suppressed carrier system to achieve the same per-

formance at the destination. 

This means that on an average power basis, conventional AN is 

a-2 
inferior to USE by 3dB or more. Typically I m = 0.1, for which 

(SNP)is about 7 d below the maximum value for I IM  2 	1. Under 

these conditions, AN is typically lOdE worse than DSB. 

Under peak power limiting condti.cae, this is a serious problem 

in AN radio broadcasting and special techniques such as volume 



compression and peak limiting are frequently employed at the 

transmitter to ensure that the carrier is fully modulated most of 

the time. These techniques actually distort the recovered message 

and would be unacceptable for analogue data transmission. For 

audio programme material the distortion is usually tolerable. 

For SSB. the DSB analysis must be modified by a quadrature 

component in Es(t) and the offset carrier frequency compared to the 

centre frequency f of HR(f). These changes to the analysis yield 

for SSB 

(SNP)D = A 2/Lf. n .B 

(2.2.38) 

since BT = W and S = (J 22/4) for SSB. 

This performance is similar to that for DSB except that it 

is produced in half the bandwidth which means that SSB is generally 

3dB better than DSB. 

So far the modulation technique have been considered for 

equal values of SRI the average received power. It is generally 

more realistic to consider equal peak powers, which reflect the peak 

power constraint of the transmitters. 

Under these conditions, it can be shown  that (SNR)D for DSB 

is four times (6dB) and that for AN since the peak powers are 

proportional to A 
2 
 and '+A 

2
respectively. 

Peak power calculations for SSB with reprusentativu modulating 

signals indicate that SSB is two to three dB better than DSB. If 

however the message has pronounced discontinuities which cause 

envelope 'horns' then SSB becomes inferior to DSB. 

The suppressed-carrier systems need the complex and expensive 

29 
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synchronous detection techniques for proper operation since they 

have no carrier for reitr:.icu at the receiver. AN, on the other 

hand, has power in t}- e carrier to snare and so is ideally suited 

to envelope detcction the second of the techniques used, to demodulate 

analogue signals. 

The main difference hetv:e the 'p::formmncc of the env':loie 

detector and the synchronous detector, in the presence of noire, is 

the occurence in the forcer technique of a threshold effect. In 

synchronous detection the signal is always present no matter the 

level of the noise; and though it might actually be lost in the noise, 

an unmutilated version of the transmitted signal always exists. In 

envejolDe detecti on mutilation of the signal occurs at low predeteetiori 

SNPs, This is the threshold effect, It implies that there is co:o 

value of (SNR)R  above which nutilation is negligible and below which 

system performance rapidly deteriorates. 

In facts if(SNr)D >> 1, they envelope detection is equalin 

performance to synchronous detection, but if (5Nl)1 << 1 the message 

is usually lost beyond retrieval. Not,,,  that (3I121)D  for envelope 

detection is the previously derived expression for synchronously 

detected AN in equation (2.2.37).  From this equation (STIR), = y /2 

and if (SNP)— , (th = threshold), is ,siven approximately by 10. 
t!1 

(actual SIN) which gives a 99% probability that (iN2) >> 1, then 

th is equal to 20, The threshold effect is therefore seldom serious 

in practice if enough power is available and since for example, 

reasonably intelligible voice transmission demands o post detection 

SN2 of 30dB or more, it is reasonable to expect that such systems 

will always be deilguod to provide enough power for this stipulation. 



The reselts derived in this seotj ori section for the SNR performance of the 

anal o'ie irodulation techniques used at HF are summarised for convenience 

tcble (2.i.2), Pesu.lte for hasohanci signals are also included for 

reference. 

Of the several typos of modulation, the suppressed carrier methods 

are soperior to conventional AM on several counts. SRs are better and 

there is no threshold effect which wastes transmitter power. V/hen bonc 

width conservation is important, SFB and VSB are particularly atractivo. 

But one seldom gets something for nothing and the price of efficient 

iinear modulation is the increased complexity afid hence cost of instru-

mentation particularly at the receiver. Synchronous detection no 

mutter bow it is implemented, reouires highly sophict:icacd circuitry 

compared to that needed "or envelope detecti or, )?'r point-to'poini; 

communications (one transmitter, one receiver) the pr cc may be worth-

while. But for hfoadcast si mUcus (one transmitter, many receivers) , 

economic considerations must tip the balance toward the simplest 

Possible receiver and hence envelope detection. 

From considerations of instrumentation AN is the least complex 

and costly of the systems while suppressed-carrier VS-B, (which was not 

discussed but it is included for completeness) with its special side-

band filter and synchronization, is the most complex. Of DS1-3 and. 3SB (in 

their proper applications) the latter is less difficult to implement 

because the synchronization is not so critical. In addition improved 

filter technolo 3  has made the required sideband filters more readily 

avail able, 



Type BT/:1 
'Dy 	

lyth DC Complexity f 	Comments 	- Applications 	- 
no short-hand 

Dasebond 1 1 - io Minor 
modulation 

- links 
2-2 
I 	m 20 

No Minor envelope broadcast 
-2 i + i2  detection L. I radio -- 

- Yes ynchronous Analogue data 
DSP 2 1 

Major

s 
detection multiplexed systems 

1 1 - No Moderate synchronous point to point voice 
SCB detection multiplexing 

synchronous 

VSB 1+ - Yes Major detection 
Digital data 

normalized transmission bandwidth 

f 

11 = message bandwidth 

= received signal power 

N.B. ideal systems are assumed so 
values of 	are upper bounds. 

= noise density referred to receiver input 

Table (2.2.2) Comrison of HF CW Modulation Systens 



2°;; 	ifl°i.-d. 

In the J-1I ci.::oIJ 	 orci In J (II) systems ore conventionally 

-- 	of KRYK and ddi'._. 

fl C 	"no :n 	or to 	 :d 	too 

Wiccn of 	 and F1 :c': 	 3 conatrained to be 

1000 than or equal to unity 

In digital systems, the message in usually coded in binary which 

roquiroc only two states of the carrio' to r - oi'uoo coiyUtcly coded 

;'rOr. Uping Nhii, tlis'ould Penn the u:: nT 	 to frequencies 

too!ro- c2.t 	 0r: 1 1' or I idliT , and tic binary 1 0 1  or IPACE. 

TJioi].nr1y w-i.th  jIiIlT , to different pares .:oui ci be ua:ci 	Reception 

would then consist of being able to recognize a ITPdh; :n:. dier than a 

SPACEand vice versa. in ether words, the recci vcr oust he able to 

distingut cI WMian two disic L frcquencies or phases. The digi taT 

signall:Lco system based on ITBtdT is called Frequency-FUN-Y eylng (•:), 

while that bared on NBPH is known as Phase-Shifteai en 

The ability of a fi1er, digital system to do a •oocT. job 

exorcz::eci in terns of the probability of error in detocuion, (to) tT:o 

:oc'oahili-ty that a YTPK will be interpreted as a SPAW and wtc 

The lower this probability, the better the signal quality :erfer once 

of the systa. This probability is usually directly dependent upon 

the paraoetorp given by 

= 	 (l,39) 

where pis the parameter for digital systems corresponding to 

(C0000ion (2.2.)) On 3r3:. o 	 im c runlan (°. 

coo or do .Tiroci :on-iouslv; r is the rrrnlIng rate of the T:riag 

technique given by a 	3/2 nbc-ne B is the channel Landoidth. p is 

thus defined here for the ideal basehand digital system. 



The simpl rot or;.: oiTOrudio system ia; one with roc tan guLar 

1T32!•! and constant carrier amplitude. This system is doithatod by 

ideal transmitted pulses of the fore 5  

17 
t) 	elm (t for 1IAflK 

= A .rii; 1,Dt for iPACE 
k 

(2. 2.40) 

whore 	2f and 	2f2 	I1 	ar. 	 assumed constant over 

a single information pulse, 

In non-coherent FSK reception using a pair of tune filtees, the 

output of each filter :Le envelope detected, The eo;elopes are then 

eaopl od once wow fnfornrtion pulse , and the MAPK/2PACE decision iLi  

made accordim. to mhihevrr s the larger of the samates, ?esuoilg 

that the mignzr.0 and filterang are ideal, and that there as no croes-

talk etc, and also assuming that the cigna]. is contaminated with band-

pass noise of the type given in equations (2,2, 26) and (2. 2, 27) , then 

an error occurs when the filter containing noise alone has a larger 

CflVO, P
2' 
 than the filter with the signal plus uoi so Fh ,say. 

The probability of error is then given by 5 

P- 
Prob(P > P ) 	e / 	(2.2.41) 

Oi 	 2 

Coherent detection of 25K is seldom if ever used largely because if the 

money is available for a complex coherent detection system, then it is 

very ouch better to use a P5K modulation system. The discussion on 

P5K is best approached from the viewpoint of decision theory' This 

theory points out that optimum (minimum error-rate) hinary signal1in/ 

reception requires the encoding of each information ieent as the 

algebraic sign of a single pulsed waveform with detection by multi-

plication and inteveation (cross- correlation) against a perfect replica 

of this waveform. P5K of a constant ar;irlitude carrier, with 	sharp 



binary transitions betreen two phase states separated by TI radians 

fulfills exactly the requirements for optimum signalling. The 

resulting PSK signal has the form of a sequence of plus/minus rectangular 

pulses of a continuously generated sinusoidal carrier. 

Detection of the binary information in a PSK signal is implemented 

in either of two ways. The more widely used method is the coherent 

detector whcih receives a reference waveform accurate in frequency and 

phase. An exactly 'similar reference is required to realize the phase 

detector, The ideal phase detector is a zero memory device whose output 

is independent of the envelopes of the detector inputs and which specific-

ally measures the cosine of the phase differences. A phase difference 

Of zero resuls in a +1 (MARK) and of 1800  in a -1 (SPACE), which is 

directly the kind of bipolar output required by decision theory in 

optimum binary communication systems. The coherent detector is also a 

zero-memory device, but it differs from the phase detector in that it has 

an output proportional to both the input envelopes and the phase differ-

ence cosine. Therefore both detection methods result in identical 

binary decisions from the same input signals and thus there will be no 

performance difference in binary PSK between the coherent detection as 

suggested by decision theory, and the phase detector implied by direct 

analogy to the demodulation of wideband PM signals. 

An error occurs in ideal coherent PSK when the phase is -ve  when 

it should be vice versa. Assuming contamination of the pulse with 

narrowband gaussian noise, the probability of error for this keying 

method is given by5  

= -- erfc p 	 (2.2.1+2) 

when p is the (SMp) in the filter output at the sampling instant.ihen 

the Pc for P3K is compared to that of FSK (coherent) expressed as 	orfcP /2) 

it is clear that a particular probability of error occurs at exactly 3 

lower .SNR in ideal coherent PSK than in coherent FSK. 



Thus v:hcre 	 rcs: a s seem is n?ed to c)te b e1ow some naecifiod error—

rate, there is a very rcal 3dB design advantage in using P5K xather 

6 
than ESE. is is m7 so cv1oot , coherent PSK has no greater equiprent 

requirements than does c o roal ESK; in fact, less since only one 

frequency is used. This fact results in the very rare use of FSK in 

a coherent communication cystam, 

Use of P3K does present two very real problems in practice, 

however; the first of which is the possiblity of phase errors in 

the receiver reference with respect to the incoming signal. These 

errors are due to drifts of a relative nature in the transmitter and 

receiver master oscillators. 	These changes may be comnensai;cd for 

by correcting the receiver reference, but the information needed for 

this can usually only be obtained by operations on, the received 

signal. In this situation relatively long-term smoothing is require to 

diminish additional apparent fluctuation caused by receiver noise, 

The other important limitation in P5K detection is the additive 

noise associated with deriving the reference signal in the receiver. 

This may be briefly discussed in relation to an important derivative 

of ideal coherent PSK - differential P5K or DPSK. DPSK overcomes the 

long-term stability and high quality correction loops required for 

ideal coherent P3K. In DPSK systems it is assumed that there is enough 

stability present in the oscillators and the transmissioh medium to 

make negligible any change in phase from one information pulse to 

the next, aside from change caused by actual encoding. Information 

is then enccded differentially by encoding thc information in terms of 

the phase change bet'ieen successive pulses. For example, no (0 
0) 

phase 

shift from the previous pulse could be NAK and them a :1800 shift would 

be SPACE. A coherent or phase detector is still used, one input 'ceirg 

the t currentt phase and the other being the previous -pulse appropriately 

delayed, 
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The major difference between PSK and. DPgK is not however in the 

differential encoding. Rather it is in the fact that the reference 

signal in DPSK is derived from the receiver input over a single 

previous pulse. This means that the reference is contaminated by 

additive noise to the same extent as the information pulse; (ie) both 

have the same 

Therefore assuming that a i1ARK is tran:a.LLtLCd and that in the absence 

of noise, both the signal and reference portions of the filter output 

have the same froquney and phase, it can be shown that the error-rate 

for DPK is given by 

I'd) = -je P 	 (2.2.43) 

Comparison of this with equation (2. 2.1+1) shows that at all error 

rates, DP2K requires exactly 3dB less VAR than non-coherent FSK. 'for 

the same error-rate. It is also clear that at high gNhs DPK performs 

almost as well as ideal coherent PSK at the same keying-rate and power 

level. 

Therefore even though ideal coherent P;3K is undeniably the best 

system for best er.a-ratc perfor 	ddhh 15 0 Y COIl reco.iik 

L cause it avoi,1rj On 'ohium of TransIlittL'r/dccelvur ieutur oscillator 

synchronization. however both I'J(  and DP;h' xequixelcoherent detection 

which produces considerable complexity and cost in the receiver. In 

many cases therefore, it is found that non-coherent FBK is used, oven 

though it is prone to a greater error-rate than either PSK of DPdK. 

From a consideration of the error-rates given above, it may be 

deduced that the error probabilities of lid digital signalling techniques 

are all directly proportional to p t  If for any of the systems described 

above, the signal poser is limited to soLte maximum value - a relevant 

optimum design consideration - and errors are still unacceptably 

frequent, then some other ijuans of improvi u'g reliability must be found. 
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often evor c ont 	cdinL; rro'idcs the best solution.  

At this point is is not intended to didcucs this vast and multi— 

faceted subject. This sill be done in Cher (3) 	Hufice here to 

say that crroe' contnrl coding is the calculated uc of redundancy to 

a detector to carry out a dynamic check on the bits of the code 

iU is receiving. At the present time, through the use of interleaved 

block cyclic codes,
7 '89  convolutional codes,

10 
 and many other types 

of code, error control coding is proving itself of major importance 

in improving I-IF digital communication. 



2,3 	Fundaciontul Ton o cpb er:.cflffects 

So far in this investigation, the HF channel joining the trans- 

mitter to the receiver has been described as a system block which atten- 

uates the signal and contaminates it with netrrov:hand Gaussian noise, 

Even for the basic nature of the discussion in this chapter, this 

picture is over-idealistic since 1-IF radio waves propagate in the ionosphere. 

Of course, long distance HF adio communication is possible only 

because the ionosphere exists. Every 3 to 3011Hz radio wave that is 

to be received beyond the line of sight jOflfl5 the transmitter to 

the receiver must traverse one or more ionospheric layers, and most then 

be reflected from another layer before an Hi? communication link is 

established. 

The ionospheric, layers are ionized and as such have profound 

effects upon electromagnetic waves penetrating them, The most 

advantageous of these effects, and the one central to the whole concept 

of ionospheric radio propagation is the progressive refraction of the 

transmitted HF radio save. This process eventually causes the signal 

to be reflected back to earth and, thus to the receiver. The other 

effects all servo in one way or other to degrade signal quality. 

Foremost among these effects are absorption and noise ii which 

are always present in ionospheric radio p::'opagation, Absorption reduces 

the transmitted signal power, S,and as such makes up a part of the 
1. 

attenuation attributed to the IT? channel, ionospheric noise combines 

with the noise already present in the signal 	 It is 

additive, narrowband and Canssdan in nature, 

two effects always produce signal quality dcgrade.tion in that the 

is reduced in both cases, 

Besides theme peri:ancnb effects, there n s also random phenomena 

which act against signal quality. The most important of those is fadin
-I-)  
g' 



4c3i. may occur at xrV time and uivoy Dath.IL rcoultv in reduction 

of power end thus of ill, Ming also occups in a setr-permanent 

for 	due to a 	 enr.fct:Lon ofiec in which are seldom absent 

1'ro:t the  

iouos:o:eic characteristics vary conti.ounly with the Sun's 

position and level of activity. This results in an ionosphere which 

changes contiuous2y from JL'y  to ch12r, season to season, anO over a fairly 

consistent l].—yoc.r solar cycle3 . To some extent those changes are 

predictable and for:e1 forecasts 	are made by rovorul bodies 

in 	SC; - 	: 	: OnO. 	;e-:ic chncvvnt:i on • These predictions a:co incinnpcnhlci 

hoe 	to  tIC TI jewlsn anzinear'to uses then Initially to quantify 00. 

probable c'errLcto:cnstnon of the peth over which  he  hopes no cc-L:ablteh 

C or-nunt cnl;iou 

Designs based on iontocpher'ic predictions can only be nppro7lnuto, 

in an optimum design, it is more i.nrter-.t to k:coc; the pr:helc 

shout the mean of the predicted parameters. This leads to a en: 

of dc-cT g:-i 'ca—u& on enter-ta f-eu rcT.Inble ens - ------henri on. 

These criteria are the nor-rIco e-nr'cn ciofinect as  tic h-TIc: 

for links niciol nun oeoctac:--n I elY to 310 of the tine  availrbihit'- 

a given path, using a gin-en fore of coeau.nication systen. Typical 

difls for various typos of services under non-'fafiny, or stable 

conditions 510 given in table 	13, These samoa are r:ofifiod 

in practice by the type of :rc--rTulatior riced I:: the- systener::' by the 

effects of random fading in the channel, 

When designing an II system, the MEIneep or-ens to know the 

propertico of the ionosphere and to understand how these oroperites 

vary with LTC. This infcr-rcrtf on en-rh-: en Anp to onne a qualitative 

and quantitative ::odel of the inten-fof c-u.Iiui:Lcatio:c path through the 

onosrhere. 	Th-:ther-ncro a basic niche--ut-c-: - n -  of the i--eer-'-o--- 

ful in obtaining a pgoocr ::iioiiedfc of the cr-u--:-nt use of +hee Thin 

Several excellent une'orcncc, some of which hare been quotch abe-c-c, 

C 
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SI'Es rcgured for ci 	tjpr of scrvicc(sta'ble sin&land n 04  .:o 

TABLE (271)b 

Type of Transmission Carrier/noise ratio or 
PE,., 	noise ratio for a 
band 	of 1niz (dB) 

Te1erorhy Al 

8 bauds, poor quality 1 
24 bands 16 
120 bands, recorder 8 
50 bands, teleprinter 10 

Telegraphy A2 	modulated carrier 

-i 8 bands, poor quality 
21 	hands 10 

Tcleraphy with FSIF1 

120 bauds, recorder 10 
50 bauds, 	teleprinter 6 

Script teehsystem 11 

Telephony  

Double band, skilled operators 20 
Double hand, barely commercial 29 
Double baid, good commercial 3? 

SSB and ISB 

1 channel 31 
2 channels 33 
3 channels 34 
k channels 35 



explain the l;ie :.lie: PentiOW nhoe in 'eat MAY  ii. For 

this reonon it would be suucrfluouo to inTude a detailed treatise in 

the main discuscion of this investigation, 

i0iCVCO in order to unrint) and unify the present state of knowledge 

on the :T:ee:':e ail also to aid the Juvalowent ci 	ionosphoric  

nodel pron i:: thin thesis (C :ter 5), !;:ITi::c.cateinn a eCT:LC'e 

of the basic ionospheric properties and effects Mich have such an 

important bearing on the whole concert 01 signal quality and opt:Lsun HF 

system design. 

The discussion in this apyenJix Coals first of all :nTth the h:.nic 

structure of the ionosphere and the jundacientali theory of inouiephenic 

radio pro utter, A occtar)n :is then devoted to predicted inncah 

panauctorn and theA:. :Llortal.rc:;.n iood HF design. The prac tTc.n1. 

methods used to 	atiiy ac)noruphonlc path ions are then cTeso:i bed 

and then three :1; pce:t: :1 cualLitativo ann quantitativu AO:iatl ca - 

phenoinono. are discussed. These are 

FadinF and FulLtisath 

ionospheric Fadlo Noise 

lone nahenic Disturbance-: 

Arpondix I will be denoted Al in vefevonoos appeWnS hereafter 

in this investiSation, 
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2,4 	ccaai 	 -2Z1fJ1 

The antenna systems which match the transmitter and receiver to 

the io 	are normally the most expensive blocks in any modcrn HF 

radio circuit. By today's standards, an efficient and reliable arrange- 

neit reqi ecu very I 	cuo:u 	c -I land - hrcrs cf acru st:Iccu - 

which has to be; vcry careful] ccl ecteci awe 1cPar(c for OptJnUm 

antenna operation. The antennas themselves are large structures, 

a typical rnomh:Lcik measures some 200 a a].ong the major axis at the 

relevant frequencies) and use large amounts of metal and cable for 

both the radiating structures and their support arrangements. Besides 

this a modern antenna tfa=t typically contains between .50 and 50 

differcn.t 1fF antennas to ensure adequate coverage worl6.'cide and thus 

economic and c± iicont operation of the wideband transmitters and 

receivers now being built/ 

Besides the obvious cost, HF antennas are not renowned for their 

efficiency in radiating available transmitter power for ohmic and 

unwanted radiation losses tend to be relatively high. Also HF 

antenna bandwidths arc not in general very wide and so more than one 

antenna may he needed to cover even one frequency band accurately. 

Again, because of the large transmission distances normally encountered 

HF antennas generally have to be directional which therefore limits 

their use in directions other than that for which they were designed. 

To overcome this requires several antennas pointed in different directions 

since mechanical rotation of such large structures is virtually impose-

ible. 

With these considerations in niinci, it in nt difficult to appreciate 

Why the HF antenna is often referred to as the weak link in the HF 

communication circuit. Long distance ionosrheric communications usually 

involve high overall transmission losses, esuocially under unfavoarable 

Propagation conditions. The use of expensive linear high power trans- 
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mittoyn In Doopforn practically snnclatory to ensure reliable HP 

co5uunication channels. To justify this expense the antenna systems 

must be carefully dosioed with specific objectives in mind 	The most 

:tant of these ac non cr;idor. 

1, 	Ti 	be. en. syn to. must n:nvi.de 1.ig} gain and then high 

dirocMWN in Ohl 0-s fcrrnd dirco tio o. cos1cuflic.at  O1i 

This is needed to mer.ximise the power transfer from transmitter 

to receiver and to minimize radiation in undesired directions - 

thus reducing potential interference to other services, 

The preferred direction of communication involves both 

the vertical and lioricontal angles at which maximum radiation 

is dc;;ircd, 

The 	.e:tic a2 angles pertinW to ionooDhoric Propagation 

derenh on the distance between the trans lIter and r.e::bvi.r 

effective ionospheric layer heightAt  and the node of propagation Al 

(l-hop 2-hop, etc). Figure (2.4.1) 16 shows the elevation angles 

used for !-hop propagation for various virtual heights. This 

is however only epprorleate and in general it is desirable to 

carry out a detailed propagation study over the proposed path 

before fixing the vertical angles to be allowed for in the 

antenna design. For communication over distances greater than 

IOOO Km which are not covered by figure (2. 2) the maximum 

signal will result from low-angle transmission in the range from 

.20k 150, with the lower angles generally providing better results. 

The horizontal range of angles for beamoidth needed for 

point-to--point circuits depends on irregularities in the iono-

spheres and the effects of magnetic storms which cause deviations 

from groat circle toathe.  It has been shown that direction of 
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0 
arrival of shci:t-viave signals iiiay var:, as much as + 	In the 

horizontal plarie beecause of these eff0ctsY This makes use of 

antennas with ext.,- 	lj nrrow baaeridths undesirable, eseczaliy 

on paths which ehir to 	averse the auroral none. International 

broadcasting i-,quires that the horizontal anle cLd subterd 

lLi 
the target area with duo aliowa:c Cs for narh .: \n:on efec Un. 

The antenna system must have cool .1LOUL ln1ednc e character-

i sties over w do frequency ranges. ThThi nec c.rory to ensure 

the optimum power transfer from the modern wideband, self-tuning 

My transmitters to their antenna systems and to guarantee the 

converse at the receiver. In general, a compromise muut he made 

between the acceptable impeclqnce match, the antenna bandwidth 

and the power derating of the fccdcr due to a standing wave being 

set 	 In practice, this is usually saLisfied if the VMyR 

on the feeder does not exceed 2:1. 

Tue antenna system must be properly sitad for optimum 

operation. '1hero long distance circuits are involver,I it is 

essential that a reasonably fiat area of good ground conduc tivity 

is selected. The flat area should extend from the antennas to 

beyond the point at which the ground reflection of the signal 

will occur in the transmission direction. Similar requirements 

hold for receiving antenna siting, moreover in this case it is 

also important that the Sit--,  is removed from sources which might 

produce interference to reception. Among these are nearby 

transmitting stations, power 1-.J.nC5 ann otner types o man-marie 

interference. 

Good ground conductivity is needed to provide effective 

radiation at the transmitting antennas. 	or horizontal rolar- 



Uicr soil n 	 to ood con cC L vihy i-ov:dcs eIfCC t- 

ive.ei] cc tico 	c 	cwc of angle:; usually used in flF rad:i.o 

treeiwJseion. 	vcxt.::f ly jolarizcd antennas, high ground 

I 	 conductivity is needed to prevent losses at :lo ]oocr radiation 

angles. One way of aiding this in practice is to i-un 'counter-

pOjt wires under the ground surface in the roquieed direction 

Of tianenission. Graphs for evaluating reflection coefficients- 

20 

oefficients

20  
are given by Torn-3,. 

li. 	Mechanically the no cnna system iiust be designed to withstand 

expected wind and ice 1 onding and to properly provide for the 

expected antenna sizes with regard to suprort structures. 

The types of o:tennac satisfy:Lng the r uirc::cots in (1) ::.d (d) 

above, and which also mahe relatively economic use of the rather 

special typo of land needed for good operation fall into two classes. 

Their application depends upon the type of circuit and transmission 

distance involved. They are travelling wave antennas; in particular 

the rhombic antenna and the horizontal dipole antenea array, suitable 

for long distance fixed services operating over distances of 4000 Km, 

or more; and the log-periodic dipole array for short distance fixed 

services help,'; 4000 Km. 

Horizontal dipole or curtain arrays of good design are character-

ized by relatively high efficiency and low power loss due to heat 

dissiratzon or radiation an undesired siclelobes. They are capaoe 

of providing high directional gain with good performance over a 

fairly ride frequency range. 

Rhombic antennas nrovide effective operation end excellent input 

impednee charaetorict.cs ce-er a fairly wide range, This an tena is 

I 	terminated in a rosistor oad equal to it; characteristic 

1r:::edonce. 	This results in a power loss from 2 to 



3dt3. Tn nddi tinq, o.er lu. 	1ur to I Hiohe radiation is cr2r- 

- 	 . 

C 	
UT. 	 - 

its reliability it.;i :oid Icw cost compare to il': Iceisnat -ü ViyoYe  

It is also rer.:r,Hj simple to  construct, 

The Log Periodic Dipole Array is a a. rative no.:c OcoT;.T to ti 

HF field boi] 	1* a U 	anted in 1957. hov:ov]: 	 oc itU 	:s 

hand characteristics (in a rinja sti'uc Ho) it Dan 	n j a:.d: ole 

extensive use in she '-U ranSo ti :-aJ 

In the initial rtn3c2 of this r' - co-1 	Ion , the qnOcr cyyrL 

about a ynor studying HF antnoco - 	I iTs with the aid of a coepulis 

The 	sic ala was to provide efficient coutcn subroutines to 

wodol the antanna ayutcns cl.iaouseed above. in the lust instance 

thooc subroutines son] d manipulate basic cTL:aeciona] dnta of the 

antenna and generate values of gain,directivity and other relevant 

antenna pocooje Ucro to be used in on ionos -.-- a :cac].o propagation 

.t the Van by Dr. I,. ::. :H:tca at 

Edinburgh University, 

In the context of this investigation, this study also provided 

the author with a necessary understanding of the antenna parameters 

which affect HF signal quality and thus ad:ici to his knoeloigo of 

the overall coununication system, 

During this study, the author sea also to attempt to find ways 

Of iErOvisg  HF antenna nec ornanco with -espict to signal quality; 

either by use of different construction techniques based on types of 

antenna designs. The results of this were not very ercourcaln-] is H-: 

short tern. The study was therefore •diccoiitinudcl after UI p:cr an--, 

other relevant aspects of HF co.nnunjcation were considered. instead. 



However the hnsic ala ann rc:alizeci aad pro rnr:1rin vTcrc produced 

for the three t'aea of antenna systems. The sub-routines for the 

curtain array and the rhombic antenna were incorporated in Dr. 

j::OnT;na for the lo 

per:'od.ic d:Lpo:.• 	van rEap time-ccnnn: in - and therefore 

expensive - and was thus not included as part of the main p:roae, 

instead it was decided to use published data when necessary for the 

log periodic dipole array parameters, 

Since vary little cavrpvd from this study :Jrofra:ie uhic'c directly 

improved i-F signal quality, these prcravirIes will not be included In 

the main jPnYq7j j j, 	T:evE) ::nnc they reieeE;i:nt a significant part 

Of the v:orh Vic in this :La 	di. n ioa tdoy are included in 1..a1c1:i.n: 

(d) ';hrc the neopLamies are cieocyniboe and 6iscursel for the in teycmted 

e ad Cr, 
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3.1 Introduction 

The basic elements of an HF communication system have been 

discussed with particular attention being paid to the way in which 

they incU.vidul1y affect HF signal quality. It is now possible to 

design an HF system for signal quality optimization. 

Such a design is based upon certain criteria. These are simply 

and intuitively deduced in section (3.2). They are then used in section 

(3.3) to compare the two main signalling techniques at HF- analogue 

and digital, and to make a choice of the optimum technique. The 

practical problems associated with this method are then discussed 

(section (3, 4)); the treatment being based upon observed ionospheric 

behaviour rather than on the nearly ideal conditions used in chapter 2 

where the emphasis was on basic concepts. Finally in section (3.5), 

the practical implementations of this optimum system are discussed. 

This will realize the concepts necessary to enable criticism of the 

optimum which in turn will suggest areas in which improvements may be 

possible, in conventional IT systems, to further improve signal 

quality, 



3.2- Criteri&_ .  for General Optiality, 

A SUCec'5ful 	 di,i: :o so adjudged on its ability 

to mot or srnjsr a gi n:20t of sioci.fjcations. In goncral there 

are several designs which will satisfy these requirements. Each of 

these designs will be 'best' in one or more senses, but tiere :ill 

be only one which is 	 in an overall sense than every other 

design. This design will normally be taken as optimum for the given 

Set of specifications. 

The choice of an optimum lIE communication system must thus be 

based upon criteria which will accurately dcf:ine the most important 

practical. limitations to ideal communication in the THP channel. Amon 

the most significant of those constraints are thoae due, directly and 

indiroctly to the characteristics of the ionosphere. 

The ionosphere is the only HF circuit element which is not con 

trolled by the designer and thus 	fects every aspect of sy.tcm. tosign. 

Its direct effect is the inevitable degradation in quality of signals 

passing through it. Certain signal types are affected less than othcrs, 

and vice versa, which implies that one criterion may be defined with 

respect to ionospheric signal quality. 

Directly related to this is I' system reliability. This is 

defined as the ability of a given system to maintain effective ccmwun—

ication even under adverse conditions which might totally defeat other 

less reliable systems. The reliability specified for a given system - 

is one of its most important parameters - having direct influence on 

the choice of transmitter and receiver hardware as well as mothiatjon. 

The designer's ability to achieve high reliability will be limited 

by specifications on system cost - and thus complexity. The budget 

allowed for a given system Kill thus have immense bearing on the cli- 



of that system to perfori reliably and efficiently. 

Another constraint on design IF; the traditional requirement for 

HF systems to be narrowbar!d. Th:isis due to congestion in the HF 

hand and to the fact that wideband s:eaIn are normally severely 

affected by selective fading in the ionosphere. The optimum HF system 

will thus be required to uF;evnil hb e channel bandwidth sfficientiy 

Finally there are criteria based on th eZfic:ent use of modern 

HF technology. Foremost among these is the ability of the system to 

interface with the very efficient modern communication aids such as 

computers and video displays. Also greatly important is design 

flexibility '.fhihh provides for easy r:'odification to suit foreseeable 

future advarccs in technology. 

The criteria which will form the basis for the choice of the 

generally optimum HF communication system in this invostigaion may 

now be stated. 

An HF system will be taken as optimum in a general sense if it 

is capable of satisfying a larger number of the folloring criteria 

than any other :' system. 

Signal quality 	defined as the intelligibility of the received 

signal. The system whose performance is least 

affected by ionospheric conditions will be 

regarded as optimum. 

Reliability - 	defined as the proportion of time compared to 

available time that a system is able to main-

tain continuous communication. The system 

that is able to perform effectively for the 

longest time in steadily worsening ionospheric 

conditions will he taken as optimum. 
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Complexity 	defined as the amount of sophisticated hard-

ware needed to realize a particular system. 

The optinum system will provide the best trade-

off between complexity and good performance. 

. Cost - 	 There are Lao components to be considered here. 

Design s  development and installation 

Operation and maintenance 

The system which makes most use of existing plant 

and of future investment to provide efficient 

reliable communication v'ilIL he rc arded as 

optimum. 

5. Bandwidth - 	defined as the amount of available channel band- 

width needed by a given system to perform efficiently. 

The system wiicih makes 'best' practical use of the 

available channel will be considered optimum. 

6, Technology use 	The system which makes 'best' use of available 

HE technology and also produces the best inter-

face with other forms of coinrunication systems 

and aids will be taken as optimum. This system 

must also be flexibly designed with regard to 

the ease of modification to accommodate advances 

in the technology. 



3. 	'j±rfli: 
The HF channel supports both analogue and digital communication 

links, A comparison of these on the basis of the criteria defined in 

section (3 2) will lead to definite conc?uciOn regarding the general 

optimaii.it:r c 	one ci: other of tH 	systc v:ith rocpect'o HF 

commu:ireJ i -ON c;, 

The basic difference between these two types of information 

transfer is that in an analogue channel signals are transmitted in 

the form they occur whereas in the digital channel messages are encoded 

before being transmitted, This difference has far reaching consequences 

when the systems are compared as described above, 

3,3.1 

Under the came ionospheric co.ditions, the coded digital signal 

is capable of much more accurate reception thin the uncoded analogue 

signal. This stems from the feet that the binary coded signal has 

only two important states HARK and SPACE, while the analogue signal 

has many states of ampU.tudc, frequency and phase. The detector in 

the former case has only to accurately decide which signal state is 

present at any one time. Tn the latter case the detector has to 

accurately 'reproduce the message in amplitude, frequency and phase. 

This is difficult under even the normal ienoapheric conditions of flat 

and selective fading which can severely affect any one of these para 

meters. The effect of thene conditions on the digital signal is 

much loss pronounced as the states have to be very severely distorted 

before it becomes imaossihle to recognize them - especially if matched 

filtering techniques are incorporated into the design of the system. 

This means that a digital system operating under the same conditions 

as an analogue system invariably has a better signal quality capability. 

7 



This leads to the further important conclumion that in general, digital 

Systems require loss power than analogue systems to produce the same 

signal quality. 

3.3.2 	itv  

Communication system reliability can he defined as the popartion 

Of time that the system cmii he used for intelligible transsiLmlon from 

one poirt to another compared to the amount of time that its use is 

actually required. Due to unexpected ionospheric variations, the HF 

channel is never very reliable, but obviousJ..y the system which is 

least affected by these fluctuations wil:L he opbiuum in this sense. 

For reasons similar to those expressed in section (.h,l) the HF 

digital system will be inherently mare re iablc than the anmlcguc 

system. 

3,3.3 Complexity Com3)arison 

The basic AM analogue channel is very simple in conception as is 

the basic flosco1erent FK digital channel. However the most onplex 

analogue system is not nearly as complicated as its digital counter-

part, as the latter would almost certainly use advanced error control 

coding techniques and regenerative repeaters to improve accuracy and 

reliability, this is one of the main factors in support of HF analogue 

systems - their basic sinolicity and 'lo,,,  cost compared to even moderately 

complex digital systems. 

Where however the desire is for optimality, the disadvantages of 

analQ U Q. systems more often than not outweigh their advantages. Thus 

in general a relatively simple digital system will outpecform a much 

riore corroiox analogue system. This factor usually more than balances 

the extra. COS. 01 pmmt Invelvem an choosing a aagatal system rather 
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tLan an analogue system, 

3,3,t Cost Cempar:Lson 

I 	:i items - .,istem implementation 

co'-;t: anfl 	 .crmer is directly related to 

the design cosplex:itv necessary to attain a required operational 

reliability; the latter includes such costs as those for maintenance, 

wages and power on a day-to-day basis. 

Basically an HF system provides a communication service which is 

paid, for by its users. Like any other service • its economic success 

will be judged on its ability to profitably offset investment against 

returns. This success will depend on its reliability and availability. 

As demonstrated in section (3.3.2)  the HF digital system is 

inherently more reliable than the h analogue syses, but from 

section (3.3.3)it is seen to be usually more complex and thus more 

coctly to install and maintain. However the digital system has 

greater availability. First of all, because it is more reliable the 

digital system will be accessible to users over longer periods of time. 

In the second piaco, as will be shown in section (3,3,5), a greater 

number of digital channels are available in a given system bandwidth 

These two factors mean that the digital system will provide financial 

returns for longer periods and from a greater number of users. There-

fore, even though the digital system would cost less to the individual 

user, it would almost certainly earn more over a given period, 

3.3.5 Bandwidth Comuarison 

1[F analogue systems are used for telephony and each channel 

requires a minimum bandwidth of 3kHz to adequately accommodate the 

range of voice frequencies. HF digital systems provide communication 
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using using telegraphy typically implemented through teleprinters and data 

modema.. A typical teleprinter circuit requires about30OHz2324  of 

bandwidth for adequate quality (100 baud FSK with 80Hz total shift 

between MARX and SPACE). On a channel to channel capacity, the 

digital system is capable of providing many more channels for a 

given system bandwidth. 

3.3.6 Use of Technology Comparison 

Commonly HF systems use multiplexing techniques to conserve 

bandwidth and to provide a real-time facility to the communicating 

parties. Use is also usually made of diversity techniques to promote 

accurate reception through the reduction of xnultipath  effects. 

The fully comprehensive HF communication facility will thus include 

both frequency and time multiplex capabilities as well as most forms 

of diversity techniques. If these facilities are generally available, 

then the digital system will make most use of the system hardware. 

Digital system performance is enhanced by both multiplexing 

systems and by most forms of diversity reception. Analogue systems 

find improvement only in the use of frequency multiplexing and in 

some forms of spaced diversity. 

Existing HF technology is thus more widely applicable to 

digital systems. This gives them greater flexibility in design and 

thus more range of application from the standpoint of the user require-

ment. 

Moreover, in terms of future prospects, digital systems hay0 

definite advantages. The modern trend is increasingly towards the 

storage and manipulation of data in digital form using high speed 

digital computers. The interface between a digital communication 



system and the computer in obvinusly ready-de. 

Again with the advances in Integrated circuit technology an 

application a:i with their ever decr sin; coss, it should not be 

J.org  Loforo the digital cyst'ia begins to rival the analogue system 

in cost and easy implcentation. 
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1ipSystcjJ'p r f Di 

It is not enough to assert that optimum i-IF radio communication 

is achieved by using digital trancnission/recoption techniques. Tiu 

actual performance cf those rnethoch in 	CJ' icc rtust also be 

invosi;iga ted. Such a study will 	tc±nine thu YCnI performance 

limitations of the II? digital suutcms and will thus help to identif.y 

their weaknesses. This will in turn suggest areas in which technological 

effort will prove most fruitful. In order to investigate performance 

successfully, the communication channel must be properly charactcriseci 

with respect to the transmitted signal format. 

In chapter (2) the major ionospheric effects on HF signal que1it' 

sore described. In the main, these are due to the variation of 

proragation conditions such as ahsorbtion and noise ohicli are fwnrtioa 

of geomagnetic activity, solar activity (Il-year cycle) and solar 

storms. These changes take place on a time scale that is long, say, 

compared to one second. Alternatively signal format design is primarily 

affected by fluctuations which occur in fractios of a second, usually 

in the order of a millisecond or even microseconds. Neither signal 

design, filter design, nor detection design Can alter the effects of 

the slower fluctuations and the only solution is to design enough power, 

antenna size, etc (system margin ) into the system to achieve satis-

factory operation under whatever conditions of long-term signal degra-

dation are anticinated in the operational environment. Consequently. 

HF systems often arpear to be greatly over-designed for their routine 

performance; but this excess ensures adequate performance under the 

relatively rare conditions upon which the design was based. 

A degraded environment may also be made tolerable by changing the 

signalling. This method is used in adaptive systems where the inforLiatiom 

transmission rate can be altered to cope with changes in 5I2, Other 



common forms of adaptation for dealing with long-term variations on 

tese fauNs c 	include such c:hiplo expedients as changing the 

frcquarcy in u: 	un distance kF circuit. 

The digital ainnal format is thus assumed to he affected only by 

short-term variations, typically evidenced in fractions of a scorid. 

These arise because of multipat.h conditions associated with ionospheric 

transmission ( A4cndix 1 ) rather than from longer-term variations 

in the gross nature of the medium, 

The basic characteristics of multipath propagation have been 

die;ed (Arpcnim 1). The task here is to describe the effects of 

a channel thus affected on digital system performance, To this cud 

the initial discussion must be enlarged, to produce a move complete 

definition of the RF channel with particular reference to its fadin1 

rnuitipat-h characteristics, 



Eho C racter.j.n .Lc of the J ding sal tinat}z channel ro best 

d:Lscosed by qI;if\: 	 Jo': te on a gnnernl modulated signa:i 

The 1flt11 ana:nic in i 	: iJ\3:.J 	follows t1 t CV°fl by Stein 

and Jones 

Then a genera] rodu'a ed ni 	jii trnro;':Lttc.r through a nult1 

Path structured channel the nec. Ivc.c3 sigma] vLic from that trarms 

mittec] is :11t the nadaiai3±oo of the forr:cr contains additiora1 multi 

pli.catvc cciij:onenn 	to the effects of the fading. radio channel; 

This multiplicative modulation may be represented for n single 

frequency, 1', transmittec by the cosi:1.ex-.vzi nod, :equivalent low--pans, 

t linc,--%rar,ying transfer function for the medium. This func tion in a 

Cormiox got sian tine procens with respect to ts depcii3.ora on time. 

This implics that its tno cjualraturc components have the charactrristins 

of random inc]oizer1dent gaussian variables with equal variances and 

zero mean. The resultant of the ---e components is than I]ayleigh distri- 

buted in amplitude 	hence its sane. If, as is sometimes the case, a 

specular component is prescnt, then the normonents have a nonv-zero 

mean and are better defined in amplitude by the lion distribution; 

in the case of digital data trnnnnissicn, more than one frequency 

is sent and-the relationship between several transicr functions over 

wide frequency ranges roust be defined to deal with this. 	jr,Te relation-. 

ship is eongiven by the normalized complex frequency cross-covariance. 

This correlation coefficient is defined in terms of the transfer functions 

of the channel for differonf; f--valuos, 

The definition assumes that the transfer functions are all locally 

prcocsnes and that the cc anianec cicoends Only upon the 

frequency differences  and not on -'-- ho frcouency itself. These assump-

tions are especially valid for digitaJ signal pulses. 



If two tones are close in frequency, as in most digital sodas, 

the fading of the tones as they pass through a rcuitipath channel will 

be clearly correlated, unlike the case when wii:;r frequency differences 

are used and correlation weakens, as in most arnlrue transmissions. 

.in this latn :.tnLion, sc-.- rr fvlina (froouenc t:i.c) - 

usually encountered. this point upholds the obser"a ion eacle in 

section (3,3) regarding the suitability of signals for HF communication. 

This condition of fading becomes relevant if the signal bandwidth 

exceeds or is the same order as the frequency cross-covar:Lnnoo bandwidth, 

Therefore siSnallinv n :in:m; for fading channels are usually limited in 

bandwidth to values over which the normalized frequency cross-covariance 

is near unity. This arrangement ensures that flat fading is the 

only significant fade -type associated with 1fF signalling sntenin. 

For the ideal flat fading channel, aside from overall trancnics:ion 

delay, the received signal complex modulation component is equal to 

that transmitted multiplied by a complex gaussian process. 

The frequency selectivity of the channel is related to its multi- 

path structure in the time domain. This relationship may he defined 

in terms of the complex frequency cross--covariance; this latter defines 

the rate at which the multipath structure of the channel causes independent 

fluctuations of the signal components. The form Of the relationship 

is such that it demonstrates a Fourier transform rd attonship betceen 

the two parameters, and its significance is relevant to rapidity of 

fading considerations, 

Fading rapidity is ortrcreety important when systew parformanc 

depes, as it often does on obtaining a relatively noisalcas monitor-

ing of the instantaneous state uf the channel, Systems designed for 

this need relatively lost smoothing times which vill by limited  

useful duration by fading rapidity. This variable will also be 
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important in limiting ii: ital synipp mrforoncc uIen the fading 

becomes rapid enough to affect coherence within a single Pulse. 

Fading rapidity is rlatcd to motions in the medium evidcnccd 

by Doppler shifts in the received pulses, and the multipath time 

cova:i.ence is eluoJy characterised in its rnuctrum by the Doppler 

'onduning canuc oc3. of the channel. 

In conventional long distance HF radio rropagation, at frequencies 

below the PUT, the lade rate at median levul is usually found to lie 

between 0.1 and 1 fade per second, with 0.1 fade/sec (6 fades/mm) 

being typical. The multipath is made up of two cectiono, Each layer 

reflection, owing to irregularities and layer depth, typically corres-

ponds to a multipath cout:nuun no more than a few huclrd microsecoads 

lori2 with 50 - 200 us being typical 	However the fco r net nul t: path 

that restricts signalling bandwidths at HI' arise due to the uult5Ycp 

nature of log distance propagation. Here some of the energy arrives 

at a distant receiving point via one, two or perhaps as many as ten 

hops. The differences in path delay between such nodes arc anywhere 

from a few hundred microseconds, for relatively short paths (hundreds 

of miles) • to wny milliseconds on catronely long paths. Typical 

multipath delays on circuits 1000-3000  miles long are in the range of 

1 no to 3 no. Because of this signalling bandwidhs at HF are conven-

tionally below 500Hz for any individual pulses  although many signals may 

be sent on parallel paths in a multiplex arrangement. 
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The model of slow, non-selective, purely Rayleigh fading describes 

the majority of HF (and other mult nath) channels wit.h enough accuracy 

for realistic perfornance appraisals, particular-ly with respect to 

digital signalling techniques. Specifically the assumption here is 

that the multiplicative modulation, or noise, varies so slowly with 

respect to the signal pulse lengths that it may be taken as constant ovier 

the period of a single pulse. Of course, over a long succession of 

pulses, the variation will become relevant. If this assumption is 

comhj.ned with the others made in section (3.k,l) , then the mo.thernat.ical 

model is such that each pulse transmitted is modified by 

a  simple amplitude riultipTL:Lor, selected fron the Haylcigh 

ensemble of the fading tnvolope, and 

an additive carrier phase shift chosen from the associated 

uniform phase distribution. 

These two components will then also he present in the output of the 

receiver filters applied to the detector at the sampling instant 

for making the binary decision for that pulse. 

The error probability may thus he calculated on the above basis by 

adopting the expressions given previously in chapter 2. These results 

gave the conditional probability of error., for each kind of binary 

communication channel, as an appropriate function of the SNR for each 

pulse where the signal rart of the SNR involved the multiplicative 

envelope factor for that pulse. In fading conditions, the average 

performance over fading must be ascertained. This involves the averaging 

of the conditional error probability over the ensemble of probable 

values of the multiplicative factor - over the Rayleigh distribution 

of this factor and, if present, the uniform distribution of the phase. 

In general however practical digital communication systems use 



sequencer; of pulses rather than single psln s (og) teletype and 

block codes. In this case, all poises are assumed to have the same 

multiplicative noise factor and the same probability ol' hit erro.. 

The probability of sequence error may now hu calculated conditional 

upon the value of the miii tiplicativo process. The not probability 

of sequence error is then obtained by averaging this conditional 

probability of sequence error over the statistics of the multiplicativu 

noise. Since a number of binary decisions are involved, which are non—

independent due to the multiplicative noise being completely correlated 

over all pulses in the sosuenco , this arrau•ti on becomes less and 

loss roel.istaLc as the seonenc u icnQh mores use, Further more the 

relation between the conditional probability of sequence error and 

nenvo.ual hit error probability will in general invole a combinatorial 

expression., It is then practically :Lmpccsible to carry out the 

final averages analytically, although numerical quadraturos are 

possible. Moreover, the combinatorial expression involved is very 

particularly related to the nature of the character or sequence 

coding. 

Fortunately, however, it appears that very little improvement 

is offered by coding in a communication system in which the data must 

be transferred at a fixed rate with fixed tronumittor power over a 

slowly fading channel. Lower bounds have been derived' for the 

probability of symbol error for a given transmitter power, order of 

diversity, and size of syniol alphabet. These bounds lie only a 

few dB (/ 7oh) in terms of trancs-.;itter power, below the performance 

attainable without coding, This implies that the requirement for 

fixed information transfer or for fixed transmitter power must be 

removed if improved communication is to be obtained with or without 

coding. 
11 



Moreover, in dealing with sequence errors, the really important 

problem, particularly with respect to the use of 'long codes' or 

'burst-error codes' for increasing transmission rate or a fading channel, 

is the removal of the non-selective, slow-fading assumption and the 

analysis with respect to more rapid or selective fading or both. In 

general, this problem has not been largely oxp)ored. The assumption 
OCu.fS rcie -aen 

that every pulse error /111  is unrealistic when coupled with an assumption 

of slow-fading over each individual pulse except in one very important 

case. This is when interleaving is used - a process which does produce 

this effect of error independence within a sequence without regard to 

fading. 

For the moment, therefore, the effects of slow, non-selective 

Rayleigh fading on individual bit error rates will be examined particularly 

with respect to systems based on FSK and PSK. 

With the s]ow, non-slective, Rayleigh fading assumption, FSK and 

PSK can be considered simultaneously. As described in chapter?-, there 

are Only two forms of conditional probability of error on individual 

pulses. 

Pe 	= 	p= 	noncoherent FSK 
P= 1 ideal coherent DP1C 	(3.4.1) 

Pe 	= - erfc 	) 	p = -- 	coherent FSK 
P = 1 	ideal coherent PSK 

(3.4.2) 

The average probability of single pulse error for the various signalling 

techniques may now be defined by averaging (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) over 

the fading statistics. However a problem is immediately apparent fcr 

either ideal PSK of coherent FSK. In view of the random fluctuations 

of carrier phase implied by fading how is the requirement for a phase 

reference for detection satisfied. Superficially it is possible to 

assume that the fading is slow enough to enable the derivation of a 
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suitably noiseless phase reference for either of thse systems. For 

the moment, this assumption will be accepted as true, making it possible 

to derive the following average probability of error in slow, non-

selective Rayleigh fading. 

Noncoherent FSK: Pe = 1/2 	p (3.41.3) 
0 

DPK: Pc + 1/2 + (3.4.4) 
.0 

Ideal PSK: Pe = 	N - - 
(1 + L 
i 
l/J 

(3.4.5) 

Coherent FSK: Pe= --1 - 1 (3.4.6) 
L (1+2/po)j 

Where p0 = p is the mean SNR averaged over fading at the sampling 

instants at the filter output. These results are plotted in figure 

1 
(3.k.l). Again there is an exact 3dB difference in performance between 

coherent FSK and ideal PSK, as well as between noncoheront FSK and DPSK. 

These are simply a. i leeton of the exactly 3d-B diffeence in. the relative 

performance of these systems at all levels of SNR. 

For comparison the noncoherent FSK and ideal PSK curves for error 

rate with steady signal are reproduced as the dotted curves in figure 

(3.1+.1) using the same abcissa 	to now denote the steady SNR. The 

severe degradation owing to Lading fluctuations about the mean received 

signal is obvious. For a single binary channel subject to slow, non-

selective Rayleigh fading, additional system margins of the order of 

10dB (mean level received in fading as compared to required mean SNP 

in the absence of fading) must be provided for error rates around 0.01, 

with approximately an additional 10dB required for every order of mag-

nitude further decrease in allowed system error-rate. Indeed from 

the equations, the asymptotic performance for large average SNR shows 

that the error-rate for all these systems is exactly inversely proportional 

to the mean SNR. By way of comparison, changes in SNR produce exponential 

changes in error-rate with steady slgnals,wheroas with Rayleigh fading, 
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changes are only on a 1:1 basis. This is perhaps the dominant 

qualitative difference. It also indicates the nature of the additional 

design burden imposed upon systems required to operate in fading ana 

the resulting importance of techniques for overcoming the effects of 

fading, 

Quali.tatL-v niy, Lho suvenn degradation :Lntrohceed by fading in 

Of course due to the finite percentage of very by; signal levels occur-

ing in Rayleigh lay; fading, during which the conditional probability of 

error is correspondingly very close to 0.5. In this sense the importance 

of diversity techniques may be conn:iderct to lie in modifying the 

probability diversity function for p so thc.t it tends to be very snaIl 

for ssd 1 5 raLber than the rxponential behaviour normally predicted 

fr v:hri oh the p. d. I'. actually peaks at p = 0. This modifying c;;uabi ] ity 

is probably the most important single characteristic of any method 

employed to improve digital system performance in the fading HF channel. 

It must be remembered that the results presented above are based 

upon the assumption of SlOW and non-selective fading. This model is 

applicable for a wide ranee of aractical applications but is in essence 

only a first order model. For instance, for every Rayleigh fading 

channel, there are instants during which the signal level fades through 

or near zero value. At such instants the signal level may be changing 

rapidly, even though ccc average it is slowJy fading. A pulse at this 

instant may be badly distorted, so badly that the wnce'cg' value might be 

chosen even if there were no additive noise. if, for ee:asnle, this 

occurs on the average to one Fume out of ever-I 10 Pulses, there 

would be an irreducible error-race of b0. 

Considerations such as these limit the use of she above model tc 

the exploration of expected performance rather than actual performance 

except in the rare circumstances when the aesunations are valid, 
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However the us e of the: approxi:te doscr ptions is oX Lremely h (AL 1u 

in prco1icLin g  the areas in which tcohnoJoicai innovation can be applied 

to improve performance. 



3, If . 	Di' roity in 1; 	lteu s 

T:e rer.formance of c- u,-le chess ci di.gial d--  ta 	SflS!1U.HSlOfl 

using non-fad:Lng signals is severely d--graded by Hayleigh fading in 

the ionosphere. The extent of the degradation is often measured -Jr.  

tens of dB and major additional expenditure can be incurred if increased 

system margin is to be used for compensation. Indeed increased costs 

are often great enough to prohibit the use of an HF circuit altogether. 

Fortunately there is an alternative solution which uces more sophisticated 

modulation and rcccption techniques than already discussed, 

These methods are I cas sonoitise to the fding ei'1'ee Ls, and are 

in general cheaper this w tern margin increases. Of thene 	ho best 

understood and most widely ased arc the multiple receiver combining 

techniques 	the diversity reception tecin±ques. 

The diversity principle may be applied to both analogue and digital 

systems in the sense that it is based simply on reducing the fading 

range, especially the probability of near-scro fades for the gNR. 

There are many different methods of diverci ty reception depending 

upon the techniques used for signal transmission. Among there are 

Ssaced antenna diversity' 

Frequency diversity 

Angle (of arrival) diversity6  

If. Polarization diversity' 

j. Time (sgnal-rere ition) diversnty 

6. Muitipath diversity (e) 

Of these, the last two are at eresent gracticahie only when used 

with digital data trunsciscion, 

Except in the case of polarization d:Lversit-, there is no 

theoretical limit to the nuaher of diversity branches provided for 

combining, Moreover, selection of the :Lnstuataneounly strongest signal 
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is not mandatory; other combining techniques are widely used and include 

Selector (or selection) combining  

Maximal-Ratio combining  

Equal-gain combining  

These all involve linear combining networks and are thus the only 

type applicable in principle for distortionless reception of analogue 

signals. Several digital data streams may however be usefully received 

by other combining methods. The most familiar of these is square-law 

combining which is based on an extension of the matched filter concept 

to determine optimum diversity combining techniques. 

Since long-term fading effects of the type already discussed 

affect all diversity branches similarly, the above techniques cannot 

compensate for degradations due to these variations. Diversity can 

therefore only be used to reduce fading effects over the statistically 

stationary short-term conditions described in section (3.4.1). 

The diversity principle assumes the availability of M, say, 

distinguishable, differently fading, signal reception channels. The 

diversity receiver then chooses at each 'instant' the best of the M 

signals, or some desirable additive combination of all the signals. 

Since the system does not have infinite bandwidth, it cannot truly 

function on an instant-to-instant basis and must have some reasonable 

response time. This combiner time constant has in practice to be 

substantially shorter than the reciprocal of the fading rate to ensure 

proper diversity operation. 

Again linear combining techniques depend upon the derivation of 

an estimated signal level at each diversity branch. Ideally this estimate 

should be noiseless except for additive receiver noise? This assumption 

is valid for most terrestrial radio channels but must be used with care. 
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V/hen it is not valid, some other form of combining must be used. 

Within the above limitations, diversity performance may be 

discussed with reference to the so-called diversity gain defined in 

terms of an I outaEcl rate. This definition recogn.zes that while the 

median value of the STIR at the combiner output represents a greater 

value than that available on tny single branch, the most significant 

aspect of diversity lies in reducing significantly the fraction of 

time in which the signal drops to unusable levels. This fraction of 

time is the ' outagcl rate specified relative to a particular reference 

level based on the mean output noise level of the combiner. Since 

''outage' rate may also be reduced by increased system margin, a criterion 

for diverslty improvement may be taken as the saving in the median 

carrier-to-noise ratio required per branch in order to remain within 

some specified ' outagEY rate, as compared to the median carrier-to-

noise ratio required on a single channel for the same i,out-aFu  rate. 

The calculation of very low(l%) ' oiitagd rates involves the near-zero 

'tails' of the Rayleigh fading pdf, and since the relation between 

$outage rate and median STIR is not linear, diversity improvement as 

defined here is only distantly related to average STIR improvement. 

This implies that a direct engineering meaning is obtainable Only if 

signal quality is directly related to the 'outage' rate at some threshold 

value specified with respect to the mean receiver noise. With the 

emphasis on digital data transmission, a more directly meaningful 

definition would be given in terms of the requirements for meeting 

a certain error-rate specification. With diversity a significantly 

lower median signal level will be required on each branch than for 

the non-diversity channel, to achieve the required error-rate performance. 

Any such decrease is immediately equatable to a saving in non-.diversity 

system margin and hence represents a more specific definition of diversity 



gain. 

From the above IL 	be deduced that combining will produce 

better results than just calection of the instantaneously 	.congest 

signal. This follows since the combiner at the very least-is capable 

of using the instantaneously best signal. 

Anything, unefully added then must, by dofiultion, represent an 

improvument. The advantage of the general combiner is that when no 

5cc eptahi.-  sinai or.ists on any of the Ii c1meels but when at least 

cone of the cinais arc larg3 nnoub, an effective combination can 

still produce an acceptable output Lbt. -e"r, when M :i.rs smell, as 

is generally the case, and when erroj-ratec are 'eancnaoiy low, the use 

of a selector rcsui ts in greater diversity ir;lpr' ov ceont than the use 

1 
of a general combiner 	TI is fieci i 	lrongI\r 'v  dent a i am+JtivO 

studies of divcrsii:.y Icrfornance. 

The' effective SNh distribution achieved by various linear combiners 

is shoen in the curves of figure (3.4. 2) for several values of N, in 

the case vii'aere all channels are of equal. 	These are the probability 

distributtona -on arithmetic probability paper, with the non-diversity 

curve for the same mean-SNP plotted for reference (0dB is mean). It 

is clear that increasing orders of diverrity increasingly narrow the 

fading range. Also, as mentioned above, the diffrences between the 

results for any particular combiner types are much less significant 

than the difference between any of thee cad t2  non--diversity curve. 

The optimum (best) is obviously naxinaraLio combining, as is generally 

accepted, but equal-gain combining for all orders of diversit/ :s 

within 1dB of optimum. If further pdfs of the combiner outputs for 

low SNL are examined, it wiil be found that the :cIai1elisn in tee 

curves holds for all cvcls of diversitr even at ] ow SNIs rhen most 

errors occur in digital data transmission. This i.e on 	',a- 'I 
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factor in the theoretical analysis of compicated situations, where, 

for example, mathematical analysis is convenient for one form of 

combining only when accurate inferences may be made regarding the 

actual performance of other, perhaps more easily implemented, tech-

niques. 

So far independently fading channels have been assumed. It may 

be noted here that fairly high correlation can appear in the fading 

before any significant degradation in diversity performance becomes 

apparent? 

The performance of digital data streams with diversity reception 

may now be discussed. A simple example of this kind of system is non-

coherent signalling with maximal-ratio combining and independently 

fading channels'. In slow fading, the error-rate depends only upon 

the probability distribution of the output SIM at low values of 

From this it may be deduced that the performance difference between 

the several combiners is exactly- the same as noted earlier in comparing 

outagd rate performance. Furthermore, it may be expected that the 

comparative results are not importantly changed when coherent detection 

systems are considerecd 

So far the assumption has been made that the signal level can be 

monitored to provide a reference for the combiner. This cannot always 

be done in adverse ionospheric conditions. In this case coherent 

signalling and detection may not be usable due to the unpredictability 

of phase variations in the signal. With noncoherent signalling, such 

as two-tone FSK, it has been shown 
10

that under the assumptions of 

slow multiplicative fading it is possible to use a best possible com-

bining technique known as square-law combining. In each branch, non-

coherent matched-filter detection is carried out separately for each 

binary state. Assuming that all branches fade independently and have 
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the sane SflT , tho squares of all the HARK filtur ru nut onvolopeo envelope 	are 

then added; care the ccuures of the SPACE envelopes, and the decision 

made on the basis of the lqrcr sun,  

Figure 
(•4)t 

shows a comparison of diverty combinin technique", 

for several H values, for binary FSK with Rayleigh fading. It may be 

noted that at high CHRs there is only 6cm performance difference between 

square-law combining with noncoherent signal ia; and maximal-ratio 

combining with ideal coherent P5K. Iloruover, of this 6dB, 3dB may be 

recovered if the channel is slowly fading, by replacing noncoherent 

FSK with DPSK in an noncoheront moic with square-law combining. 

There is another interesting possibl.tty with square-law combining 

If a channel is known to be fading so rapidly that there is a frequent 

loss of coherence, even over the period T of a single information pulse, 

then it will no longer he suitable to use a linear receiver which 

smooths over intervals of duration T. Its averaging action over each 

of the quadrature components will tend to produce a zero overall 

average. On the other hand, there will be subintervals of duration 

TO (k integer) over which the coherence may be considered to hold, 

and over which limearfiltcr smoothing will be effective. Over T, k 

smoothed samples of the received waveform may be obtainable, for which 

the signal contents do not further add coherently but which may be 

combined for decision purposes. 

The optimum combining now becomes obvious. The envelope of each 

of the sar'rles is squared; the MARK filter outputs are then added and 

compared to the sum of the SPACE filter outputs, in the limit the 

squared envelope of the received signal-plusnoise is continuously 

formed and integrated over the signal pulse duration. Even when k is 

finite, this square-law detection-integration is equivalent to choosing 

the k envelope samples for the processing described above, 
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This typo of detection is called energy detection or radiometric 

detection and As a common technique in radio- and radarastrcnomy, 

Its pc Fc;rjen 	ie.:in 00 .1: 	 '• munt ho 

applied in the um of Lh:is Mnof d :::t±. on fn Mary VDve'0T'2n 

Since the signals are required to be Orthogonal over the Su1inteLva1S 

if distinguishability is to be preserved since the result from each of 

the subintervals is noncoherently detected. This is readily achieved 

in FSK with Sufficiently wide tone spacio'. The usual DPSK signal 

will however, no longer satisfy this cr±tonicn over subintervals. 



3. L.'•F .1'JJ'22S21' 

The design of the up 	PP communications sys cs :Pvolves the 

use of techniques seeP as r:ersi 	tu c;.uctu fur sir,:. dcqrading 

effects in the ionoeh ore. Another such technique of particular rcic 

vance to HF digital signalling is Error Controi Coding (FCC). 

Error probability in digital communication is a direct function 

of the SNF. If the system margin has been maximized and errors arc 

still unaccertably frequent, they! DC(, ge:eorally provides the required 

perfori.nuu tuprovoncub. 

Dati sully FCC :Ls the calculated use of redundancy indicated by 

information theory as being necessary for attaining errorless comsunication. 

Extra bits are systematically added to the transmitted sessage. These 

bits convey no inforr'sLion but enable the receive.' to detect and 

even correct errors in the received message. In practico cost ccnsidur-

ations prohibit the achievement of totally errorless communication, but 

acceptable error rates for most needs arc generally achievable by 

using FCC as a standard in optimum system design. 

In the context of HF data communications, only binary codes require 

attention. Duo to the coerolox nature of ionosrheric variations, the 

use of moro complex multilevel codes is prohibitively expensive. 

Besides this, binary codes have one unique feature 	if the digits in 

error are known, then the correct bits are immediately derivable. The 

basic theory concerning FCC is well documentcdl1  and requires little 

discussion here. However its performance with respect to HF digital 

signalling is important. 

EGO performance in the I' channel is directly related to the 

error characteristics of the ionosphere, and an accurate description 

of these properties is essential for effective FCC design, An seen 

earlier for digital signalling without FCC (section 0.4.2)), the HF 



anol is difficult to analyse $o:c its error characteritico and several 

simplifyire.ssumptions bed to be made to enable any reasonable conclusions 

about performance to 1)5 	 hfficient EGG deefn depends upon more 

realistic definitions based upon statistics derised from years of 

observation of tnical errors and of error connected characteristics 

that exist in the ionosphere. The most important of those are:- 

1. TvaoBitrror_ErIe (Jj) 	defined as the ratio of 

total number of errors to the total number of transmitted bits, Th:Ls 

is an import-Ant first order statistic, but it does not contain any 

information about how errors occur. 

2, TheDistribution - A gap is defined as a region of error - 

free bits between two errors, its length being the number of error-free 

bits. The Gap Diotribuiön is the plot of the cue relative 

frequency of the gap length against the length of the gap. This !Dar---

meter gives some indication of the randomness of the channel. 

3. The Burst Distribution - This is one of the most important 

of the error characteristics. If a channel is not random, there are 

more errors in certain portions of the data stream than there are in 

others. These portions are normally referred to as Bursts, A Burst 

is normally defined as being that region of the data stream within 

which a minis.um  of' vo errors exist, and always begins with an error 

bit immediately preceded by a correct bit. A specified minimum error 

density must exist in the region, defined as the ration of error bits 

to total bits in the Burst region for emudmura length Burst. The Burst 

region aJways ends with an error bit that is immediately followed by 

a correct bit. 7ith the Burst well-defined, the Burst distribution is 

then the plot of the 	Umj(cc-we relative frequency of the Burst against 

the Burst length. 

The Burst infory:ajon cbtajrLcd above enables better use of a 
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communication channel characterised by this property. If the Burst 

distrljuti.on is known for a particular channel, then an 7CC technique 

may be designed to correct the errors in the Burst. This is however 

not practical in the HF channel where the bursts ire usually quite 

long and thus would require a very long code. A more practical method 

is to use interleaving 12 together with a short random ECC code, The 

interleaving disperses the errors in the hurst into code words within 

the capability of the WC code. Unlimited increase in the degree of 

interleaving tends to randomize the errors and eventually converts the 

Burst channel to a random channel. Ilowov er interleaving also reduces 

charin1 capacity and no there in an optimum degree of interleaving. 

I 	T( i 	 1 	 htjon - Burst interval reon 

contain those sequences of bits vihj.cj lie between Bursts, Every Irterval 

always begins viit}i a correct bit immediately preceded by an error bit, 

and ends with a correct bit. The error density in the interval is 

always less than the minimum error density defined above for the Burst 

region, The error-free gap may be considered as the limiting ease for 

the Burst Interval. 

This fourth parameter is a high order statistic which gives some 

indication of the dependenca between the Bursts. It provides further 

aid in designing the interleaving, and together with the Burst distri-

bution provides the basis for determining the optimum degree of inter-

leaving with respect to the specific code. 

5. 	Cluster Distribution - A cluster is defined as a region of 

consecutive errors. This distribution is a plot of the probability of 

the number of consecutive errors against the number of such errors. 

Usually in a reasonable transmission interval in an HF channel, say four 

months, there are not enough clusters to yield good statistics, However 

they do account for some spurious phenomena and must therefore he noted. 



The HF channel may thus be characterized by random, burst and 

periodic errors occurring either singly or in various combinations at 

any given time. Various codes and ECC techniques have been widely 

investigated for digital channels prone exclusively to each of these 

error types on its own. In general the normal HF channel would defeat 

the efficiency of those codes in every instance because of the possibility 

of more than one error type occurring at the sane time. However, various 

techniques may be used which will make use of these codes practicable 

for HF digital signalling. 

There are two types of code relevant to IF digital data transmission 

block and convolutional. To enable efficient usage of these codes 

requires a variety of time dispersion techniques such as diffuse con-

volutional coding, time-spread coding and interleaving which has already 

been introduced. 

The most commonly used codes are those 	which 	use as many 

parity bits as informative bits (Ic) rate 3- codes. The use of these 

codes is dictated in military systems by the requirement that data 

rates be greater than or equal to 75 x 2h where h 0 (of NIL - STD - 

183c). Since most commercial manufacturers of communication equipment 

also build for the Government, commercial users are frequently placed 

under a simjlar coneraint. 

Block or cyclic, codes used at HF are usually derived from Bose - 

( 
Chaudhuri _Hocquenghenm (BCH1 codes .

l3  (lLf)
These are a class of 

cyclic random error-correcting codes. They are described by the notation 

(n,k,e) where k information bits are encoded to form n total bits, of 

which e error bits may be corrected. The code rate Is defined as k/n. 

The HF Burst error problem may be solved by interleaving these codes 

and for this reason interleaving is always applied to block codes used 

at HF. ifl interleaved codes the words of length n are corrected by 
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encoding information bits (I) to gocratu parity bits (P) according 

to 

I(11) je-1+s 	 2s;i-l+s 1,1 +0 

m+l+s 	2m+l+s n+l+s l+s 

where s = C1 	 (n ) 	 (.!j .7) 

The ill  tar1nvhir:iSi sate Ler is m. 	If n = 1, interleaving. 

To do1nollstrato the use of interleaving the following example is given. 

The modified Goa-v!5  is chosen. This code may be constructed a 

a ECH coda with definition (21F,12,.-5), from which it may be seen that the 

code rate = 	as expected, If 	1 , then 12 consecutive information 

hits are encoded to create a 2L hit or d. In this code word, if three 

errors are inLroctuced they can be corrected. If six errors occur, no 

cOrrcc Lion is possible and further errors arc generally created. If 

hocever m 	2, then twelve bills chcsen as either the odd or oven bits 

frou the first twenty four bits are encoded together to obtain an 

interleaved block, of two code words. If six errors now occur, they 

Will fal], three each in the two distinct code words and if the non 

total block contains no more errors, all errors wi3l 'cc corrected. 

From the vicocoint of consecutive errors, interleaving redefines 

the code as (mn k,me). It can therefore be seen that the object of 

interleaving is to spread a burst of errors into the guard space which 

irusediatelv follows the burst. Sine the guard space has few errors, 

a code block is created where the actual number of errors in the code 

block is less than me and, sinca the bursts have been spread out, error 

correction can be achi-ved, The penalty for improved performance is 

time delay. 

In an (n,k,c) coc.e, all a bits must be received before any corrections 

can be made. Thus there is a delay of n bit tines at the data rate. The 

ch:iay in the iriteclen-ied system is 2r-.k information bit times, with the 
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general delay equation given by 00 

/ 	(T:±fOThd:..i On Data late) 

8) 

The rerior,.ancc of t:.:;e coder in d•:ncnibed in t.rns of the percentage 

of input errors corrected. IIaar or for cane of interpretation, the 

Improvement Factor is defined an 

(% of errors correctedjl00)) 

(3-4- 9) 

Brayer 	has investigated the performance of a large number of 1011 

codes using a computer programme which took the actual error patterns 

measured by other investigators and found the percentage of errors 

corredtod for various codes. The results were presented graphicall 

Showing the if an a function of code rate. The channel data rato wan 

fixed at 2400 bits/sec since all the measured error patterns were a'', 

this rate, The DG}I codes evaluated all fell within the definition 

= 	
1 for - 	(2 Q ci < 8). He found that for the sane delay all codes 

were approximately equal in performance, and concluded that performance 

was a function of the product an and not of a, nor a individually, if 

delay is taken as the basis for comparison. The values of in used wer€ 

11 5, 19,  41 and 89. In all cases it was possible to obtain 100% correction 

if the code rate was sufficiently reduced; (ie) a greater portion of 

the channel allocated to parity checks. It was therefore found that the 

error rate in HF digital communications, at the cost of a reasonable 

penalty delay, could be substantially reduced using interleaved 1011 

Codes, He also compared these codes to symbol codes which have a 

greater dense burst correcting capability and found that at HF they were 

inferior to the interleaved ECH codes. The reason for this was that 

HF burst are generally low density diffuse types. 
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Brayer also considered a modiication to the single level of 

interleaving described above. This vas Tandem Interleaved Cyclic 

Coding 	In this forma i, after interleaving by an louterl cedar the 

encoded information is pased to an 1 1--inner? coder Which performs 

interleaved encoding on the total data stream. when this was done, 

the result was that the BE? at the output was rarely poorer than 

The coded blocks were almost all error-free provided that the overall 

code rate is in the neighbourhood of - and the delay was between 2 and 

1+ seconds. 

Convolutional codes may also be used to reduce Burst errors in 

the H:i channel. These codes, also known as sequential or recurrent 

codes differ from block codes in that the check digits are contineoiiay 

interlaced in the coded bit stream rather than beiflg grouped .'ito words. 

The encodia g/ciecocling process is therefore a continuous proceus c] isinriting 

the buffering and storage hardware required by the delay characteristic 

of the block codes. Convolutional coding theory is very intricate and 

has not to date been unified. However a good account of its important 

characteristics may be found in a paper by Viterbi17  which also discusses 

the difficulties involved in unification. Nevertheless several invest- 

igations have compared the performance of convolutional codes to that 

of block codes. Araorg them are HcManoron at al 18 and Brayer 9  

McMananaon discussed two convolutional coding formats. These were 

Massey' s Try and Hrror (TB) and Robinson' S Self Orthogenal (SO), 

denoted respectively (12,6) and (hf,?). These are both orthogonal 

codes and enable the use of threshold decodin 0iz ith its adddd advantage 

over other methods of using majority logic. These codes were coparéd 

with two block codes Cf the tyre already discussed - the modified 

Golay (21+, 12, 3) and ordinary BOB (13 2  7, 2). 	All codes were 



compared using both diversity and non-diversity reception. Vlith non-

diversity reception it was found that the two block codes reduced the 

error-rate by about half while the two convolutional codes had negligible 

effect. Interleavin6  was then introduced and though the performance 

improved in every case, the block codes maintained better error-rate 

reduction capability. Diversity operation produced Lettcr code performance. 

Modulation diversity,itself a forward rate error control technique, 

is as effective as the four short forward j- rate codes used without 

interleaving. However when interleaved the four codes achieved up to 

an additional order of magnitude improvement with diversity when compared 

with non-diversity. In all cases it was found that time dispersion 

techniques such as diffusion and interleaving were necessary for the 

short codes to perform measurably better than du.al  inband diversity 

without coding. 

The more recent paper by Brayer also considered two convolutional 

codes - a non-adaptive Massey diffuse convolutional code with threshold 

decoding and an adaptive Gallagher code. These codes were chosen because 

they corrected approximately the same proportion of errors in a random 

channel and this proportion was the highest of all the -- rate codes. 

The block code used for comparison was the modified Golay (24, 12 3) 

used in two decoding modes to achieve adaptive and non-adaptive coding. 

The error correction technique used was the random correction method due 

. 21 
to Kacana which as widely used for forward error control with block 

codes. 

It was found that the order of merit with respect to performance 

was 

adaptive convolutional coding, 

non-adaptive convolntional coding, 

cyclic coding (without interleaving). 
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IL was also foecid 0AL U 	co.r:at.ed ec1 to coding descrih:•d previously 

cut erforris all th=c On! U::. 	 est of all ECCs. It may he 

deduced ti.:.r fore U..... t::. 	IKI Ma transmission, interleaving 

used with the short block code is the most effoctiwe method of improving 

error-rate performance at the Present state of the art. 

Besides the use of 2CC, performance may also be ftrthcr improved 

by the use of the automatic request for repeat facility (APO). When 

the two are used toge Hior the cymbal, charac tsr or word error-rate 

C 5010 of [11f fUcerat ther the HIU. 'lord or block retransmission requests 

acc 	.'..'.itiy i'c'dircc'J USKE foi,m:cd error correction, thus preventing 

tha JdQ from temporary breakdown, caused by the continuous request for 

retransmissinn of a block under 1i cii- error c ci:cU.tions, 

Finol ly with reference to optimum digital Ci gnsll tug using ECCe 

apdARQ, is the question of adaptive HF communications. The adaptability 

of a communications system may be loosely defined as its ability to 

odify itself to produce continuous Optimum performance within a 

randomly varying environment. This implies that adaptive systems 

generally operate on the basis of real time monitoring of conditions in 

the communication link. Betts 22 discusocj the whole concept of 

adaptabilitj in his recent paper. The analysis was theoretical and 

demonstrated how the hase perturbations due to ionospheric propagation 

could be employed for real time channel moof towing through their inter-

pretation as a tphaserror rate. This phenomenon could also be used 

to assess the likely error rate associated with the HF digital channel. 

From analysis of these data it would be possible to control 

1, the time at which to change carrier frequency, 

the best standby frequency, 

the degree of error control required to protect the 

information 
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These tasks have traditionally been the responsibility of human 

operators and no one of the major advantages of an adaptive system as 

described above would be the elimination of the often intuitive system- 

update dec Ic J cc of Lic cxperienc cd 	u.as operator. Besides this, the 

ti r? can hePvecn thc systom bocc:.ing inoperqble due to channel concU 

and a change of the system operating parameters will be much reduced 

by continuous monitorinL followed by updating on an automatic basis. 



3.5 	 so I-Istea 

1 L has been denons tratod that HF digital communication systems 

satisfy juore fully than the HF analogue systems the criteria for 

optimality icfined at the beginning of 	cc 	For this rr;o 

the generally optimum system for ionospe; 	Yc c3tion  Will bc be 

upon digital signalU ng technaqees. The pertormance attainable mi.th  

these sysbeos depends on several factors aoecg which the most 

import-ant arc 

1. accurate characterization of the channel parameters between 

the two points of interest, 

2, correct chcice of the basic: signalling technique 500li as 

FSK, P[;K, and DPSK, 

3 	proper use of techniqecs such as divccei  

design ctae. 

T}esc decisions can be made based upon the discussions in this and 

Other chapters of this thesis w:rIcrc the relevant factors have been 

discussed in detail. 

The basic components of a digital conciunicatjo 	ten are shoes 

in figure (3.5.1). The source symbols come fro,:, a digital data source 

such as a teletypewriter and may undergo source encoding through the 

application of block or convolutional coding techniques. This converts 

them to channel symbols which are then modulated into a carrier, using 

some form of shift keying, before being transmitted into the forward 

channel. Here fading and interference may degrade the signal and thus 

produce errors in the received symbols. If only forward transmission 

is being used the forward channel signal design (eg FSK), or ECC intro 

duced at the source CflCO:j 	r. -ust meet the required error rrobnbility 

(P) specified for the channel. If an error detection capability is 

added to the signal and a feedback channel is available the kHQ can be 
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used to to es:aiauu thur 'er;;  buL c time delay musL be accected. 

In the forward channel, received power and bandwidth are the 

two basic communication resources. The per-symbol transmission 

quality, measured by 
2e  is entirely a function of he SNR, the distance 

between alternative signals and the symbol integration time. Power-

limited cases (SER constrained) occur when it is difficult to increase 

transr:Lttsci pc..'cr, reduce physical distance betwoun transmitter and 

receiver, or leeroec the antenna system. 

If signal quality must be improved in power--limited cases, one 

alternative in to allow the channel symbols to bee one longer and hence 

to increase the final decision integrating time. This requires reducing 

the symbol rete which is often not possible. A second alternative is 

to encode groups of source symbols and thus to form channel signals 

which have a greater distance 1ctwo'n the alternate signals. 

Bandwidth-limited cases occur when adequate received pour is more 

easily achij than increased bandwidth. Ionospheric radio channels 

are bandwidth-limited due to competition among contending users. In 

these cases the power adequocy is exploited by efficient use of the 

available bandwidth. This may be achieved by grouping source synials 

and forming channe] signals which are closer and more dense in signal 

space through the use of some form of multitlexing. 

The receiver decides which of the alternative forward signals 

was transmitted, if forward error control (FEC) coding is used, then 

the receiver design, along with the signal design, transmitter power 

and channel characteristics determines the error-rate and hence the 

performance. If time delay is acceptable and a feedback channel is 

available so that A?Q can be used, the final performance measure is 

the average effective rate of the final correct symbols and the undetected 

error-rate 
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optimum dii 	c.. 	c c 	,. 	.r n rivon wMation is Jc 

upon whether delay is acceptable or not in effecting the required comm-

unication facility. 1'h:rc speed is important, as for instance in real 

time .ciaitary operations, then a forward transmission capability is 

almost mandatory as long am an adequate error-rate can be achieved. 

Where however accuracy is important and data might he stored for later 

use or for I'm' 	cuey ;3cqu ci I. on and delay is thus unimportant, them 

ARD is desiablc. 

The decisions for optimum system realization in the two cases 

are different and boar further discussion. 

3.5.1 Forward 

Ideally the forward transmission system is required to trur maiL 

the source symbols at the c1)eosfled channel rate with an acceptable 

BEP, through a channel characterised by muitipath fading and random 

interference. Correct operation is constrained to take place vithin 

a symbol decision interval based on the time interval over which the 

receiver makes a final decision about the received symbol. This 

interval contains one or more source symbols of lesser interval. In 

any decision' interval the transmitter can send one of a number of 

alternative signals and given that reception takes place, the receiver 

must decide which symbol was sent. 

Figure (3.5.2) depicts the general configuration of a forward 

transmission system. The source produces one of m symbols at a rate 

of P (bits per second). As already discussed (Section (3 , 40) m = 2 

in general for HF systems. Source symbols may be entered directly into 

the channel modulator, or they may first he' encoded. Based on previous 

discussion (section (3.4)) this latter step ensures the best performance 
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ixi IL' dita1Lsystems, a i a iinpieiemtei using, suie la= of CG. Whis 

aJ,aa eixe s L* at use of Qhax .IL bawwiatL ard tx&uamitter power*. The 

io&1ator then prouucaa tne cbaLm.L aix..La as CLiaausaed pviOua.L 

kwatiou (2 . )) au o.pm.iui ivauLatiou is caosexi. uasea on, the aiaCUSSIOLL  

iz. eecon 	'ilie o.enoQu.Lator ieiao yes te earner axKL the received 

cnauxated. anu cliatortea siaJi are-  fed to the aoriei.ator. This, 

prooea& woui. a.'inoa1 oertain..y be base a on some £oa of diversity 

(aection. (3.4.)) to achieve gpaui perfoma 	and, the eorxeator woulci 

them, conat oX a uatcthed Alter type as discussed in action (2.2) 

The decoder then operates- to deeoae the encodsd. masage for diap.kay. 

4 
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3-5.2  Feedback Transmission, Syatema 

The major alternative to the-  forward trecnidssiofl. technique-s, 

aeaoj1u in. the last seetLon. ia the additional use or a, feecthack 

hm-1 ta enable &hQ. This operation makes use-  of foiward error 

detecti on aa oppose d to the- error corxeti on, descii bed above 

In. this, W ateuL the at.ream of cth'nrrl a  nibola i a, seented into 

blocks, an.i am error detection, code is. applied. The-  aiehraie error 

detection codes are zelatiwa of the block codes used mn.UC. Since 

unpredictable retzansuissionvill be required, the data at the trana-

ndauion, muat be teniporazily stored in. a buffer.. Ag4xe,  (3.5.3) depicta 

the gp xeral configuration of a practical AR  channel. If an CC code 

is used on the pass. throui the-  forward channel., it would, appear in the 

pO.t3On shown, by the dashed boxes. 

B.Q systems. are ixapienented in. either of two way a- 

3.. Stop and wait. 

2. Contiu.iouat 

the first of these, which is. the- moa widely used in present day 

ditaL data systeuLa, the trannLtter sends, one block of encoded data at 

a time and, waits for an acknoviled.g t%ACI.) aiiai from the receiver 

before proceeding. if a netive acknowlede (NICK) is received, the 

trantter repeats the previous block. he advantaes of stop and 

wait AhQ systems are :- 

3... They axe eas,, to implement. 

2. .ibey require buflezing at onlY one block. 

3 	A 	ng channel can aome times be used in a turnaround 

mode • here a ainle channel serves alternatel.y as both a 

forward and feedback channel.. usually a settling time is in.olved 

in each turnaround, duiing 4ic1i no symbols. can be transniittea. 
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In continuous, ARQ s,ysteia, thec tran tter sends tie error-

encode& blocked, amhols coiitiuoualy ai1 a simultaneous -feedback ckanne1 

is xecireci* vhen. art error is, detected, the' MCK signal received at 

the tranttar via the £eeibacji channel causes the traxitter to 

repeat the block fund to be in. error and the subseertt blocks. 

The mw 	of blocks retairuttcd now dienda oii the cthannei. round 

trip delay, and ia ttal1, more than o12E. Ait!1ou more efficient 

tbi a, iitbod is more complex to. oxLari ze and requires more atoraiLp 

.n widitioii, a aeparate feedback thaxmeL is always required. rbe 

coat and amount of bandvidth needed to iuipieunt such a system at 

HF is usual- probi.t 	but its. iasi-real.. time operation could 

the exer.se  in aoie circuntanses. 
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3. 53 

The oetimuia HF system ] 	so far been defined and iapiE;mcntd 

using current F theory mod practice. Choi.ce of the cpti.ium, based 

on the criteria d eloped in section (3.2)  also requires that the 

Optimum svsteo cijou d most easily accomodate advances in comnu±catjon 

th3ory and teciinologv 	The imj:lication here is that t:o system design 

should employ techniques which encompass concepts comprtt:ftic with 

Current research trends, both in HF and other communication, fields. 

Success in some areas of currer)t research would indeed benefit 

both :eetogue and. digital HF coarlunication systems equally. These 

Icnosnherjc s:imulation. 

Antenna Desthe. 

HF linear amplifier design. 

+. Stable oscillator design. 

Multiplexing design. 

Peal time 1easuremert of ionospheric chare.ctcristics. 

Divers:Lt reception techniques. 

However the-e are some areas in which success would moan improved oucration 

Only in the case of HF digital communications. The most imnortant 

areas are:- 

Error control and detection methods 

Adaptive HF systems. 

Matched filtering techniques. 

Of these t1ke last offers the most exciting css±bilitj 	isvo ving as 

it does the use of vosy now technologies and the realization of greatly 

improved signal quality in the HF channel. Adaptive communication Th 

the HF channel also offers improved reliability and cost effçtivness 

in ionospheric digital communication and it is obvious that imrroved 
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coding coding techniques would always be welcome. 

It is not intended to delve deeply into the usefulness of 

P3 2 
adaptive communication on new coding methods 	

.L 

ice these are well 

covered in the literature already referenced. Now implementations 

of the matched filtcring concept &re however most attractive and 

bear importantly upon the optimization of signal quality in HF 

communications, which is the basic aim of this investigation. 
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+.]- InL'oduction 

Optimum thtcction requires the use of some form of matched filtering. 

In conventional narrowband HF digital systems using P5K and PSK, sinple 

frequency filters and phase discriminators are used to determine 

whether or not a MAjç or a SPACE was transmitted The decision is based 

upon whether or not the filter outputs are larger or smaller than a 

particular threshold (Chapter 3). In Chapter 3 it was described how 

this process was enhanced by various forms of diversity reception and 

error-control coding. H-owever, the system is very prone to errors 

caused by signal distortion and other effects due to various ionospheric 

phenomena such as multipath propagation. This is due to the fact that 

the receiving elements sorely detect the presence, or absence, of a 

Particular frequency or phase - in which sense they are matched - and 

do nothing to enhance the particular frequency or phase. 

This is not the case in systems using pulse compression techniques. 

In these the matched receiving filter adds gain to the particular signal, 

if it is present, no matter how corrupted it is by white gaussian noise 

or other additive distortion. This is due to the fact that, unlike the 

signal pulse of FSK or P5K, the transmitted pulse in the pulse compression 

system is itself coded. 

Pulse compression is most widely used at present in radar systems 112 

where the most common form of code is linear FM - known familiarly as 

chirp. The use of chirped pulse compression techniques in digital 

data transmission was first suggested by 7inkler 41 who recognized that 

there could be definite advantages to be gained over the conventional 

methods. 

The chirp technique involves frequency modulating each transmitted 

signal element to give a linear change of frequency with time along 

the pulse, Each received signal element is operated on by a matched 
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filter, which combines the signal spectral components coherently into 

a narrower signal of increased amplitude. This pulse compression 

operation may typically give 20dB peak Gain. 

In digital systems the MARK and SPACE signals are defined by 

chirps of opposite slopes (frequency swoops) and are transmitted in 

the same frequency band. At the receiver two matched filters are used, 

on for the MARX signal, the other for the SPACE. Conventional inter- 

fering signals such as white gaussian noise and the carrier do not 

contain the frequency code needed for time compression and pass through 

the matched filter essentially unchanged in amplitude. Therefore it 

is expected that, at the Output of either matched filter, the signal 

peak will generally be well defined under interference conditions. 

By superposition, compressed multipath chirp-signal components will 

appear without significant mutual interference at the matched filter 

output, provided that the differential time delay between paths is 

greater than the time duration of a single compressed output pulse. 

This time duration is given approximately by the reciprocal of the 

transmitted signal frequency sweep, or band"iidth. The chirp technique 

thus offers inherent protection against signal fading due to multipath 

propagation. This property is exactly equivalent to the ability of 

chirp radars to detect multiple target returns discretely '2  

The chirp-signal repetition frequency must, of course, be significantly 

greater than the longest multipath time differential delay. This is a 

fundamental restriction on non-adaptive systems using serial data 

formats in dispersive channels, and restricts the keying-rate in 

the lIP band to a maximum of about 100baud' as described, previously. 

This chapter will thus begin with a discussion of matched filters 

and tht, various methods by which they are implemented. Particular 

attention will be given to recent techniques such as the use of digital 
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devic 	( DDG ) 	ct:' 	 '1 	( 	j rd Ruri.8CC-aC OuCtjC- 

wave (Av:) devices to imlaont the matched filter, since it is 

predicted 	''* is with these technologies that the future improve
- 

ments in HI 	 cmunicetdn will come. The use of pulse compression 

in III diCital W,t, e, ;te:  12 then introduced and a possible vay 
in 

which the new technol cLisr: con be usud to implement the pulse compression 

method in the HP field is deccrnbed. 

9i 
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1 . 2 Matched 

Matched filtering inn torn of signal processing which is the 

optimum for arbitrary signals corrupted by white gaussian noise, It 

Operates to transform the raw input signal into a form suitable for 

optimum detection decisions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the matched 

filtering concept refers specifically to digital bl,nO processing. 

Matched filters (MFs) are thus always specified with resect to 

given waveforms which have both finite length (T) and bandwidth (B). 

The product of these quantities - the time bandwidth (TB) product 

is one of the most important parameters in MF performance. 

In the frequency domain, the NP transfer function is equal to the 

Complex conjugate of the signal spectrum multiplied by as appropriate 

linear phase icter which depends on the time dolsy thecugi; the filter. 

In the time denen, the PIP impulse repenso is cipiy the Lime re v:rec 

of the desired signal delayed to satisfy causality requirements. 

When - driven by its specified input signal, the NF produces the 

autocorrelation function of this particular waveform. This auto-

correlation is characterisod by a single large compressed pulse whose 

half-width is approximately equal to the reciprocal of B. In addition 

there are smaller subsidiary peaks - the sidelobes - which are placed 

symmetrically about the main lobe for a time duration ± T. 

MFs therefore operate to produce pulse compression 1,2 such that 

the input-pulse TB product is equal to that of the output pulse. The 

result of this is coherent processing gain, the amount of which is 

dependent upon the magnitude of the TB product. This, combined with 

the fact that MFs operate only upon signals specified in their design, 

makes them useful for a variety of fundamental signal processing functions. 

Among these are frequency filtering, spectrun analysis, code division 



multiplexing and the detccticn of Spcciftc SIg?1,rJ 	 - 

Basic My Operation is Shown in figure (L.2.i) and, its theory is 

' well dOcurnctcg 	The main euphasis in this invesbigaton will thus 

be with 	1]re:coi irnp].ementation of the My concept. 

The pf:ncLples of matched filtering h:,u bc-en known for ore,' 

yrrs bet ± to Only recently that suitable implementatiofl tcijuen 

have heccee nvrrLl le to enable practical Ml's to enjoy widespread use 

in Signal processing systems. 

There arc three techniques cerronil" available for MF implement-

ation which have particular Significance in this d±500FJO±an. Each of 

thcgc- techniquec (bDc, CObs and llY) has advantages and disadvantages 

in terms of proc eerie:' ins, avai-] bend,';idth and o thor characteristics 

Peculiar to the particular technology. In genera], }ovrover DD,- 

efficient 

De

efficient for very low bandwidths and long tii. delays, CODs cover the 

important intermediate regions including audio through 1cr 
MHz frcquencies 

and A_,N devices are useful for widoband short time duration Operatjne. 

Figure (4.2.2) shows the aporoxiniate operating ranges for NFc based c-n 

these three techno],oglc.s. Here it can be sec-.a that fly! and CCD tcch 

niques are coniDlenentary and do not connote (overep) except at the 

high-speed end of the CCD performance range. The same conclusions clay 

be deduced fdr SA'.'! and DD. CCD and DD imolerrentations do however 

Compete over a wide range rerresentatie of the many important '
,IF appli-

cations mentioned previously. The choice between CCD and DD will thus 

generally be based upon other system considerations besides bandwidth 

and processj 	time. For instance s  at high data rates the power require- 

ments of DDe far outweigh those fcr CODs which are also generally 

smaller in size. Again, time delays in excess of one second wifl no-j-

alay require the use of digital techniQues as shown in the diagram. 
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Despite this cc3.:tit1 sa , (JT) and Di) t..ciiniqUcE 	iao c -m-).b' o of 

9 
complementary operation 	 00 YO 	here :a t Lec relative costs 

of these three technisuec also play an important part in deelding which 

to use. 

Because the three technologies can complement each other it is 

reasonable to ce:pect that they may be used in combination. This viould 

enable their a'Jvanta;cs to accrue with the result that many complex 

7O 
cignal processing operations may 	e s 

	

ay heco 	pccnib 

In this section therefore, d :D lenentet inn using the three 

technologies will be discussed and the suit.&bilit:•7 of each with respect 

to HF digital communication 'viii be considered. 
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L-. 2. 1 DiaiaJ. Matched Filtering 

Digital signsl processing ierices are fabricated using basic com-

ponents which perform Fimlin fune Hcne, Among the;e arc the ohif 

ceçistcr the T: or' the u:i hii t cr and the logic aireuitn, commonly 

used in digital circuit 6wsQn
10  
, 	Digital Matched Filters (DIfl's) made 

from these fundamental blocks offer accuracy and vRrsatiiity in system 

design. They can asynchronously process the strings-of digital data 

which represent the signals and do not suffer from tho unuci problems 

of analogue filters - ageing and instability. They are however a 

type of trcn2ec.1 filted, and as such are constrained by the 

Samp.1.) nj ctructuts  1PIRoyantation common to such filters. The specific 

limitations consist of quantization error of samples and coefficicnts 

and estimation errors on intermediate results. DMF performance is 

usually measured in terms of dynamic range determined by the flU!.5i-  of 

basic components used in design, and of accuracy, dofinr;J by the :lumnI:r 

of samples required to produce a specific response. These two character' 

istics decide the complexity of the DMF and in conjunction with the 

We of semiconductor technology uscd4,11  (CMOi, ECU 121 LCI), determine 

the processing speed, size, power coneUrIptism, and cost of dcjice. 

The basic operation of the DMF as conventionally implemented may 

be described with reference to figure (4.2.3). This particular filter 

uses baseband input data and produces baseband output data. The 

information is converted to digital format in the analogue-to-digital 

(AID) convertor. The required dynamic range (Sii) determines the number 

of binary digits in this conversions  This information is then stored 

as analogue data bits in a serial inrut/parallei. oniput shiftregister 

which has each of its N analogue hits composed of several binary digits. 

The parallel outputs of this register feed N separate multipliers whose 
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dccix d filter 1ST)U].so rarpunsc, 	i}V. 51t)1u Ls from the multipliers t.hO!l 

feed a single N-input Mar whose oc ut is roconvortcci to an analogue 

nJ geeL by a d:LgitaJ to mlcu-x C b/i) convertor. 

1? 
This conventional approach is normally ccpLx end cost. For 

example a iOOhit Pfl sequence corrolator (DAY) with 28  levels can 

currently be implceeentcd as above, in TTV for a cost of about 14,000,  

It would include lOQ TTL networks and an A/I) can\'art.or. However more 

recent techn:ioe:c have improved this n:i-;cs. bion sorouhat. For example, 

implementation of the above corre] a-Lox using large nuale integration 

(LSI) b' oh i.qi or1'  with a different architecture reduces significantly 

the si4o and fabrication difficulty of the device even theegh the cost 

is very much 11 ormcx. This implementation is shorn in figurub (L 	l) 

(a) 	uc1 (b) . 	in thic care, the i/)) (C)OV:rOr C1.LV a k LSI covvolntor 

chips (figure (4.2. 4a)), one Hip for each significant bira"y digit In 

each analogue cjatr. bit. As rhoen in part (h) of this figure, each 

corrcl ator chip consists of 2 64-bit binary shift registers with 

independent clock lines, El f  exclusive Oh circuits for providine the 

necessary binary correlation, (If ?/A current sources and o comics san 

line to provide an analogue correlation output for a pair of binary 

input signals. The design and implementation of D-'s using LSI tech-

nology is fully discussed by TurinP In his paper, Turin sees LSI 

techniques as making digital devices competitive with the alternative 

technology of CCD and also sees further improvement in performance as 

the technology advances. 

In addition, with the advent of L1 techniques, the microprocessor 

is now a pwerfui tool which is seen as the futurq if not present, build- 

ing block of a new generation of digital nigarl 1raccssing devices which will 

have the 	powerful capability of pxc gee:. rl:± by in addition to the 
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L{.,?.2 	CCDrtcte]i.teg 

The CCD, though more COsJ1en and mono] ithic in consruc then 

similar in implementation and operation to the more familiar bucket 

brigade device (BBD)Y It can be fabricated using any standard NOZ or 

bipolar process, and like the BBD, may be treated operationally in 

the generic class of Charge Transfer 	tee (CT) 
	

1
-.he CCD morcocr 

has p:: forience advantages compared to the PBD and is thus expected 

to 	 IuLuro CTD signal processing applications. 

Because of their inherently analogue qualities, CCDs are ideally 

r it 5) 
suited to a large number of sampled data signal processing fuiictmonza. 

These have been described as digital so far in this investigation, but 

as seen in sac tion (4. 2. 2) the func tioris arc cfte aogee , a:; d COi)e 

thus offer the advantageouspossibility of perf mrg :er 	;tp'c.daL 

filtering functions directly in the analogue domain. CiDs may thus be 

regarded as c 	g the best features of digit.ai  and analogue tech--  

niques, Like digital filters, CODs are controlled by a master Clock 

and the CCD filter chaiccterjstjc is as stable as the master oscillator. 

However, the requirement for AID cosersion is eliminated and all. 

functions are performed in the analogue domain. 

Despite these apparent advantages, CODs hate performance limitations 

when compared to digital devices Precisely because they are analogue 

devices? Foi canal among these 1 imitatious are representation accuracy 

of both the signal and reference function and a limitation on the lowest 

operating frequency - this latter being due to thermal dark currents 

in the semiconductor which degrade the signal with length of delay 1. 15 

Accordingly the main advantage of 	 r ver the COD filte o 	the Dii? is generally 

taken to be reduced cost of implementation. Additional advantages 

lncluJ lihter reight, smeller siZe. c-:: 	..er ons;p tion and 
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improved rcLiability. CODs are thus not orpoctod to r:iahe DDe obsolete, 

( especially with t:e oalcnt V Ii end the :eicroproc em scir) ; but in 

applications where tI Maircnvnt in for modest performance and 

sufficient volume so that low cost is the principal design goal, they 

arc expected to have a large anlcuct.17  

The CCD NF is a special case of the CCD transversal filter' just 

as the DM1' was a special cams' of the digital traneveen) filter. A 

block diagram of a typical transversal filter is mo,';e in furL (1H2,5). 

It consists of N delay stages D. The filter output is obtained by 

Multiplying voltages Vn, n = 0 	i--1 at each intermediate node by 

weigh UI ag c -ee Uic:Te - im 1 
1L 
,n = 0 q. IT-]. and summing. The CCD transversal 

filter mm qvitc ccu-y CC Cpl cc' n e 
	
and it eonpufationa] power is 

impressive, particularly when compared to an equnvalont dmgitCd imp) r;ic;tLm- 

tion. For example, a CCD filter hariag II = 500 stages cicckcd at 	fc 	MITTs 

performs the equivalent of 500 8-bit multiply-and-add operations each 

microsecond. The transfer function of a trcnsvcrsal filter may be 

Written as 

N-i 
U( Z) = 	T 	I 	 (..2.1) 

n=0 

which describes a finite impulse rcsnomar (VI?.) 18 filter, This is a 

special case of a more general discrete time filter in which there is 

no feedback. The transfer function has only zeros (no poles) and its 

impulse response is therefore finite. 

The multiply-and-add function described in figure (4.2.5) may 

be simply implemented by way of the split oloctrodo technique illustrated 

an figure (L f. 2. 6). Here, as charge transfers under an electrode..  

deposited on a silicon subctt. an crrosite charge must flow from 

the clock line on to the dcc trorie, On one phase, all electrodes are 

split into two sections of varying area. Tho phase selected is not 
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important; and in t? figure the 07 electrode icsplit. One side of 

each of the split electrodes is cornected to the 	- clock line and the 

other to the Ø clock line. These two lines arc clocked simultaneously 

and in po (cc ee 	:are (!.i)). 	loch pcc-kton of th: eel].it 

dcc trode r cc elves socna einnl dcPanNnt c]io:dL which is pr- oportioa:-.L 

to the area of that clectrQdr section and to the sigaal flowing on 

to that dcc Hodc. The charge diffe:cnt-tal in the two sections of 

a split electrode is then measured, and this performs the non-destructive 

c'cipling and weighting Operations. Since the 0 electrodes, ao - wol well as 

thn Ø, are tied together the summation occurs automaticailly. At each 

clock period, tIe outrut ein reT in YMaptWuA to the difi r: no e ic 

Cher-c required by the two l:Hcr; reT ceTLi t 	 and ;' 	Id: flIt... 

Output in nOw obtain ca by integrating the :H.ffe:-onc o C: iu:'C-ec o fT cwin 

in the Ø end 03 clock linos using a diffurential current integrator (M).  

The CCD transversal filters discussed above are inherently perfor-

mnnce limited owing to:- 

1. 	Imperfect charge transfer efficiency (WE) 17  which modifies 

the transfer function of the ideal CCD. Its effect ds  to shift 

the frequency response of the ideal theoretical filter used as 

the basis for practical CCD implementation. Imperfect GTE thus 

introduces dispersion which limits the bandwidth when N, the 

number of serial delay stages (electrodes), is large. The amount 

of dispersion which can be tolerated depend on the application, 

but if it is sr-reified that the disDor-sios must be less than 

= 1 (f = 0 for a:.. ideal CCD), and if B = 0.5 x l0, then up 

to N = 2000 serial delay stages can be imeiemcnted. Since TB = h/i 

17 for a CCD fnitr- 	eden ::onns that TB products of up to lo-')
can 

be achie-: 	or; clone in figure (0.2.2). 
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2, 	weight!PC cc :;ffl icat errors Cup to inaccurate narh production. 

This limits the p: is:icn;ith rhich a given filter iaponce can be 

3. 	Poise, Thlor  liallr tc )ti. : 	Jyr.iic rcngc abtainablc 

\:ith CODs. The COD noise ic-rat ic; Ct':ruinai prodominant3y by 

thu 	-- 	-, 	 - -,. . noAa 	 L 7;-Jc;; of ryncc.i.r ;anL;c 17  

(p--p sigs7 cith arc cp t.rbi c clictoc' t:i. os/c-ms noise I evel) is ob'in 

able. 

1. Linearity which in limited by imperfect sampling of tic 

input signal voltage and by the nonlinear depletion layer 

capacitance of tro dCViCO. 

Peripheral hOC circ:citctj used for clock d::iv: 	cral 

aaplific-s I im: tr the :a;:ii.un clock c:cou c-c 	to bc < 	hs, 

this in iris limits the prac ticri CCD 1?nlid:. isili; to v:Jnrr 

10 IIHs. 	(-i-  sax clock frequency). 

Thermal leakage which limits the maximum delay achievable cith 

a CCI). If it is specified that thermal leakage must be less than 

l of the total CCD charge capacity, then CCD delay time is liT.ited 

to T < I see 17 

Because of the above performance lImitations, CODs will probably 

never totally replace DDs, but in some areas, because of those advantages 

they cIa have, their use will become norc widespread especially in sari—

pled data processing of analogue signals. 

11 



A ZurI ccAcousLi- ',':a:e (fill) device consists of an !Mar&Litai 0  

i:otaTLlizstior :love..;ituf on the polished surface of an axially oricu Lcd 

CUt of piczc...slectri.c czyotal substrate. Thu 3A.? ocvice fabrication 

proccos uses the standard pofoiithographic and etching techniques of 

the cCniconiuctor .Lndur.try, i simple interiligital structure is 

shown in figure (1.2.7). llheri an alternating voltage, is applied 

to 	the riuiuilizc.fiL buo'li vc, a ctrnie 	oscillating at the 

froqvncy of the r :OKUjnn Voltaso, develops hot';. (c-s the intordigi Lal 

fingers, This alternating strain is produced by virtue of the piezo- 

electric effect and launches a Rayleigh 	fucc.cavn front that travels 

in both directions from an origin at the centre of the intord:Lgital 

transducer (IDT). The wave thus exists on the c"ytal surface 

an electro-acoust.ic vibration in its primary node. Other nodes are 

also excited at levels bc].ov the surface, but those are rverly 

attenuated with increasing depth into the so].strato. 

The fA': thus retains the frequency of the eicctvos.agnctic signal 

applied to the IPT, however since it propagates acoustically along 

the surface of a substrate, its velocity is some five orders of 

magnitude less than that of the excitation voltage. This means that 

a large number of wavelengths can be accommodated on a short length of 

crystal and hence a relatively large delay time is possible for a 

relatively small piece of hardware. 

In a typical layout, t]co IDTs are deposited on a crystal substrate 

as in figure (4,2.0. The excitation of one IDT with a source of 

centre frequency, f, generates an SAW front at the centre of this IDT.-

the launching M. 

The Si? propagates in both directions. An absorbing material 

placed on the crystal dampens the energy travelling to the left. The 
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SAW propagating to the sight traverses a distance, L,  corresponding 

to a specified delay, across the crystal surface before passong under 

the recovery IDT. As a result of this passage, the electric potential 

difference - a part of the SAW 20-  excites this transducer (TDI) and an 

energy transfer takes place from the SAW to the IDT which then drives 

the load, ZL. 

The energy transfers occur because the centre-to-centre spacing 

of the TDR fingers is designed to be one-half wavelength (A/2) at 

the device centre frequency, as shown in figure (4.2.9). Adjacent 

fingers are driven by opposite polarities. The associated changes of 

the resulting strain wave are generated by distortion of the piezo-

electric dipoles on the crystal surface. 

The delay properties of the SAW device enables the realization 

of practical transversal filters in much the same way as described in 

sections (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). The performance and response characteristics 

of these filters are critically dependent upon IDT design, and the 

range of SAW filter applications in 4gnal processing is determined 

by the. degrees of freedom available in the design of the IDT. Fortun-

ately the IDT is a very versatile structure as may be shown by invest- 

its impulse response characteristics 

When an IDT is impulsed, the resulting field in each inter-electrode 

gap produces an elemental acoustic source whose polarity is determined 

by the sense of the field. The duration of the resulting SAW is then 

directly proportional to the electrode (finger) periodicity (determined 

by the placement of the fingers) and its amplitude may be controlled 

by varying the amount of finger overlap (aperture) - a process known 

as apodjzatjon There is thus a one-to-one correspondence between 

the impulse response and the geometry of the IDT. The result is that 

for an N-electrode TDR, there are 2N degrees of design freedom - the 

N-electrode positions and the N-electrode lengths. 
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Because of the flexibility of the IDT, an SAW device can be 

designed for almost any signal type. This is particularly useful for 

the impelementation of matched filters which are usually specified with 

reference to a given waveform. 

SAW matched filters are presently implemented in two different 

ways. The first method finds application in classic pulse compression 

2 Systems and uses, two Dispersive Delay Lines (DDLs).1,22,23In  these 

devices one TDR is designed to vary linearly with frequency along its 

length and thus has an impulse response characterized by linear FM or 

chirp '2  In a practical system, one filter is impulsed to produce 

a pulse of chirp. The other filter which is designed to have a 

response of opposite slope to its matched counterpart acts on this 

pulse to produce its autocorrelation function in the form of a compressed 

pulse. This process thus gives the SNR enhancement characterisitic of 

MF reception techniques.. SAW MF5 are now widely accepted and used in 

modern radar systoins They are also used in implementing the chirp z 

transform technique 25  which enables a highly efficient method of 

implementing real-time fast fourier transformation; a particularly 

useful artifice in real time spectrum analysis. 

The second method used Tapped Delay Lines (TDLs) to perform the 

implementation of various codes used in communication systems. The 

Principal application for TDLs has been for Analogue Matched Filters 

(ANFs) to produce bi-phase or P5K waveform s'27  The waveform is 

generated by an input TDR having an impulse response equal to the 

chip (code bit) waveform, and an array of kadband taps spaced on 

delay intervals equal to the chip length. Coding is determined by 

the polarity of the tap connections. An AMF which produces the 

aütocorrelation of the PSK waveform can be implemented by simply placing 

the input TDR at the opposite end of the tap array to time reverse its 



7 th up Ue 25 	 chip rates (bandwidths) of up 

to 201iHZ and a length of (0 	are avaiicble at precont
27
: 	The full 

potential. ol  

tip-s;iitchio 	 coiic; C) 

electronically. These 	ca call 	progamrnaLle Analogue Matched 

Fflters (PAlFs) °  are still in tee development stage but chow great 

promise for the future. 

SP:.7 device performance is limited by several factors among which 

the most important are 

practical substrate size 

the resolution capuh .Lities of (:V cc I1a: coii on tnciaacsec 

insertion lose; (IL) , and 

1+, various second order effects as a result of SAT dcvice 

design and fabrication. 

In proc Lice, the maximum obtainable lengths of piczoclectrio crystal 

substrates are limited to a few tons of centimetres; (ie) ST), cut 

quartz nay he obtained up to about 20 cm long. This limits the n:ircua 

TM, length possible in a practical device and is also the reason why 

ideal, infinite impulse re:eoare must bcirons stri. to realize pans tical 

SA'V devices 9  The ;;ain conocquences of this linitetico with rs' spoct. 

to achievable designs using two (Or three) TD2s on a single surface of 

a given substrate are 

to limit the minimum achievable centre frequencies to about 

l0fHz, 

to limit the rd.um  bandwidth to about 50kHz, and 

to limit the maximum delay to about 5C Ys On ST-7  cut quartz. 

The resolution •raaabii.itirs of fAT device fabrication techniques 

limit primarily tee maximum achievable centre frequencies to about 

lGL,z. This corresponds to a spacing botwcen electrodes of just under 



one micron C1p -), ;111J  in just possible; 	(uoio 	n 

Ns" 	 ee abnalutc :n:euracy with which TOs 

can be UVrO r 	 'rqrioy since each cyaoc between 

fingers must be made we of an InLegral nunbor of approximately ] J1)step,,; 

using this rnachir.o 

Insertion loss IL is not really a limitation lo SAW (1011CC ifUL- 

floss since it nay be recovgral K a cjpt 	7iUPC of Opyroprinto 

amplifiers, However I :sc ina valun ]o 	 are  not hnpp] y tol- 

erated since they increase cyst-  r1 size, complexity and coot, More 

importantly they may degrade the Jynnoic range and thus the S] of 

a System and must thus be avoided whore possible. In the 0IV1 device,,-.; 

relevant to this investigation ( DDLs and TDLs) IL in ununi 

large (about 30 to )idd) and is a key trade-off parameter in opli'no 

clesign3031 affecting no it door; the bandvidth VS7P and Triple Trar oiL 

(TT)31  levl of the 5A! doice. Inno.rtiorj loo cones froCi many uoure:n" 

the most important of which ore due to electrical mismatch (in the net-

works used to couple the device to other systcn components) one to the 

bidirectional propagation of the ii:?. Bidirectionality loss fcr 

2] 	 21,3] typical 2-Tlb 	devices on GaB ; electrical rolstiaec: loss 	is 

dependent upon the specified levels of TT, Vihi and the amount of band- 

width as a fraction of the centre frequency 	the SAW device fractional 

bandwidth. Other losses are duo to 

1, parasitic loss in the TDd pattern, 

losses in matching network components, 

propagation losses in the substrate, 

t., losses due to bean spreadings and 

5, apodization lonoco. 

These seldom exceed 2 to 05 (collectively) when care is taken in 

device design and fabrication. 



Careful decin Her  Airimizns 	thn  limitations caused bj 	second- 

order effects 32 due. to FIF propagation under metal TDFO deposited on 

a crystal subetrate. Nest of these effects distort, or tc;nci to distort :  

the rasehenci with  superimposed rpnle and other ept"iouc and must be 

catered for at the design state. The procedure for dealing with thuci 

are more or lore star cJrd at yyssurt or ore rH] cata]oFued in reference 

32. 

The Si]! matched filter is thus a very usefr] prowcnPN7 do to 

at IF frequencies and has great adlir];% 	n.2Hs.:rLli t/ , COO U 

clue tahility, ruHrdness and size over mere coo ve Lone: IF 70ters An 

use at present (og) (lumped element, hulk rave). If carefully designed 

and used properly it has oi:rioe.c application in many future coeimumicatioo 

systems  - a imo reflected by rho numerous review articles 

conferences 33,34 concerning SAW devices in the past for years. 



i. 3 p 	•gomrora;ionnn d HF 	aPaLaL anmisOn 

At the beginning of this chapter it was demonstrated that Pulse 

Comprescion (PC) cyFtors would have advantages over the narrowbanci 

11 no','' 

rewainE  to jincuss lai: het n id sent PC techniques in HF systems. 

IC depends on the ability to generate some form of coded transmitted 

signal in pulsed form for each bit of digital data. In radar systems, 

where PC has been used for years, the most popular code 15 linear F:: 

or chirp. This may also be used to advantage in HF digital systems 
15 

Chirp signals may be generated using a saw-tooth pattern (corree- 

pending to the Mainput) te aedeJ aLe a voltage controlled oscillator 

(VCO) 	f.torna.vcd y a d:emersxvc network may be impulsed, rcmce.ur:LnC 

that the HF impulse response is the time reverse of thematchod. signal. 

Both of these methods will produce a signal pulse of finite duration and 

amplitude containing a waveform whose frequency varies linearly along 

the length of the pulse. If the frequency decreases from beginning 

to end of the pulse then a devznchirp is produced; if it increases an 

upchirp is generated. The duration of the chirp in the former use will 

be equal to the duration of the one--teeth waiters, and in the latter 

case to the impulse resrense duration of the dispersive network. A 

typical chirp waveform is shown in figure (4.3.1). Its defining 

parameters are T, its duration as defined above; B, its bandwidth 

determined by the frequency sweep of the saw-tooth waveform of the 

frequency characteristics of the dispersive network; and CF, its 

centre frequency determined by the VCO range of the centre frequency of 

the dispersive network. The product TB, encountered previously as an 

MF performance parameter, is known as the signal dispersion factor of 

the system. 

Signal paraeietcrs donend on the system application. For instance, 
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in a long-range HF data transmission systei, the 2.5khz BW of the 

standard voice channel might be the most practical value for the 

frequency sweep or the dispersive network bandwidth, B. For a dispersion 

factor of 50, the signal duration T would be 20ms. This would give 

protection against intersymbol interference due to multipath propa 

gation, the largest differential time delay on a North Atlantic HF 

band route being typically less than 5ms. 

In an HF chirp system described by Gott t a135  a VCO was used, 

modulated by a saw-tooth pattern. Chirp signals were generated at 

a centre frequency of 1001JHz and down-converted to 5kHz at the receiver 

for compression. An alternative mark/space signal format was used with 

a signal dispersion factor (TB) of 50. 

At the receiver identical dispersive networks were used for both 

MARK and SPACE pulse compression, the received signals being frequency 

reversed in one branch. This was achieved by correct sideband selection 

after mixing by way of MAPJC and SPACE branch mixer oscillators soperated 

in frequency by t-Aw the CF of the dispersive network. 

The dispersive n.twork' s output envelopes were then sampled over 

the duration of the compressed pulse using receiver synchronization. 

A Gaussian filter with 20dB band edge attenuation relative to 

the CF was used to. weight the received chiro signals before compression. 

Weighting is an important aspect of chirped radar systems since it 

minimizes the compressed pulse time sidclobcs22,233G which might 

otherwise obscure secondary targets. In COmflunicatjon systems, its 

advantages are less obviaus since it opurates to widen the main Compressed 

lobe which will then be smaller in amplitude for a given signal energy. 

Weighting also affects interfering white noise but not in the same way 

as it affects the signal. In this system this had the effect of 

reducing the 3N1 by about 1dB. Hovicvc-r in the case where two adjacent 



signals were the same, the advantages of weighting coma to the fore. 

For example, two MARK signals occurring sequentially will be compresed 

as expected in the MARK dispersive network. At the SPACE dispersive 

network output, the two dispersed signals will overlap for a time 

equal to the input signal duration T. Without weighting these signals 

will add to give a composite dispersed signal whose maximum will be 

6dB greater than the output duo to a single lIARK signal passed through 

the SPACE dispersive network. With Gaussian weighting the maximum 

was reduced by '+.)+dB to 1.6dB. 

Another advantage of Gaussian weighting is the inherent phase 

linearity of such filters. If sharp cut-off filters are used without 

phase equaJ ization, the band-edge components of the chirp signal will 

not effectively contribute to the coherent siguiaJ build-up in the 

dispersive network, thereby reducing the peak output, 

The dispersive networks used in this system consisted of ILuveed 

element (capacitors and inductors) all pass bridged T-sections38  which 

have a time delay YS frequency response. The series combination of 

many appropriate bridged T-sections can give a composite time delay vs 

frequency response which is linear across the finite bandwidth. Fach 

network in the system used !+G of these bridged T-sections, This type 

of lumped element configuration was used in order to effectively produce 

low-frequency chirp signals. However low frequency pulse compression 

has one great drawback. This is that the number of cycles contained 

Within the compressed signal may be so small that an arbitrary phase 

angle may cause the envelope peak to be poorly defined. This problem 

may be solved by carrying out the pulse compression process at a higher 

frequency, which will also enable the use of more efficient chirp signal 

Compressors. 

The system down converts to about 5khz at the receiver before 



pulse compression. At this point the signal may be compressed along 

the time axis using a CCD serial register with different input and 

output data rates? Samples of the received chirp signal are clocked 

into the register at the Nquist rate or greater. The input clock is 

then stopped when the whole signal has been read and the Output clock 

is started. If the output clock rate is 1000 times as fact as the 

input clock rate, then the signal will be compressed by 1000:1 along 

the time axis. Assuming the parameters already discussed, a chirp 

signal of duration 20ms with a B.'.T of 2.51-,hz and a CF of 5khz would 

be compressed into a signal .20ps long with bandwidth 2.IHz and a CF of 

51MHz. If this signal is aow upconverted to a CF of about 2541Iz,it 

Will become compatible with the range of frequencies where SA devices 

can be used. This means that a SAW DDL with the following definition 

can be used as a compressor in place of the low frequency lumped element 

dispersive network described above. 

CF 	251A11z 

BVI = 2.51hz 

T delay = 201,1s 

This device will have a TB product of 50 which is easily realizable 

using conventional techniques as described in section (4.2). 

The advantages of using this higher frquercy compressor are well 

( -, z 
documented in the relereace literature 	 and need not be 

detailed here. Of course a PD time compressor could be used instead 

of the CCD serial register. The device will depend on the particular 

design being considered. 

Another example which servos to reinforce the technique of combining 

CCD/DD and SAW technologies and which may also rind application as a 

high performance 11F scanning receiver is the pulse-doppler processor 

30  
described by Poberts et al. 
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This system is used to process Islovit Doppler radar returns 

botviecn 0 and 21;:1z which occur in 25mm bursts 	A CCD serial--to- 

parallel arrangement is used to provide a 1000:1 time compression 

rats between input and ouLput data rates, As before the 25m3 burst 

of Doppler is compressed into a 25ps time slot which occupies a B7 of 

MHz, making the data SA7 compatible. 

The basic SA! analyzer described by these workers has been 

developed into a cophisticed SAVJ spectrum analyzer by the Author et 

This analyzer has a real-time processing delay of 50us, kOdB 

dynamic range and the ability to discriminate between approaching 

and receding targets. 

As a high performance scanning receiver for the HF band, the 

SA.I module would be used on its own to accept HF carrier frequency 

inputs and to display their frequency and amplitude content for 

identification and monitoring purposes. At the moment B'' is limited 

to aiHz for the system described above. However modified versions of 

the unit exhibit 711Hz and research is being carried out to examine the 

feasability of producing an analyzer with 25MHz bandwidth (which could 

Cover practically the whole of the HIP band) using SAW technology. 
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3.1 IntroducJiori 

It has now boon e3tablishM that the new technologies can be used 

with advantage to IL J..acnt machcd filter coununication links at 

high frequencies (3 - 30.hln), In recent years, one of the most 

exciting exploitations of the new matched filter designs has been in 

the practical cenirzo.tion of efficient and reliable sprend2pcctrurn1  

COrfmuiei_ceitja 1  eye nu:o, 

As thai 	 thuse PlOurs euniioy a form of sideband 

modulation to spread thy hs.SiC message 'bit l'ud::i.cith OVOY a Nuch 

larger bandwidth. The ratio of the d-nTiended Leuisiiidth to the cei.g:ial 

message bandwidth may be expressed as the matched ii]. toy processing gain,  

This implies that in such a system there will be the posciVIALy of 

saving trarrjiter rower as well as an ability 1.0 r000ide ce 

relfanly in cenclitions of very lc':i signalto-ncise ratios. 

At first sight, e:rcesding the NF signal tenteidtb nay appen-

contrary to the general bandwidth consenvatise of the HF system phit ccc phy. 

However the snacad-spectrum modulation waveform is in fact a tong code 

which may heed tee ed dynarcically through digital programming. Each 

individual code word then accesses a specific reci73r through a front-

end matched fitter designed to recolnize only one of the many seneret' 

codes. All other code combinations are non-correlatable in this 

matched filter and so the idea of a shared spectrum usage by many 

simeltanocus co:J5nesicatos becomes a practical possibility. 

This, plus the promis:f saving in Dower, enhanced detection 

cabeitI, and the inherent immunity of the matched filter to 

Multilath nnd oMr ierejerc interference makes the so1oa-spectrum 

technique a very attrs.tivc proposition to the designer and user of 

the LF band. 

The charter begins by considering the bacios of the spread-spectrum 



ii? 

C; 3::1:reC1  for optimalKI .:ith the otiJuL1 

cOnvonlivrol digital )'cm dscrihd in chapter 3. Finally a proposal 

for a  novel spread-spectrum syotor. Lor particular un in the HP band 

13 presented and discussed. 
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)rca -spec trun techniques are used to unrmit th co1srqunication 

C) f intc1lipihl . .:':a'oo aol 	Jiffacult channel conlitions. Normally 

coon cact th eff.sts of jziming or o conceal the 

p. escnce of a coaiunication sigoal. These uses suggst the potential 

of such a system to provide 

I, resistance to interference, 

2 	tolcranc c of nult neth signals, and 

nsge detection in low SUO. 

Thi:; last feature is the prsncpa.l feature of spread-spectrum moclulati.oa 

technioucs. 

S1)read-cpc t ;ur r.-r; 	ae csolo of operating at Ic; flh , typIc- 

3.11 v -1.0 to -'?OdE, aa5c ,I';sptc3.l:-yeC troLl roed .atol signal rent. 

from one transmitter can be made distinct from all other signals in the 

band, including interference. Since over a time penal, T1, 2B1, 

numbers characterize the signal, the dirco:isionality of the signal. can be 

mac;-iced by increasing B, the bandwidth 0f the signal. Spread-spec trurJ 

Systeas use a bandwidth that is wide coracarod to the bandwidth that 

would normalle be rerjuircd to communicate the message information. B 

is increased by ceding the signal in a cosalex fashion such that the code 

can 'cc recornised and removed only by the intended receiver. 

A wehl-dssincd srread-spoctrum system theoretically achieves a 

signal processing gain equal to Bc/Ba, the ratio of the transmitted 

bandwidth (Bc) to the message bandwidth (Bei). This implies that a 

spread-suectrel Leceivcr can operate in i1s that are worse by a - facto-Do/Em 

Vnarl those required for transmitting the message in a bandwidth 4- h 

aerforro.acc is not achieved without disadvantages ho-.-;ever. 

The sort e:t?;:ccthy of 
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the signal processing gain, compensated in prrt by the shared 

use of a common spectrum. 

Complom signal processing equirmont is required in nc1ition 

to the components of the cc:. :cnt:Lc:n.1 cc cJ.vn. 

The receiver code !ict be synchrofi nod with the received code. 

Fortunately however the use of the now technologies discussed in Chapter 

1 can partially overcome these disadvantages. This is because they 

permit the impIcnentation of very complex functions in very email spaces 

without 1A need for manual adjustment. 

The operation of spread-spectrum systems and various possible 

configurations have bean fully discussed olcceuhrnc
122,3  

 and c:.d 

R brief rosum will be given hone. They can to irplowented in a 

number of forms involving frequency hopping and/or phase coding, but 

bacic to the system is that the Mai or bits, to be transmitted must 

be muit:aijcd by a suitable fast code known as the transmitter signature. 

A biphase pseudo-noise sequence  is often used which spreads the inform -
Won over a wide band, and subdivides one bit into irar!y 'chips'. Duo 

to common channel usage and other interfering effects the rigani is 

usually buried in noise. A multiply-and-intesrate techninue suet 

therefore be used for demodulation at the receiver, but only aftex 

S'racrroIlci has been established. 

The multiply-and-integrate procedure provides processing gain for 

the desired signal and so rejects noise and other interfering signals 

not processing the relevant fast code format. Similarly unless the 

code is known, it is difficult to produce the available compression 

gain and the signal remains practically indetectable. This provides 

Privacy or niteraativey prevents any one signal from interfering with 
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a receiver for which itwa:.; not intended, 2ynchronism is the key 

to multipath signal ejcction since it allows the receiver phase to 

be adjusted for only the direct signal delay. 

-7 
In the con'rent:Lr.nal serial scares and integrate receiver, the 

dodulator code generator is shifted past the code of the received 

Signal, A correlation can only be recognized during a period of time 

longer than 1/in, the reciprocal of the message rate For a time 

uncertainty of Tu, there are Tu..Bcpossible synchronism points, each 

one of which must be tested for a time 1/Bm. The maximum synchronism 

time, Ts is thus proportional to 

Ts cz (Bc /Bm.)Tu 	 (5.2.1) 

For large values of Tu and large processing gains, the search time 

can be excessive (in the order of seconds). A short repititius code 

(perhaps 1,023 chips long) may be used but has poor protection against 

some forms of interference, since interference can then be made to look 

like the repit:Ltious code. The short code should be no shorter than 

ten times the processing gain, so for large processing gains and low 

data rates, as may be required at HF, several hundred seconds may be 

needed for initial synchronism. Moreover, should synchronism be lost 

a new search is required. Also it is extremely difficult to provide 

for 'interrupt' operation since any transmitter must be synchronized 

so that the signal arrives at the demodulator-with the correct timing. 

This problem is resolvable by the use of a matched filter as the 

synchronizing element. This enables a simultaneous search over a 

large code interval, permitting the receiver to use a much faster 

search rate. The 'lock-up' time may thus be reduced by a factor 

equal to the nuither of chips in .the filter, (ic) the TB product or 

comparison gain of the matched filter. The use of this technique may 
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also be extended to demodulation of the data. The length of the filter 

required for this depends on the SKL of the syccra This is usually 

defined in c11iz - the f[  in 1 ii bandsf.dth of the receiver. Typically 

this will be in the range 10dbTTz to 3Od3I7z which sill respectively 

require matched litter periods of 401js  to  4 ms to attainOct!, S1TP at 

the output. 

The matched filters used to provide the synchronism at realistic 

'loch-up' times may be implemented in any of the technologies discussed 

in chapter 4. 

5,2.1 51./ Technolcg 

With SAJ devices, there are two methods of achieving rapid 

synchronization. In the first, the codeword is stored in the pattern 

of the IDT deposited on the piezoelectric substrate. This pattern may 

be either fixed or programmable 	In the transmitter, the 5A/ device 

is impulsed at its centre frequency. 

In the receiver the signal is filtered by an identical SA.1 device 

before non-coherent detection. Such chivices are capable of codewords 

approximately 1 Kbit long using singlc devices and 10 Kbitlong using 

cascaded devices. 

Ifl the second, a SAJ convolvert  is used. The odesord is now 

stored in a binary focctback shift register or a semiconductor memory. 

The inputs to the convolver are the codeword and the signal. Synchronism 

occurs in the active rcgion of the convolser and its detection is used 

to activate the main pseudo-noise codsword generator, Synchronism. code 

words approximately 1 K bit long are achievable, A recirculation loop 

can be included with tc csnvolver to increase the processing gain and 

length of the codewcrd 	Since 517! convolvcss are very lossy and require 

high input signal levels (nlY), this method is unsuitable for very 
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compact equipment. Hoever, performance for ground based equipment 

is very good. 

5.2.2 CCD Technology 

With CCDs the codeword is stored by tap weighting. Samples ofthe 

signal are read into the device and weighted by the stored. codeword. 

Synchronism occurs when agreement with the stored codeword is achieved 

and this activates the main nessage sequence generator. As noted 

Previously, CCD processing is normally carried out at baseband Since 

phase-locked carrier references are not available, detection must be 

implemented prior to synchronism using in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) 

channel detection of the synchronizing sequence. 

Codeword lengths of approximately .1 Kbit are presently attainable 

but this should increase in the future with adVances in the technology. 

At present, the codeword may be increased by using a second unweighted 

CCD in conjunction with the synchronism CCD 

The advantages of the CCD implozentation include small size and 

low power consumption. 

5.2.3 Digital Device Technology 

Synchronism detection can be implemented with digital devices in 

several different ways, In one of the simplest, the codeword is 

stored in a multivalued shift register where each 1-bit is represented 

by the largest positive binary number and each 0-bit by the largest 

negative binary number. The signal is sampled at the spread-spectrum 

chip rate, quantized, and read into a parallel shift register. The 

weighted sum of the respective shift register outputs is formed and 

synchronism detection is indicated when the vicighted sum exceeds a 



predatcrininedtrashold, This thcen::old ds detrrsi.naci by t1a probability 

Of detecting the fact caP contarinat& with interference and noise. 

Sincs the fast code is manually used to P2K or F3LZ- modulate the 

individucal hits, Vnjc '0 7 	10 given by the error probability 

equations given in ChRjWr 2 for those tcchnhrIucc-. Once synchronizne 

is achieved, the message sequence generator can he activated. 

For the sane rcasc:ic as above laths CCD case *  I and Q Channel 

detection i-inst be used and dual cony In Hi ::hsnn:i - fcacsd .ijth the 

Overall correlation output obtained by adding the weighted-sum outputs 

of each channel, 

One of the main disadvantages of the above system, as is indeed 

the case with most digital systems, is the lags amount of po:ar 

, rcquirsc by the TIL used in the digital matched iii tar ircpJ cues H t. 

Ilovevor new digital processes (12L, LOL and CMOS) are fast improving 

the situation. 

DOM= tH  matched ill tars used as dencniheci above, there are 

other signal proc aeciup functions which, though not unique to spread-

spectrum systems, can he more easily implemented with the new tech-

nologies in the spread-spectrum case Those incIud 

fast so-itching, frequency synthesizers, 

bandpacs filters, and 

timing and control circuits. 

Spread-spectium communication systems arc now considered to be 

viable both economically and practically bacause of the advances in 

the new techüle-ss 	This implies that application of these techniques 

in HF cOmnunicatca systems nay have sore advantazes. These must now 

be more fully investigated. 

11 



5.3 	S pre aS-ectrurnPsjJ la,Lin_ 	Corrcuni cation 

5.3.1 Inroduction 

cci;:: 	•rd nero in whether spread-spectrum 

techr c 	c 	 c; : rtnt 	i 	the design and operation of 

1W COminunicati on links. The brief unqualified answer to this is 'yes.' 

To substantiate this it is necessary to compare the conventional 1W 

system with the spread-spectrum system discussed above. 

In Chapter 3 it was concluded that the digi tal lIE system was 

optimum in certain defined senses whom compared to the HF analogue 

system. For consistency, the comparison proposed here must be based 

on the criteri cc defired in Chapter 3. It is also importont to assume 

at this point that a practical spread-spectrum syntew can be :Lmplomcnted 

at 1W. This assumption will be fully considered in the next section-

where 

ection

where the problems associated with, and the techniques required for the 

realization of the HF spread- spectrum communication system will he 

discussed. It is pertinent to consider first some general aspects of 

both systems. 

In the conventional digital HF system, each communication channel 

is limited to a norroe bandwidth of about 31KHz by international agree 

n-tent, This is done to protect the transmission of other simultaneous 

users of the HF channel. This protection is needed because the messages of 

every useraretransmjtted in the same type of code - FSK, PSK or DPSK. 

Conventional receiver front-ends discriminate betweeen carrier 

frequencies but not message codes. This means that interchannel 

interference would greatly reduce the reception efficiency in unprotected 

channels and would make irto ii.gible reception extremely difficult., if 

not impossible, 
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The bandwidth limitation 	evere restriction to the HF 

communicator especially when the multipath-cum-probablistic nature 

of the ionosphere is considered. The disadvantages of narrowband 

communication in multipath are well-known and have already been discussed 

(Chapter 3) and need not be repeated here. 

In spread-spectrum communications, on the other hand, a receiver 

is activated only when it 1oks-on to its own particular code, and does 

not respond to other codes. On the reception of this code, the message 

decoder is enabled to recover the transmitted message. The use of matched 

filters, inherent in this system, enables messages to be recovered at 

very low Si'TRs. 

Ideally this means that the HF band may be used at any time by any 

u8e3as long as enough codes, distinct from each other, were available 

to implement the necessary distinct receivers. Put another way, the 

3 to 30M11z band could become the communicating property of all HF 

communicators who would then be able to operate at a variety of carriers 

at all times in a wideband message mode with a reasonable expectation 

of establishing reliable interference-free communication. 

5.3.2 Comparison 

There are several advantages and some disadvantages in the system 

just proposed. A comparison of the two systems based on the criteria 

defined in chapter 3 will help to pinpoint these. 

1, Signal Quality - 	The spread-spectrum cystem is inherently 

immune to the multipath problems encountered with 

the conventional HF system. With proper receiver 

synchronism, ,ade possible by the use of matched 

filters, the receiver phase is adjusted only to 

the direct signal delay. Moreover, the use of 

chirped signals for the individual coded bits 



(Oh 	/) rd 1. br on adind 	to redec -ig 

the e'hc be of nul tipath. In addition to this, 

the use of matched, filters, both at the front-

end and at the decoding stage, will enable eon 

to be received in very 1o" channel SThs 	This 

will obviously act to reduce greatly the effects 

of interference and noise clue to natural iono-

spheric phenomena, 

From the s landpoint of signal quality, there-

fore, the spread-spectrum system will have all, the 

advantages of tho conventional HF dir::LtnI syste_.i 

plus those due to the use of spread 1 ect.ruee 

tC?C:beiquec. 

Reliability - 

	

	 With better signal quality and immunity 

to nultipath, it is reasonable to expect that 

the spread-spectrum system will he inherently 

more reliable, once synchronism is cntbihccL 

than the conventional ciiitexl system. lv MATO op, 

to this, since signals can be received in such 

lower ShHs, the power margin in the given link say 

be reduced thus improving the reliability of the 

harcj;'.n:s used for ccraeunicatjcn. 

Ccreploxity - 

	

	 From the description of the basic system 

given in section (52), the spread-spectrum will 

be much more complex than its conventional counter-

part. At the present state--of-the-art this point 

may not be argued. However with the expected 

advances in the technology upon which spread 

spectrum systems are based, it is not too 

difficult to envisage a 
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tine in the near future when spro.d-rpectrum 

synt o. a.•y be no more difficult to implement 

than present conventional d:Lgtal syst Urn s 	Of 

course it. may be argued that these latter may 

be correspon3ingl simpler doe to technologicni 

advancer, of a similar nature. However if the 

superior performance of the spread-spectrum system 

is Loietiaed, then the more complex system may 

be more Practically acceptable than the simpler 

but inferior system. Indeed this decision is 

often mad.o today in choosing between analogue 

and dig-ital co; mole otion systoas when reli.. ebility 

and signal quail 	set :Loportan 

1+. Cost - 	 As in the case of system complexity, the 

cost of the spread-s_octrus system will at present 

be considerably greater than that of the conventianal 

systcea. However for the same reasons given above 

this cost will greatly decreast in the near future. 

Besides this it is probable that for similar 

performance the spread-spectrum system will be able 

to operate at much lover poser levels than the 

conventional daatal HF system. Since power is 

a -major cost considc•rataoxi in most HF communcataon 

links, the saving with the spread-spectrum should 

go some way to compensate for the extra cost 

involved in greater complexity. 

5. 	Bandwidth - 	 To achieve its suronior vi doband performance, 

the cprcad-sectrus system depends on an efficient 

use of a shored ccefeJajcatior; band. As discussed 



in t.11 introduction to this section, this simultan-

eous use of a common spectrum is possible because 

Of thn use of a distinct code for each user in the 

Ideally this would provide unlimited access 

to all carrier frequenc.ee:: in the band in all Canes 

as long as enough diatinct codes could be aenccatecl 

to accommodate each individual communicator. 

The generation of sufficient codes is presently 

one of the maim factors preventing tho achievement 

of the truly random access eidcband channL 

However with techrhlogical advn:tc earn t the sLtsa.t Len 

is erpec ted to improve rapidly in the near fmtur. 

At the nerent the number of users practicable in 

a shared spectrum is limited, Since this spectrum 

is greater in bandwidth than the conventional 

system, there is presently no advantage in bandwidth 

usage with a spread-spectrum system rather than a 

conventional digital system. 

However when other advantages are taken 

into account, it may be argued that with a spread-

spectrum System, the bandwidth available is being 

used more efficiently than with the conventional 

system. 

6. Technological 
usage 	- Modern spread-spectrum systems are in their 

infancy and they utilize technology which is ever- 

advancing 	In terms of future investment, thoar 

potential is very great and certainly superior to 

that of the conventional system. It may be stated 
El 



that sread-socctrur systems will employ most, 

ii not all, of the technology used by conventional 

systnias, no':; and in the future, in addition to the 

technoloy reded to i 	 the sp:'eadspoctrun 

concepts. Tiie opposite is not true. 

Fros 	above, spread-sçoctrus systems arose en to have sevefa.L 

advantages over the conventional HF communication sys 	. Indeed except 

for the present cost. and complexity of the spread-spcctru:: system, it 

corns  conclusivo that 	55:5 	 :an'hsma set 

communication links. 

Befovc. this can hr st.e.tcd Catcorically, the practical implementation 

of a cp:r:ead--epcotrum eys om at HF must first bo invostiatcd. 
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5.4 Proposal for HFSpread-Spectrurn System Implementation 

5.L.1 System General 

As stated in section (5.2), conventional HF digital communication 

is generally confined to very narrow message bandwidths to protect the 

transmissions of simultaneous channel users. The intention with a 

Spread-spectrum link is to effect this protection by using specific 

signature codes produced by spread-spectrum modulation of the 

digitally encoded message. The relevant question now is how to 

determine the message bandwidth of an HF spread-spectrum communication 

link. It is reasonable to assume that this must be set by the frequencies 

that can be supported, by the Ionosphere at any instant - (le) by the 

available HF carrier frequencies between 3 to 30MHz. 

At the high-frequency end, using an S2B transmitter with the 

lower sideband on a carrier at 30MHz, there could conceivably be some 

27MHz of usable bandwidth. }Jowevr at the low-frequency end, there 

Would Only be 2 to 31,111z of bandwidth, it will therefore be deducible 

that a suitable standard spread-spectrum bandwidth, usable with al 

carriers will be about 2.5MHz, 

At present an 	channel tcictype terminal operates at a 50 b54 

rate into a :iI?j 	channel for FSK carrier modulation? it is also 

recommended7  that a !ng1e channel digital data link be operated at 

no more than 100 baud for reliable operation. This enables a code 

bit length of 10 rns or more in presently used modulators, 

Normally several of these los-speed, los-bandwidth data channels 

are multiplexed and sent on a single carrier using modems such as 

Kieplex This is a multi-channel phase modulated system which can 

accommodate up to 110 channels at a speed of 76)bi4/channu1 in the 

normal 3kHz voice channel. This produces an information rate ofbit 



tn 	 to be the Inn tInt p)0en t.ly ava:L able cith 

IT digital data node: 

101 CCIiatCeil.i:: 	at 	it'facing \Jitll these sin c-channel 

encoders, the :1.ectcd 	fect--eancteum system must DC designed to Coal 

with the basic lntecntion rats and. bIt IC  LOS dImCUC.eod above. In 

other wxdc, it must be,  at least conwarable in capacity and speed with 

a system like Kineplex. 

Further ores  the hF sprend-snectrum facility may he required to 

modulate basic channels using the chirped bat 	sceiheci in chapter I. 

Fach bit in these channels oncupios a bandwidth of apj)r c:xthntrlly 2. 53d1s 

to 	:jacT  to a O as to 20 as time slot. Those signals have a high 

e:enoitv to i o'Ttjuath nra] Interference due firstly to their chirped 

nature anrb secondly to the matched filtor system In which they operate. 

It may ho noted here that, in a very basic sense, use of these signat 

gives a second level of r;pread-su•ectrum protection 5111cc they can only 

be properly received by the appropriate matched. filter. In fact 

systems based on the chirped bit have been shown experimentally to 

0 1) give surer:Lor porforrianc c to the ccn-;entioaal tigita] SyOt011 ' 	It 

is thus reasonable to expect that when the chirp sinai Is further rro-

tected by the fast spread-spectrum code signature, it will perform 

even more reliably in multisath and other tonospheric interference. 

Since the basic chirp occuries between 2. 5kHz and 5kHz of band-

width and has a tine duration between 10 ms and 20 no, the spread-

spectrum modulator must be capable of spreading these bandwidths over 

Vie 2. 5KEz spread-srcotaua boechwidth derived in previous discussion. 

As will be seen 	the spread--spectrum modulator will consist 

Of a fined b..enchsadth SPd'[ of CCD device which will be signature 

programmable, this implies that to cope with variable-hit bandwidths 

from the sine: e channel encoder, some bra of signal parameter equal- 
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ization will be neod..d btv:nen h encoder and the spread-spec tru:i 

modulator,  

This equr1zatiou lo possible with some form of programmable 

11 

bandwidth expansion t ::*c. I ... :.net :d 'eith K5j 0± MEMO cIcvicon 

Vlith either teci1nc1a -;-. 	:.anoicei'atjos of en to 1000: 1 are readily 

avaj:.: 	.; 510  0. 	lv Lien t.Lr facUity enill redar: the band 

sprendlpg orvnfaof t . 	(O.-' H. . c: 	roAnDrAor. However, since 

the system p:rforr!lance is measured by the ratio of the spread-spectrum 

bandwidth to the cncco.ed signal bandwidth at the modulator input, 

some form of compromise must be reached concerning the proper amount 

Of banclvic1tia expanzion expansion 	us: d in any gi. vamP..I end Lea. 	T t rny 	-. 

noted that band'.P.dth =>innion is ccc) rod, en to  

I-f) 	Hence a 2. )1dI: ignn1 occcpJ:Hv 20 so will be transformed to a 

250Izeignal.1.n 200w; with 100:1 ti:'.:: compression, it may also be 

notccl here that this operati.on will also convert the CF of the signal 

to a S!d1 compatible centre frequency. 

After the sprcad-spectrum modulator, the signal may ho used to 

rJociulato the appropriate carrier from an SSB to macsitter and after 

amplification can then be transmitted. Hecoption as primarily the 

Opposite of the transmission process except that a given reciever will 

Only accept eessages modulated, with the spread-spectrum signature 

particular to its front-end matched filter. This characteristic gives 

the Spread-spectrum system its groat advantage over the conventional 

digital system in that sinais buried in noise are retrievable because 

Of the procoscing gain available in the spread-spectrum demodulator 

matched filter unique to a given receiver. 

A bloch d±mre'rj of tho SysteJ' discncxod above is given in figure 

( 5.4.1) 	Here the large boxes depict the basic blocks of the system. 

An discuzEej above, these boxes may be implemented in a variety of ways 
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some of which are combinable to form the complete system. The useful 

combinations should be clear from the text. In the figure, another 

equalizer has been included after the spread-spectrum modulator. 	This 

gives the option of reducing the bandwidth of the rnodulatad signal 

before transmission. In general, this should be unnecessary, but if 

there is a need, the option will be available. 

The most important sections of the spread-spectrum system are 

the modulator and demodulator - the spread-spectrum modem - and this 

must be discussed in more detail. 

5.4.2 The Spread- Spectrum Modc1 

aideband spread-spectrum modulation may be effected in any of three 

ways:- 

1. ays:-1. Direct Pseudo-Noise (PN) 

Frequency Hopping (FIT) 

Time Hopping (TH) 

Specific combinations of the Properties of these allow an optimum 

trade-off between the desirable characteristics of the spread-spectrum 

technique. 

Co-channel multiple access 

Channel utilization 

Low detectability by unauthorized users 

Lf Jamming immunity 

Multipath resolution 

Pango and velocity measurement. 

Succes in achieving the above functions depends on the receiver. Here 

the incoming signal is cross-correlated, with integration over each data 

bit, against the known spreading waveform of the transmitter. When 

accurate synchronism exists between the transmitter and receiver, data 



''Ill...,. 	 •• 	', M !An.nrly nu,'ri:i oned multijM  

C-::'ln ' 	 ooi 	nn. :, 	Spread-nec brur-i dr odulLation 

can he carri:c  out KY= ri. h an active demodulator or a matched 

fi]tr, Tntical• 	output SAR results at the end of the data hit 

dure cir: (j) 	The ratio of peak output to average input f1l defines 

the procecoins gain, which for stationary band-limit 	'-'h to noise 

equals 2BT where B. is the spread-spoctruni signal lnci':;:i.Jth, 

PH -:cau -nc -c; ''- punannontally invo-17ry te tin practical ircp eanL•- 

aLlen of the 	 NysLcm, This in duo to the fact that 

My nay be' on- ci diroc fly to spy cbspectrum modulate the encoded 

signal, as ccli. an to central the other two techniques riont:Lonocl above 

FE and TH. FE sequences have many of the pronor tics of rondos nuebocs 

but they Cr:: :Lnfact entirely y predi c tahi.c.. Thin predictability enabS.. a 

both a roe curer and transect tti to generate the sane sequence activaDy  

and in synchronism thus allowing the receiver to decode the tr'anccni:tttocl 

message. 

The shift register used in the code generation in of funciamuotol 

inportance since FE codes are distinguished by their repeat length which 

is fiycd by the shift register capacity. 

SAW devices have several basic properties which make thee: a logical 

choice for application as shift registers. These include high inform-

ation capacity, low power consumption per bit of stored infore:atioe 

and potential high operating speed. 

A SAW tapped delay cane (TDL) is equivalent to a shift register 

Operating at a fixed cloak rate defined by the bit length and the 

acoustic velocity (ie) the SAO device has a fixed bit rate or bandwidth. 

The tap Positions for a particular code are chosen simply according 

to the code genoratine; rules (Ic) the device is signature Programmable. 
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Fortunately many PN codes can be accessed with a relatively small 

number of tapping points on the line. This reduces the SPU.IiOUa signal 

levels caused by tap reflections in the delay path and simplifies the 

fabrication requirements. 

PN sequences can also be generated using CCDs and digital devices. 

However for the same bandwidth capability the SAW deijice has the potential 

of producing many more distinct addresses than these deices. Hence 

these other technologies are useful at low bit rates when the user 

12 
density is not very great. 

Typical SAW device characteristics for the spread-spectrum modem 

may be given as 

Centre frequencies 10 MHz to 30 MHz 

Bandwidths 	2.5 MHz to 5 MHz 

Spread-spectrum fast code duration up to 

For the particular application described, a centre frequency of 

about 20 MHz with a 2.5 MHz bandwidth occupying 20/a would be adequate. 

This would allow a code length of 200 bits specified by taps spaced 

23,1l3 
by 100 ne. Performance equivalent to that reported by several workers 

would be expected to give adequate performance to a large number of 

users. 

There is a large amount of data on these modems (used at higher 

frequencies) reported in the literature already referenced and it is 

not intended to go into the subject more deeply here. 
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.5 Discussion 

From the foregoing treatment, it may be suggested that spread 

spectrum techniques have much to offer the HF communicator. There 

are difficulties in implementing the shared channel concept but nowhere 

has it been suggested that these are insurmountable. 

Most of the work in spread-spectrum has been done at frequencies 

above those in the HF band, but as this investigation has attempted 

to show a programme of work to fully investigate the use of spread- 

spectrum in the HF band would be very profitable, and could go a long 

way to the realization of an hF system which was very efficient in 

power coiinpon and reliable in continuous reception being, as it 

would be, relatively insensitive to multipath and other ionospheric 

interference. 

Such a system would incorporate all the features proven in this 

study to be optimum as regards signal quality in the HF channel. It 

would also form the basis for providing much more widespread and 

varied use of the large amounts of effort and capital invested in 

HF communications over the past fifty years. 

This investigation will now be concluded since it has usefully 

gone as far as possible, at present, into a full examination of the 

HF communication system and the signal quality associated with it. 

Several important area have been discussed and some important recommend- 

ations for improving the HF communication facility. Finally it is thought 

that this brief look at the requirements of an HF spread-spectrum system 

features high in the list of priority. recommendations. 
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3Ui•121AP.Y AND CONCLUSIONS 



The aim of this invasti.galion was to pronuce design principles 

for 117 cocinunication 	steno in which signal. quality v;as optimiscd. 

To achieve this a general study ma:; carried out; to determine which 

aspects of conventional 117 cor.ccunica IL: ion systems most, neritod consideration 

viith :'cepec t to optimum signal 	'olit-. At this early sagc , 

quality was dofinud L:.,,3 	don;' a of ub roTh u 	c: c:re cm; :aco ho hoe on 

the received signal and that transmittoci 	Later it was 	c al 

defined with reference to the figer -to•Hciue hat:Lo (C7fl) at rclevnr;t 

parts of the system. 

HF system designers are faced with two major typos of constraintri 

regarding signal quality. Firstly there are those due to the ionosphere. 

In practiec these arc not under the engineer' control and must be 

compensated 'or at the design stage. The state-of-the-art in the 

technology is the second typo of constraint. 

It may be argued that conventional HF system design is very near I 

optimized and that the main performance improvements over the last ten 

years, say, have come from the availability of more efi'i'cient •devieoc 

for use in the manufacture of the standard HF hardware. 

Assuming those conditions, it was dc'r;onstmateci in Chaster 3 that 

HF digital conmunicat on systec-s, rarticuTh:Iy thoco based on some 

loon; of hiphase coded naveform(Pf:, DPfK) offered the best method 

of obtaining optimum signal quality. This deduction was based on a 

comparison between both analogue and digital 117 systems. The points of 

comparison, or criteria, were derived from the initial studies on 

ionospheric radio praragatior. and were discussed in Charter 3. 
These systems and their performance in a I1ayeigh fading multipath 

channel were the; examined to estabjish if and whore passible improvements 



could be made in k- el; 	.ign. Thu iy}.eigh model was ehosee as 

being the closest sLSt:Lc icn. (and tare predictable) model to the 

actual ionosphere. This s Luciy inclLeaLod that major improvements night 

be par thai 0 the D; iommjtmtion of the matched filtering techniques 

used at the macat in the conventional. 17i 	 syston. 

At this stage murk was ocaig done in designing and Om-loping a 

radar pulse compression sub--system bared on Surface Acoustic have(EAT) 

devices. This work also involved, but to a lessor extent, the use of 

digital devices and charge-coupled dc-vices (CCpe). 

Essentiall y, conventional T digital systunsuse dunl-frequc•ncy 

signalling :todn. 	Th.oee.;:Lgrial. s azw \'c::-y pcmn to cicg-n]ation from 

frequency ncJeo tire fading and Mon mu ;.Led 1-k nomerAc-. often found in 

met -bepath ;Lc±:ck.n suck ar the IOIICSj ore. the pulse comprescion 

technique largely overcomes this problem by the use of the chirp signal 

as described in Chapter 4. Because the chirp contains a hand of 

frequencies rather than just a single frquoncy, it is much icco prone 

to frequency selective fading. Also because a given pulse corresslon 

filter will only effectively receive the signal transmitted from its 

matched countereart noise and other additive spurious which dc not 

have the required compression code ultimately have much less effect 

on the receired signal than in the conventional HTi' digital system. 

Gott et a? (Chapter L) had demonstrated the use of lumped element 

matched filters at 17. ,  and had shown that performance was indeed 

improved. However low frequency pulse compression, as described by 

Gott, has one great drawback. Because only a few cycles are used, in 

the coopression, arbitrary phase angles cause the canpressccl peak to be 

poorly defined. Better results are attainable at higher frequencies 

and more efficient matched filters can be used. These would be based 

on the CuTs, CCPc and digital devices. 	 11 
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Matched fitlers using these technologies were then discussed and 

then applied to the design of an HF pulse compression system. A direct 

use of the radar sub-system developed was also described at the end 

of Chapter If. 

SAW filters operate at IFs between 10 Mhz and 1 GHz. These are 

normally too high for HF communication; however by using CCD time 

compression it is possible to bring the relatively low Us and small 

bandwidths used at HF up to the frequencies where best performance can 

be obtained from the SAW filters. This time compression technique is 

considered to be a basic design tool in the use of SAW devices in HF 

system design. 

The use of the new technologies was taken a step further in Chapter 5 

where the techniques of spread spectrum communications were used to 

propose the design of an 1W spread spectrum system. The exciting 

aspect of this system is the possibility of using the HF channel as a 

shared spectrum (no channolization) with relatively large message 

bandwidths (approximately 2.5 MHz).-Users of the channel would be 

distinguished by a fast spread spectrum code which could be recognized 

only ba receiver containing the relevant decoder. The effect on 

other transmissions would be minimal. Ultimately it is hoped that this 

type of design will revolutionize the 1W ionospheric channel and 

make it a much more reliable and efficient channel than it is at present. 
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6.2 Conclusions 

The aims of this investigation were to understand and overcome by 

any technological means the fundamental weaknesses of HF ionospheric 

radio communication as they have been experienced over the past fifty 

years. The basic parameter used in this study was signal quality 

defined with respect to the universal quality variable in communication 

systems - the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (sm). 

It is considered that these aims have been achieved both qualitatively 

and quantitatively in theory and design. In terms of design implement- 

ation it is admitted that not much has been done except for the develop- 

ment of a radar subsystem based on SAW devices which was shown to have 

application in 11F receiver design. However the practical bases for 

these designs do exist and they do operate at frequencies above the 

HF band. Their adaptation for operation at HF is not considered 

difficult. In addition to this the cost of one-off pairs of SAW 

matched filters was prohibitive in the context of this investigation. 

For these reasons it was adjudged sufficient to only propose the design 

bjec tives. 

The findings of this investigation suggest that there are 

improvements to be gained in applying the new technologies 

of SAW, CCD and digital devices to HF system dccig. In this way, it 

is very probable that the advantages of the HF channel may be more 

fully exploited than they are at present. 

The concept of ionospheric radio propagation is simple to implement 

practically compared to satellites and undersea cables. It is also 

relativly cheaper and, probably most important of all, its stratugic 

importance is undeniable. Satellites and undersea cables are obvious 

military targets at times of unrest. Should they be destroyed, then the 

Only fallback position for long-distance radio communication would be 

the ionosphere, ath liP zadio 
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The main properties of the earth's atmosphere in the ionospheric 

region en; 	 (WA,!)  whore it nay be noted that the 

molecular dennity C,-nna3es rayndlyvdth height. 

Yho I, I 	T. ;.yers also all vary in altitude and density accord- 

to L!ecm 	 (daily, annually and. 11-year), but these 

chans do not have the sane sense in the different layers. 

The composition of the three layc-:-s hr not very different from 

that of the atmosphere near the earth?  s surCocn. The oxygen (O..) and 

nitrogen (ir) molecules are progressively repinoed by their respective 

atoms at increasing altitudes and there is also a snail amount of NO 

due to the combination of nitrogen and oxygen. This small proportion 

of NO hocever plays a very important part in ionozati on processes in 

the upper atmosphere due to its snail ion zation potential of 9.1oV, 
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AI. 1.1 The D--}Rogion 

This, the lowest ionospheric region, is usually defined by the 

layers between 60 and 100 Km. In some instaiices the layers below 

b/ Kin, down to about 50 Kin, are designated by a C-region due to the 

noticeable differences between those layers and those above 64 Km. 

The main characteristics of the D-region may be summarized as: 

A high molecular concentration of the order of 10 20 

molecules.., in 

A small electron concentration of between 10 and 10 10 

electrons., in 3. 

A very high collision frequency between electrons and 

molecules, in the range 5 x 10 5 and 5 x 10. m .scc 

This region is therefore highly absorbent to radio waves. 

-12 	-13 2 -1 
A high combination coefficient of about 10 	to JO . in .5cc 

The equation T 	(i-a) x N 	., where a is the recombination coefficient max 

and N 	is the maximum value of electron density in a given layer, 
max 

gives the D-region time constant TD  a value of about 60 seconds. 

This implies that this region rapidly follows variations in solar 

illumination. 

The above indicates that the D-regicn is mainly an absorber of 

radio waves; The attenuation it produces is one of the key variables 

used to evaluate the quality of a radio signal in the ionosphere and 

as such will be discussed in a separate section. (AI.I+.2) 

-AI.1.2 The E-Region 

This region may be treated as if composed of three layers between 

100 Km and 150 Km. 

The first of these is made up of the so-called sporadic E or 

'clouds'. These occur at low and average heights of about 100 Km. 
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They are about 2 Km thick, are discontinuous, and suffer displacement 

at groat velocity. They are also capable of reflecting HF radio waves. 

No-one has yet established the exact nature of the temporary 'clouds'. 

It is generally assumed that they are strongly ionized clouds in the 

lowest part of the E-region. This theory is supported by rocket 

soundings indicating the existence of ionized. 'clouds' corresponding 

3 	 - to 	2, 	The E 'layer' is usually continuous an the vicinity of the 

magnetic poles and often shields the higher layers because of its 

heavy absorption. 

The second laybr is the E1-layer. This is the best example of 

the ideal Chapman layer 	Its thickness varies between 20 and 40 Km and 

maximum ionization is found at approximately 120 Km. The Nmax  exceeds 

10
11

m 3  at noon; (eg) it can attain 2.1011m 3  when the sun is at its 

zenith which corosponds to a critical frequency of kMHz. This 

critical frequency, foE is linked with solar activity by the following 

equation for a given location at noon. 

(foE 1)2  = An (1 + 0,004p) 	(AI.11) 

where foE1  = critical frequency of E1-layer 

An = coefficient corresponding to the number n of the month 

P = sunspot number 

The following expression may also be used as an approximation 

which is valid for any time of day and season. 

foE = 0.9((810 + 1.44P) cos X) 
0.25 

(AI.1.2) 

where X is the sun's zenith angle. 

Hence during the day the E1-layer is capable of reflecting radio 

waves up to its critical frequency)  and of absorbing those that pass 

completely through it. 

At night a certain amount of ionization persists duo to imperfect 



ime-r cc cehins Lien and 	mL 	i iso ties hut fet is los 0. 

during solar mini nun and 0. 5MHz during solar ii;s.xins:, This latter 

-lo 
corresponds to an No of about 10.n . The E1-layer Uherefore does 

not reflect normal IIF radio waves at night but as its collision 

3 3 -1 	 /3 -1 
frequency jn still qnto argo, hctuecn 5 x C .s • ccc 	and 2 x 10  • sec 

it doss aisc..rb radio unues transmitted at nt dht. Denpi 	this small 

ionization prnictence, the E1-layer recor!lbThation coefficient is 
-I 

quite 1, a go at a b o n t 5x 10 	nec 	and so the 1 aycr rapidly follows 

variations in solar illumination. 

The E1-layer often splits into two layers giving rise to the 

third B-region layer - the E2-layer at. about 140 Km and with slightly 

higher ionization, :[t- r; basic proi' x'tios arc iO eei si mi J as to thoso 

of the losci' 1-layer, 

Because of their large recosei sotice co ficientr: , the l) and ii 

layers rapidly, and almost cool cLot1 , disapter at dusk 1-c -  vine; the 

region of main importance to HF communication - the F-region and in 

particular the F2-layer. 

AI, l.3 TheYei2 

This region extends from about 100 Km to 150 Km and consists of 

two layers v;ith very liffcrcnt behaviour patterns. 

The F1-layer occurs at a height of about 200 Km and like the 

E1-layer is a Chapman layer. It obeys rather exactly the Chapman 

formula 

N max = (q cos X /ct)2  

where q is the maxirc1os member of electrons per unit volume in the 

layer as a function of K. N 	issor c simply given 1
0y8  

N 	= 2.5 • 1.0 	0. + 0.006it)  
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The 1—Jeyr :.iLid±zec:; 	r;ivc:n for any Limo of the 

day and any season by3  

foP1 	 0.01) 

In this ] nyc: 	c 	htn 	cc.. the ieee:- j,,ieet:on cofi..ciezt 

	

is approximately l0.m3soc 	and T' is of the order of four minutes. 

The second sction of this region is the F2—layer which appears 

at about 300 Ku. Its behaviour:Ls' totoi.] :y difforcn L from that of 

any other region or layer. 

In this layco Chapman' s formula in conel etoly irivnl:Ld and an 

8 alt oena-uivo tnooey one to 	 i iirrtyn 	s oiton used to explain the 

region 	:noJena. ieec it is assurncd that a displacement of ionized 

plaenas taken place from one point in the ionosphere to another under 

the influence of 

wind - when the transport of the ionized particles is almost 

parallel to the earth's magnetic field, 

electric fields - which are due to changes, and which in 

combination with the earth's magnetic field, submit the 

electrical particles to electromagnetic forces 

gravity, 

partial pressure of the various components of the atmosphere. 

The critical. frequency foF2  varies directly with solar activity 

but no satisfactory formula exists to correlate the two variable. 

Generally however LoP2  is higher by day than by night (with a lag on 

the Sun's zenith angle). 

Unlike any other layer, the F2—layer exhibits a seasonal anomaly 

with foP2  being usually higher in winter than it is in summer and an 

annual anomaly, when "on' is higher for the layer  a3 a whole in the 

Summer of the northern hemisphere. Since these two anomalies are in 

phase in the northern hesinshore, the variations there are particularly 



oronounc ed. In the son thorn hemisphere they are in an tiphase. which 

gives rise to a biannual anomaly. iUi oxelanations to these phenomena 

are still hyrothetical. 

Nevertheless, for a glvrnstation 'ei idonth, '2 at noon is 

found to obey the selution 

(i. 0.02)  

and artyn8  has r:ien the 14eo 	nattoo coefficient of the F 2-layci 

-h/50) 	
(!I,l.7) 

Also some gonercn conclusions may be made concernng fOF2  from 

geomagnetic coordinate charts drawn up during the solar maximum of 

2.947 and the solar minimum of 1943-4.. These are:- 

(foF..) miii occurs around OGOOh or slightly earlier. 

The highest values of fo 2  are usually found at about 

1500 or 1,600h and not at noon. 

. The geomagnetic equator corresponds to (foF2) rinmum values. 

Lf, foF2  varies considerably from day to day. 

12 -3 5; F2-layer electron densities can be as nagn as 	10 .m 

Finally -table AI..1 shows tne altitudes at which maximum ionlzataon 

may be expected in the F2-layer for different times of the year. 



Magnetic 
Great or average lattituclos 

Equator 

P Noon 14idnigit Noon MidniGht 

Equinox 	Jinter 	Summer 

0 220 210 240 320 350 300 

Nx 250 240 270 350 420 370 

All heights in kilometers. 

Table ALl 
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11. 2 

The ionosphere to 	 and neintained b solar rad-iation whoss 

intensity at. any d:L':a 	va.r:ioc diurnally, seasonally and in 

accordance with an approxanate i-1-year cycle. Exp ramental observation 

for many years has shown that the definitive parameters of the iono-

sphere vary in much the sane way. Ionos1ier:ic paodictionc are thus 

largely based upon. the forecasting of these variations in solar activity; 

re ab.ng  tJiem Lo ec ynic:Cl changes in the esxth 3  o upper atmosphere and 

thence to the relevant ionospheric 1l::]oturu uacrI. indd tndinpns' 

ibie to the design of efficient radio coannnLcat en links. 

Predictions are published by a number of servIces who use coripiex 

conputorbased empirical methods to analyse the large amounts of data 

collected at the many measuring stations scattered oer the 	s 

surface. The analysis of the data produces the information needed by 

the radio enginer to both plan new HF radio links and also to 

maintain reliable communication over existing channels. 

There are three methods in operation at present for ionospheric 

study. These arc:- 

I. The ionosonde 

Incoherent scatter radar. 

- 	 11 
Poc

.
icets and Satellites 

The ionosonde has the adrantage of suprlyiag continuous information 

at any observation point about 

1, the number of existing layers, 

their virtual heights, 

their critical frequencies. 

Incoherent scatter is an expensive technique, but it provides 

accurate data concerning 

1. the electron density profile of the tenosphere and so 



ibO enle infO:i.?t:(.  

2. 	the c Cl- pOCition cf ta 

the teiperat ore in the ±ocsrhere 

lye :LOnnn ectrcn dfiIc velocity. 

These fu.oilitics na'ze it uful in the 'sider field or detailed 

:t:Lotion. 

Iloth of the ohev':::thcidc :Ti.l 	hoovvov' 	:;eC COTO 	::dor. 

about the cvrectenistics of the D-redion clue to the ion values of 

the Dregion onitical frequencies. loc1;e 	and satellites vhich i;raar- 

nit signals  1,o earth through the ionosphere find use in this con teat, 

the ionospheric pararce ter s of main inteneoc to the Hl circuit 

do signer eve divided tnt o tore cl eeoc , Theme ore c&oed cmi 

I. 	mT:o:t -1ern aomiL.t ot.T.oerm 

2. Iong.tera prsd.Lctioims. 

For saoet- tern forecastins, tee suecj.f cci. future tsje as toner to 

be a fey hours to a fea days in advance and involves tmmainly the fore-,  

casting of variations in solar act:Lvity, 

r113 scm-c general vvedictione eve long- tra sr :1 give 

necimian values of hme 	(sec. (Al.3.1)) , nmncl abncrtion data. 

These facoove arc derived fran statistical data about the ionosphere 

an:l are uhhishoJ 3 to 5 mionths in advance. 

Solar activity is indicated by vovi•nms indices, the oldest 

of -ehich is R, ths iu;:iohi ocacact oneber, .zhich ic often given by 

P = K.(iOg   

mdzore g is the numehor of emnasoot ga-ours, f to the nemeber of observable 

individual sm-moto and 	is a correction factor 	I , used to eqvc.livc 

the results fror:. different observers and equir::snt. 

P varies fray. year to year according to a cycle obese duration 

is about 11 years. The values of sunspot unuclor at the naxina are 
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spread from i,6 in 18Th to 175  in 1957 and those at minima from 0 in 

3810 to 11 in 1766. The period of ;rovrt1 (average 	Tears) is usv:iLly 

much shorter than the period of decline (average h ycass). 

Naturally, prodiction of 2 is difficult. It is usually quite 

accurate during the periods of increasing and decreasing solar 

activity, but the determination of the period and of the ValUes (if 

maxima and minima remain uncertain. 

This problem has had much discussion particularly by Halley and 

G 	
'12

orvaime , ho have proposed a new method. They prove that the mean 

times between iinLicn are d':Lvon  by, 

= 11 .15r + 1774.31 	 (A1.2.2) (a) 

and those of the maxima by, 

T' = 1.1.08r + l749.L2 	 (Al. 2.2) 	(b) 

share r is the number of the cycle. They then consider a'sucondary 

cycle of 170 years, which results in a correction to the mean times 

inorder to obtain times of a defined circle 

Most parameters used in ionomhcric study are linked rather 

simply and accurately to t ;1:ich ic thus established as too most 

j,jcnorte.nt variable hoc in'Oluuin Jonccpiicrc.c icrodiction. P!'odiCtiOsS 

of 2, three months in advance, are - sod: by the 12h in ',Iabiii: ton. 

2 is subjoc b to 'rdc vacisLi_urs h:L'um oath to month because of 

the discontinuities oh eel my cc tivittr. Thu olarac terietics 01 the i.un-

cichore do not •ccurmhby folios these' vn'.Labiomm. In order to OuCUSe 

better correlation, 	eliding I 2-montl-i :vora -e is gcnerLeLiy used 1lo--. 

R. This is def 	by 

012 = 1/i:' 	
n-t + 
	 } 	(Al. 2.) 

ohere n is the number of the month. Thu 	,,l, je of ]h 	by 	gu hI ioLt:Luo 

only known 7 months after the last i'ccordcd Ul)SOfVS Lion. 
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Two otbe:c acietod indices bear r.ontion, Thoce are IF21 and 0. 

Ir? is pubi ied, ci:: no;svhr in advance by IIhFS at Si ough and enables 

prediction of fold 	coon. 0 Ic a :.isasuro of the radio electric 

emission froc the sun at 20Ci:I . It il oxrwosze in 10 22.W m 2. Hz' 

and appears capable of medium term rred:Lction (6 - 9 months) to 

greater accuracy than either F or I2 	 It is however related O 

by 1-4 

12 	
46 ~ 23e 00 ' '2 	 (Al. 2, 

As v:iJ.1 be seen in the following sections. Ii plays quite a big 

part in the evaluation of some of the ma:Ln factors affecting signal 

quality in the ionosphere. 

Besides F, the other parameters \rich are usually pi-edicted are, 

The iorization at each point in the ionosphere, and 

hence the expected level of ebsorbtion, and 

The monthly median values of the iiIJF. 

The first of these predictions is based partly on theoretical 

and partly on experimental methods for deducing the probable ionization 

in the various layers at each point in the ionosphere at any time 

using the index F. 

The second is deduced from the ionization expected at each point 

of the globe at a gven tine. 

These ionization values have in turn been derived from observations 

during previous years by stations which sound the ionosphere. It can 

therefore be seen that ionospheric predictions of this type are not 

very accurate and at best serve as general guide-lines for the initial 

stages of designing ne': links and of day-to-day operation of existing 

radio links. 

The short term predictions are usually more useful for day to day 

running of a link in any reliable way; and so most continuous 
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measurements are usually passed on to operating links as soon as 

possible to enedilo then to r.ieke the relevant adjustments for efficient 

communication, 

Besides :'cn .tor*ng tL:. :Lcnosrhcre, none stations also keep a 

watch on the Sun's activity since a sudden change in solar action 

could cause serious degrading of transninsion quality. This will 

be elaborated upon in section (Al.?) 

U 
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Al, 	Basic Ionomhoric ? ioProjatiori Theory 

Long range H1' communication is possible because under certain 

conditions, the ionosLere is capable of reflecting radio waves with 

frequencies between 5 and 30I-I 	The reflection s in fact progressive 

refraction caused by the ionized layers (section Al.l) traversed by 

the wave in its passage from transmitter to receiver. This refraction 

is controlled by a set of optically derived laws which are fundamental 

to the re1ization of :IF radio communication linhs. 

To a first appronimation those laws relate to plane ionospheric 

layers parallel to a fl.t earth; and the process of progressive 

refracticn resulting in complete reflection is depicted in figure (A1.3,1) 

for this simplified treatment. 

In practice, tvro riaor corrections must be made to this basic 

theory. The first is the inclusion  of the effect due to the curva- 

ture of both the earth and ionosphere and the second is the correction 

for the effect of the earth's magnetic field. 

It is proposed here to outline the first order theory of ionospheric 

radio propagation and to briefly mention the secondary effects associated 

with the corrections applied in practice. Full discussions of this 

theory may be found in several excellent texts on HF radio propa- 

gation6, 21
)  25 
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A1_3,1 Flat Eerth/Toecsnhere, ITo iIar;netic Field 

To a fir--,i aPproaI:Ltion, the ionosphere may be described as a 

stratified medium cons:Lting of a large number of thin strips parallel 

to a flat earth. Each ,,trip, exhibits an ionization density, TIm 3, and 

a critical frequency, f, in MHz related by 

= 91,1
2 

fc increases as E increases with altitude. Each strip also has a 

refractive index, n, given by 

(1 - f0 /f2) 2 	 (Al.3.2) 

where f is the frequency of the incident wave and absorption is 

neeLected,  n decreases with increase in height and it may be proved 

that a radio wave incident on the ionosphere is completely reflected 

if f < f0 6. 

Assuming that a ray is incident upon the ionosphere making an 

angle I with the vertical, then Snellts  law gives 

n sin i = constant = sin i 	 (A! .3-3) 

for a medium having a continuously varying refractive index. The 

angle of the ray with the vertical before it entered the ionosphere 

is given by i0  . If the ray becomes horizontal at any point, then at 

this point sin i = 1, and so from equations (Al.3.2) and (Al.3.3) 

f = 	sec i0 	 (A1.3.4) 

This implies that at a point where the p(cs- frequency is 

, an ionized layer can reflect waves of a frequency higher than f0  so 

long as they are incident at an angle and not vertically. This 

statement is known as Martyn's law and gives the maximum frequency 

for complete reflection in the ionosphere wherever Nmax, the maximum 

electron density, is known. This frequency is the Maximum Usuable 

Frequency (MUF) - used exhaustively in the design and operation of FE 

communications links. As the discussion so far assumes a flat earth 

and ionosphere, equation (Al.3.1 ) is only aprrcximateiy true for 
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distoncoc up to 1000 Ku, Iccyond which corecttons must be applied as 

will he seen later. 

The equations above produce the path ABFDE in figure (A1.3. 2). 

This is the real -oath with a section B]YD in the inosphere and a 

real height of reflection h. The lowest paint of the ionosphere is 

denoted by h in the figure. If now the tangents to the path at B and 

D are drawn to meet at point C, the path ABODE is obtained. This 

represents the path taken by a beam of light undergoing mirror 

reflection from a plane surface. This reflection takes place at a 

height, h, which is defined as the virtual height of reflection. If 

the path ABCDE is used in radio wave analysis, it is clear that the 

evaluation of the ionospheric path becones quite simple, since exact 

analogies may be taken from the accurately docunen Led science of 

optics. Two important theorpss make this type of analysis possible. 

Brett and Tuve °  have proved that the time required for trans-

mission along ABFDE is the same as the time taken by the path ABODE 

at the speed of light. This means that for a flat ionosphere, the 

reflection process is equivalent to optical reflection at the virtual 

height. 

Seconl 	
17

ly, Martyn 	has proved that the virtual height of reflection 

of an obliquely incijent wave is the same as that of the equivalent 

vertical crave. Thus if f and f represent the frequencies of waves ref- 

lected vertically and obliquely from the same real height, then 

the vertical signal is equal to the height of the equivalent triangular 

path ABCDB £ or the oblique signal. 

These theorems are valid for any vertical distribution of 

ionization, and they permit the replacement of the real ray by a 

vertical ray that travels in a medium with n = 1, and is optically 

reflected from a plane situated at the vertical height. 
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In praetic, tb:L$ 3iJTr1ified thc-o:cy is rioified by the correctio 

mentioned before for the effects of curvature and the earth's magnetic 

field. 
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A1.3, ' LLLr L,-onorahere 	hnctic Old 

In prac icr, the existence of the earth's magnetic field and 

the curvature of both the earth's surface and the ionospheric 

1 ayers must bc mile- ed for to enable,  the use of the above theory 

as curatel y 

The modification due to curvature is very complicated owing to the 

fact that it do-sends on the electron density profile and, therefore, 

differs from one set of ionospheric conditions to the next. However 

for most cases of interest it is sufficient to amend the Secant 1cm; 

of equation (1111.3,i) thus by 

f = K. f5  soc( id 
	

(Al.3.5) 

whore K is a correction factor. K is a function of the transmission 

range and the real height of reflection. Practical values of K rango 

between 1.0 and 1.2 in most instances and the value l.11Lj has been in 

use since 19LJ1. by the ?udio Propagation Committee in '7ashington D.C. 

for propagation over the important HF distance 3000 Km. This value 

is only a compromise however and K is only accurate when it is evalu-

ated at a given point for a known electron density profile. This is 

a very complicated process involving the use of highly complex ray 

tracing programmes and large amounts of data. 

The effect of the earth's magnetic field is found mainly in the 

definition of the refractive index, n, of equation (f1.3.2). For 

longitudinal proragation, this equation is replaced by 

fl 	+ { f'52/f(f' 	f)} }2 	
(Al-3-6) 

in the frequency band, of interest, 1' > f. f is the gyrofroquency - 

the natural rotational frequency of electrons in the earth's magnetic 

field. Its value in our latitudes in Britain, is approximately 

10, where II is the nagitude of the field at the relevant 

point. 
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The main effect of the earth's sagnetic field therefore is to 

split the inc;irent radio viave into tao parts corresponding to the 

two values of n obtainod tn the equation (Al3.  d). The plus sign 

gives the so-called ordinary (0) roy, rhilc the negative sign is 

indicative of the extra-ordinary (X) ray. Those tvio rays travel through 

the ionosphere by dafferent paths and should recombine on leaving the 

ionosrhere 	This occurs in the case of a plane stratified ionosphere 

but in practice, they do not, a situation which results in polarization 

losses. 

The correction given in equation (A1,3.6) is in general small and 

is nor.ially negligible for the higher TF frequencies, except those 

near the critical frequency. Here it is found that the 0-ray will 

be refiectej at an altitude greater than the X-ray for both vertical 

and oblique incidence. This neans that the C-:':r'y in dorm to the 

vertical than the X-ray and so undergoes less absorption, 
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Al. . Ton 	ic hnt Locn 

Typically an itF signal propagates in many modes between transmitter 

and rcce:Lver; a phenomenon known as tiultipath propagation (section '&1.5). 

The individual naves vary rapidly and randomly in phase relative to 

each other and so the total signal power;  averaged over a period Tong 

conipared to the fading cycles (section !J.5) , is essentially the sum 

Of the powers of the individual waves. 

Path loss may therefore be defined as the average power loss 

suffered by the transmitted wave in its nultipath passage through 

the ionosphere; shore the power loss is averaged over a period long 

compared to the fading cycles. 

The main components of path loss for a single ionospheric hop are:- 

Ld - the spatia attenuation due to the inverse dependence 

of energy on distance 

La - the loss due to ionospheric absorption of radio waves 

Lf - the loss in signal power caused by the focusing, or 

defocusiig, of the signal at frequencies near the MUF. 

The path loss, Lp, is given by the um of those three components 

in decibels as 

Lp = Ld + La + Lf 	 (Al.Lf.l) 

Al. Lf. l Spatial _Attenuation Loss -Ld 

This is defined simply as 

Ld = 20 1og 0  S 	 (A1.4.2) 

where S is the distance in Km of the v:avefront from the transmitting 

antenna. Equation (1.12 ) espresses the fact that power disperses as 

it spreads from its excitation point. 
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Ionospheric radio ':ves suffer absorption mainly in the D and E 

regions. It nay be shorn rich magneto-ionic theory that a wave 

propagated vertically with frequency f will suffer absorption L( f) dl 

given by 

L(f) 	1T.v 	~ f 	
(A1.Lf.3) 

V 	L' 
whore IT - the electron concentration 

v - the electron collision frequency 

1-' the refractive index 

- the electron gyrofroaucncy about the vertical component 
of the earth's magnetic field 

Integration limits are from the base of the ionosphere to the 

height of rcflcct±o1 at the frequency f,. Absorption therefore depends 

on the height distribution of the electron density. 

With reference to (Al.4,3) , absorption is defined as deviative 

when i, << 1 and non-deviative when P 1. Therefore near the reflection 

level, or whenever there is pronounced bending of the ray, the radio 

siSnal suffers deviative absorption. 

At vertical incidence, deviative absorption is large near the 

height of reflection when this occurs in the I-region. At temperate 

latitudes in winter, the median non-deviative ahsortion is greater 

than that ecpected under normal solar conditions; the day to day varia- 

bility is also extensive. 

At high latitudes there is additional non-deviative absorption. 

This is auroral and Polar Cap Absor ption (PCA) due to the incidence 

of solar protons and electrons preciritated from the magnetosphere 

under disturbed conditions 

Absorption over a particular raIl may be predicted using one of 

the orogrammes surrlied by the :ropetion forecasting services such 
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Tu Cr-L no 

In the now OCIH r:ethod ore aced by George 15  and Hr adley 	three 

yrios o:L acrFLL on 	y ho calculated. Toco are: - 

1 	non nI rro•-cv:.n L•JO rthsorptaon 

2, nornl cloviative a'onorption and 

. median winter anomaly absorption. 

The importance of auroral absorption is recognized and it is hoped 'Chat. 

this .:iII be included in the iirograLui:e eventually. 

7!ith the absonpion factor defined as 

A( f- 	= L 	.  

The fo:'nii of its variation with frequency is found to depend solely upon 

f/I  CE,  . Hence defines 

A(f)/ = (f./foE) 	 (Ai..5) 
V 	 fl V 

where is the limit value of A( f.) and assuming that I is high 
V 	 V 

enough for the signal to traverse the whole of the absorption region 

without deviation, it is found that 0 is approximately independent of 

location, season or solar epoch. The function 	is given in figure 

(A1.4.1) where it may be seen that 	increases with f/IcE as the 

depth of penetration increases on that it reaches a maximum around 

fV  = foE where there is a large amount of deviative absorption in the 

E-region. 

A world map for AT  is also available as shown in figure (Al.4.2). 

This was done by combining On  from figure (Al.L..1) with empirical 

formulae derived from measurements of the diurnal and solar cycle 

variations of absorption. The data used to evaluate A came from 
T 

absorption measurements at several stations using cifferent frequencies. 

The absouut!onatvertical incidence can be deduced for any frcouency,  

place and t-ie by using this man in coniunctior! With the 	curves 

and the above mentioned empirical equations for diurnal and solar 
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Cycle variation. 

The diuPoal vino.tcn is givcn by the icr. siJ.ain gc1icr.l USC by 

CPL°  

= 0,142 + 0, 858 cos  

whore X is the Sun's zenith angle. At noon F = 0 and. Y = 1. 	ugg]etopT 
16 

 

has proposed another formula which gives practically the same results. 

Viz 

A 	Ao (cos X)n 
	

(Al .4.7) 

where n 	0,8 in sunnier and 0.86 in "tinter under calm solar conditions. 

The solar cycle variation is given by q as 

q = 1 + 0.00371 	 (Al.4.8) 

Equations (d1.1. 8) and (Al. Li-. 6) may be combined to give a factor 

called the absorption index I as 

I = (1 	0.003701, 	 (Al-4,9) 

So far absorption has been for Vertical incidence. That at oblique 

incidence is of more importance here, and this 15 given by Imartyn' s 

absorption theorem 17 as 

A(fb) = A(f) sec i 	 (M-4,10) 

Using ray tracing calculations for absorption for a range of model 

ionospheres, simple expressions have been found for the height at 

which i in be be doerninod and for fV  in terms of cb The ce:irleto 

step-by-step procedure is thus:- 

I is first evaluated from (Al.4.9) or more simply from the 

nomogram in figure (Al,4.3) which incorporates the ca1cuiaton 

for various values of X and 1:, 

Figure (dl.4.2) is then used to find A OYI2 the path to 

be used at the time of interest. 

0 is then found from figure (dl.i.l) having calculated i/ioE 

/.. 	Fqu.stion 01, 40) 5) then gives the value of A( f) which is not 
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mul tiplic' cI by the :Ln :10:: I from scp :L. 

5. 	The loss L( f ) 	y now be calculated for vertical incidence 
V 

from ecun Lion (il , , L) and thooco for obI i(-'ue incidence from 

S 	(AJ../..10) 

This will give tho mosorhilon path loss, La, in 3 for a::y trans-

mission path using one hop propagation. 

Al.LE..5 Focusing Loss 

Focusing is due to the convergence or divergence (defocusing) 

of originally neighbouring rays. This is over and above the spatial 

effect discussed in section (Al4.1). 

In practice it is very difficult to take the focusing effect 

into account, as detailed knowledge of the ionosphere over the intended 

path is needed as well as an elaborate ray tracing programme. It is 

however possible to consider the effect of focusing in terms of an 

effective path length, Se. 

In the absence of all other forms of energy loss, the power 

flux at a distance Se from an isotropic radiator, which radiates a 

total power P ta  is given by 

= 	 (Al.Lf.11) 

Now consider figure (Al.Lf.k) where the energy radiated into the 

same cone by the antenna is deformed. If S is the distance from the 

antenna at which the area covered by the dofocussed rays is the same 

as that for the original case, then the power flux is the same for 

both. The defocusing can thus be accounted for by replacing the 

true dis'ance S of the receiver by an effective distance So. In this 

way the spatial loss and tho focusing losses nay be conbined in the 

expression 

Ld + Lf = 20 Log,0  So 	 (Ai.L.l2) 
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It may ho 	 > 	 < foe zia. 

Fu• her by considering the fCOmE;try of the bean near the transmitter 

and the horicontaT. 	ofing of the Loam, it can bo E;hovrn that 

a sin 	ianA (dD/d 	 (Al .L.13) 

where a - the radius of the earth 

o - the angle subtended at the earth's centre by the 
path along the earth's surface 

A - elevation of the nave 

1) - the ground range 

d A - is the vertical angular Vridth of the beam 

For given values of A , a and dD/cl 4 	may be calculated analyt- 

ically in the case of certain model layers or as intimated before by 

means of ray tracing 

Focusing due to ionospheric distortion can be very inportant, 

particularly in transe qua tonial propagation during the afternoon and 

early evening because of the existence of a relatively stable deform-

ation, in irhich the ionosphere simulates convex or concave mirrors. 

Such distortions of the F-layer can produce focusing and defocusing 

of the reflected radio signal amounting to betvreen 5 and lOclj variation 

in the path loss. 

Path loss may also be increased when the 7,,-layer exists as it 

does in daytime. This is due to the increase in Se due to the extra 

refraction introduced by the underlying ionized layer. 
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Al. 5 

Path loss, as defined in sti 	z) i -b:e major ionospheric 

factor in the deterim-inat-1-on of the .erago rcceivd igna1 :o,icr. 

Besides this, the iistantnnoous fie 7, r strength may fluctuate vildly 

ahot this mean value, ;!iCh some times procuccs amplitude var:iations 

in the order of 10:1 in the space of a foxi seconds. This phenomenon 

is known as fading and it may take r variety of forms depending upon the 

particular ionos-pheric characteristic producing it. The more import-

ant of these are:- 

Interference fading - due to 	ry'çy-  en\ 	in the 

ionospheric layers 

Polarizatioi, fading - due to rotation of t',16 axis of thc 

Polarization cllipcos, 

Absorption fading - caused by time variation in the degree 

of ionospheric absorption 

k. Miscellaneous fading effects due to focusing and skiuping 

of the signal clue to MUF failure. 

It may also he noted here that in the case of signals being 

transmitted from a moving source, e.g. a satellite, fading vrill result 

from the motion of the source relative to ionospheric irregularities. 

This is of importance in accurate satellite Observation of the iono- 

sphere. 

Fading occurs in cycles having periods dependent upon the reason 

for the fading. For exanple, interference and polarization fading may 

vary from a fraction of a second to a fevz seconds absort±on fading 

may have a period of an hour or Ion-e-;fading due for focusing may last 

from a quarter to half an hour. 'Fade in' and 'fade out' due to MUF 

fai1ur shipnimg is highly irreulag in reriod and nay occur n carl-r 

morni' o: late aernoon .-.-hen the ionocrus - o layers are being 



forsccl. (fa(1e :Ln) or dicpor:od (fade cut) respectively. 

In general 	to faster for the high frequencies compared 

to lower frecncie:. This is due to the fact that e. given ionoc:nic 

roverient produces a greater phase shift on the shorter wave lengths. 

This frequency-dependent nature of fading moans that different side-

lobes in a modulated crave fade differently, giving rise to a distortion 

of the modulation envelope. This is known as frequency selective 

fading. 

From the above it appears that fading may be split into two 

categr:Lcs. First there is the do-i fade evidenced by those types 

having periods in encess of one minute, and second there are the 

rapid fades with periods of a foci seconds amainuji. This implies that 

all fading other than interference and polarization may he defined an 

slew fade types. 

Slow fades are due mainly to random daily and seascnal changes 

of the a'osor'otion of the wave in.- the D-region. Recommendations based 

on long-term observations suggest that an allowance of 111-c3.E bo added to 

the monthly median signal intensity for a given circuit 8. 	The 

monthly median value is here defined as the intensity which provides 

an acceptable IT?, defined by the service grade requirements, for 

fifteen d,'-Ys of the month. This solution implies that slow fades 

are not ascurate y enough defined for ortinum conpensation. Mowevor 

by means of an adapti 	
10

ve system where the ionosphere is continuous1 

monitored from the transmitter, and the signal intensity and frequency 

is varied appropriately to accomodate the slow fade mechanisms, it 

seems that this problem is being tackled ina sore realistically 

optimum way. 

Papid fading is host discussed in relation to multi-oath propagation. 

! bean of radio raves incident on the ionosphere is not reflected fi'on 
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a point, but frc:.: am ox tenJc1 region, gT.n.11 mare amlarities in electron 

density near the evel o reflection give lof rise to individual reflected 

wavelets, each of which arrives at the receiver over a different path, 

and hence at rion-oo acident times. The time difference between the 

nriva1 of the first and last wavelets in called the multi:pmth spread 

of the medium. This is a gross characteristic of the medium and is 

nominally defined in the same way as bandwidth for a filter. Move-

ments of the irregularities causing multipath effects produce varia-

tions in the relative phases of the individual vravclets and so give 

rise to interference fading. 

The received HF signal may therefore consist of a mixture of high 

and low angle rays, each having an : and 	component (section Al.3). 

Each set of such waves may also be combined with other sets correspond-

ing to modes having a different number of hops. It is reasonable 

therefore to expect that the resultant amplitude can vary over wide 

limits with a maximum when all the components are in phase. The ENS 

value of the fluctuating signal is equal to the steady value of tne 

field that would have existed had the ionosrhere not split it into 

many components. Because it is impossible to determine the resultant 

amplitude at a given moment, the subject of rapid fading is usually 

treated statistically. 

The distribution of amplitude approximates the Baylegh law 20  

when the various components are of approximately equal amplitude and 

the relative phases are varyina randomly. For the Rayleigh distribu-

tion 

p (A) = exp (*A2  AL,  H2) 
	

(Al .5.1) 

gives the percentage of tine that the amplitude exceeds A. Here 

is the mean souaae value of A. Signals in the ionosphere are often 

better written in terms of the Rice distribution 21  which adds a 
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constant amplitude wave to the randomly varying signals. If As 

represents this steady amplitude, then 

2 	 2 	21 pA) = 2/A 	A exp [_ A + A,, 10  • [ a A S 

A 	
1 dA 

L R 

	

2 J 	k2 J 
(Al. 5.2) 

where 1 
0 
is the Bessel function of zero Order and imaginary argument. 

Equation (Al-5.2) approaches the Rayleigh law for A5/A << 1, and 

for As/A. >> 1 it approaches a normal distribution with a moan of As 

and a standard deviation of 0.70? 

In the case of continuous waves and long trains of pulses, the 

amplitude distribution is usually near-Rayleigh. Some individual 

modes produced by short pulses often have shallower fading corresponding 

to a substantial secular component (As)  (ie) A5/ 	= 2 or more. 

Theayleighdit14riongive a median amplitude of 0.832 times 

the RNS value, and for such a distribution the lower decile value, 

or the amplitude exceeded 90016 of the time is 0.39 times the median 

value, whilst the upper docile value.-  exceeded 10016 of the time - is 

1.8 times the mean. 

Fading occurs at a particular rate definable in terms of either 

the autocorrelation function of the amplitude or its Fourier trans-

form. This latter is termed the fading frequency power spectrum and 

its width is equal to the fade rate. This rate is dependent upon 

ionospheric variations and upon changes in receiver position evidenced 

by Doppler shifting defined by the Doppler spread factor similarly to 

the multipath spread factor. 

If the multipath spread factor for a channel is TM and the 

Doppler spread is BD, then the channel spread factor is given by 

L = TI.BD 	 (Al.5.3) 
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If therefore it is d€uired to oxanine the channel conditions by using 

sounding pulses, then the period between successive pulses must be 

at least T 1.1 to avoid ambiguities, On the other hand, the medium 

changes state in a si: 	f the order 1,'. This implies that the 

instantaneous state of the medium is measurable using periodic pulses 

only if 

T11<< 	i/ED 	
(Al. 5. 

(ie) the spread factor m:st be well below unity. Furthermore if the 

signal pulses are of length T, then T >> T to avoid significant 

ntersymbol interference, since only then will the energy arriving at 

any instant all primarily relate to one signal pulse. On the other 

hand, to avoid severe tine fading distortion of the pulse, equation 

(Al.5.4) must be satisfied. These two conditions are met only if 

T11 << T << 1/ED 	 (Al.5.5) 

which again requires a spread factor much less than the unity. It is 

because the ionosphere satisfies this criteria that it may be used for 

the practical transmission of data. 

To minimize the effects of fading on signal quality, use is made 

of the fact that fading is correlated only over relatively small 

disturbances and frequency bandwidths. Also signals propagated from 

antennas of- different polarizations may fade differently. These 

factors lead to the use of diversity reception which uses special 

antenna system ccnfigu.r\1aS. Diversity reption is discussed in - 

Chapter i. 
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AI.6 Ionospheric2adio Noise 

As noted in Chapter 2, noise is the greatest limiting factor to 

efficient comsunication. There, receiver noise was discussed and 

the (SN2). which defines the signal quality was evaluated. This 

discussion will describe and evaluate the processes causing noise in 

the ionosphere. This combined with the assertions in sections (AI.k) 

and (AI.5) will provide the necessary means to estimate the ionospheric 

radio signal quality. 

Ionospheric noise power is measured in terms of Fa, which may be 

defined as the external noise power available from a lossless antenna. 

It is expressed in dB above kT , where k= Boltzmann's constant. T 
0 	 0 

is a reference temperature (288.390K) which is the noise generated 

in a unit bandwidth by a thermal source of temperature T0. 

If it is assumed that the noise is uniformly incident on the 

antenna from every direction and, that its power is proportional to 

the bandwidth B in Hz, then the total power P in dB above 1 watt, 

available at the terminals of a lossless antenna is given by 

P n = (Fa + BL - 201+) dB/watt 

I 

where BL = 10 log 10B and 10 log 10kT0  = -201+ 

Ionospheric noise affecting HF radio, communication is of two 

types which are 

Atmospheric noise. 

Cosmic noise. 

AI.61 Atrnosnheric Noise 

This is caused by local and distant thunderstorms and is propa-

gated via the ionosphere similarly to radio waves. The noise from 

distant storms is propagated with great power, measured typically in 

terms of gigawattc, via several modes, most of which would completely 
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attenua1;e c von a povierful r od io nave s  It therefore ar:oivos at the 

recejvnd antenna at nrny different instants. This process produces 

eosentiaJ.ly white 	wi bh a continuous pectrum, vrhich varies 

greatly in ineno:L h; ovcr the cniro electronagnotic spectrum. In 

the case of local storms the noise is of the shctt variety and 

results in impulse lihe excitations of the radio circuit. 

The atmospheric noise field depends on 

The geOgrcmic location of the receivcr. The maximum 

noise will occur in the vicinity of the thunderstorm centre. 

The season - the field is stronger during local summer. 

The tine - the field is stronger during the night. 

The frequency of operation. The field is very strong for 

frequencies lesm than IMT-I z; it increases to about 91.1111z and then 

decreases becoming negligIble between 5 and 20HI. 

The bandwidth of receivcr - it is roportional to the 

square root of the passband. 

The dependencies imply that noise may be predicted in the same 

way as the ionospheric variables already discussed. Here however 

the predictions will be much less accurate due to the largo spread in 

amplitude values; errors typically are in the order of 5dB, but some-

times may be as much as 20dB which clearly limits the usefulness of 

predictions about atnosrheric noise. Despite these inherent errors, 

the CPBL w 	
22 

orld maps 	for atmospheric noise :orediction have been 

widely used for a long time, as has the CCIH system 23 , 24 
which though 

more complicated is more accurate. 

These systems give for each location, season and time of day 

The field value requires in the presence of noise for a 

particular typo of service (CPIL) 

The field value equivalent to the noise (CCIH) , or 
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3. The values in dB of the ratio of noise powers to thermal 

noise of an elemental antenna (CCIP). 

Apart from regular variations that are quite accurately predicted, 

atmospheric noise varies considerably from day to day, even in the 

absence of local thunderstorms. In the presence of local storms, the 

noise power can be extremely high - a situation that renders reception 

impossible. It may also be noted that atmospheric noise often has a 

preferred direction - this being the direction of the centre of thunder-

storm activity. 

The mean atmospheric noise may be evaluated by the CCIR method 

given in report 3222k 	In this method, the seasons are divided into 

months as shown in Table (A1.6.1). Figure (Al.6.1) shows a sample of 

the curves given for each season at the local time of interests  

These curves give the moan value of the noise F , which is defined 
am 

as the median value of hourly values of Fa (equation A1.6,1) over a 

period of time as a function of 

The geographic location of the receiver 

The season (Table A1.6.1) 

The time of day in the intervals 00-04, Ok-OS, 03-12, 

12-16, 16-20, 20-2k hours local time. 

Fam is given in dB above thermal noise at a frequency of 1M11Z. 

Figure (A1.6.2) (a) will now give tht value of F 	for the 
am 

frequency of interest by the use of F am obtained from (A1.6.1). This 

new value of Fam is now converted to the median noise field En for 

the frequency of interest by using the nomogram in figure (Al.6.3) 

which gives En in dB above IIr/m. Alternatively, the equation 

En = Fa + 201og10  (fhjiz) -65.5 	 (Al.6.2) 

may be used. 

Atmospheric noise obeys a nornal logaritllHis distribution 
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Month - Local Season  
Northern Southern 
Hemisphere Hemisphere 

Dec, Jan, Feb Winter Summer 

Mar, Apr, May Spring Autumn 

Jan, Jul, Aug Summer Winter 

Sept, Oct, Nov, Autumn Spring 

Table A1.6.1 
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similarly to the ;e1. e e C! icllli 	ies ( sue t:Lou Al. 5) . 	In the case of 

ionospheric waves, the instantaneous signal values vary around the 

hourly median in a Payleigh distribution. The fluctuation margin 

is defined as the change in signal strength required to maintain the 

SNP above the service grade requ.roment for a certain percentage of 

time, the time availability. This margin may he deduced from figure 

(Al6.2) (b). The value Du of the maximum deviation of F 	for 90% 
arc 

time availability is read and 0,  the standard deviation of the ratio 

of the hourly nedian values of SPP is given by 

= 	
D Li 

2 
+ Ds2) / 1.3 	 (Al.6.3) 

where Ds 	0 for a ground wave and ?d-B for the sky wave d  Using figure 

(Al..4) for single reception, or figure (Al.6.5) for double diversity 

reception, o, and the complement to unity of hie time availability (q) 

will give the fluctuation margin cxnnessed in dB from the ordinate. 

F am and the fluctuation margin are both mean values. In view of 

the unavoidable uncertainty of the data used to calculate them, 

only half of the circuits realized by those data will produce the 

expected result. If the service probability must exceed50%, then a 

power margin must be added. This is normally referred to as the 

uhcertainty margin 

From figure (Al.6.2) (b), o 
Dv 

 is real and used to give 0 
C 11 

as 

0cu = 	
2 + 02)1 	 (Al.6.L1) 

where 0 
Cu 

is the standard deviation of the distribution of the 

ratio of the hourly median values of sim for 90% time availability. 

is zero for the ground wave and 1.5 for the sky wave. Finally 
DS 

figure (Al.6.5) is uweci to calculate the uncertainty margin, 	is 

read on the central scale as the point where the line ointn1 P, the 

percen tare of time availability, on the LPS scale. and 0 	from the 
Cu 

equatfon (Al. S14-) on the PHS scale, meets the central scale. 7his 
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i s then used to calculato a 

2 	2 	 1 
Cr. = a 	±a. 	+ a i- 	 (A165) F 	 p 

where a 
Farc 

 is lven in .!--I. Cure (.J. .. 2) (h) , Up is the quadratic 

average error in the calculation of the received ower (2 - 5dB) 

and all other possible errors being added in as they become relevant. 

These latter are usually characteristic of a particulaL a.,th and iaclude 

errors due to several factors based on local l:nowledge of noise 

sources in the atmosphere. 

Having calculated 0T' the uncertainty margin may be read from the 

central scale of figure (Al.6.6). 

The values obtained for En, the fluctuation margin and the uncert-

ainty margin must all be added to the SNT, required for service grade 

under stable conditions, to evaluate the fiel-d required, in the :oreocr 

of atmospherics for service grade operation of the circuit. Some 

correction must usually be made for the discrimination gain of the 

antenna. 

Atmospheric noise is by far the most important noiseof ionospheric 

origin affecting communication reliability. This is because of its 

great unpredictability due particularly to the shot noise nature of 

local thunderstorms. Cosmic noise is much more predictable and can 

therefore almost always be compensated for in system design. 

A.16.,2 Cosmic noise 

The origin of this extra-terrestial type of noise is still not 

absolutely certain but because the direction of its maximum intensity 

is fixed in relation to the stars, it is almost certainly a co-mbination 

of intense point-source radio stars at large distance and the irterated 

noise, of the sane kind, from the collected assembly of stars within 

our galaxy. It is identical to white noire and, varies slowly in 
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intensity with frequency, 

Cosmic noise is expressed in P V.m 1for a given transmission band. 

However as with other types of noise, the terminology 'signal reduced 

in the presence of noise' is often used in the cae of HF waves, 

Since the noise field varies only marginally, a email margin or ncne 

at all is taken for fading, and the following expression may be used 

for converting from one oassband to another 

En 	Eon + 10 log B 	 (Al.6.6) 

where En = noise field in dB relative to 1.1-IV.m for a passband of 111z o 

B = passband in Hz. 

The value of cosmic noise to be used in system calculations will 

depend greatly upon the directivity of receiving antennas. Here two 

cases must be considered. 

Antenna with little directivity 

Antenna with high directivity 

In the former case the noise is quite constant, and the sum of all 

measurements, which are normally coherent, gives a mean value of 

the cosmic noise as 

.47 + ii iog) -15 log I 	 (Al. 6.7) 

in dB referred to lpT.m The operating frequency is 1MHz and B is 

the receiver Dassban' in Hz. 

In the lattercase, the maximum value of the noise field is the most 

important parameter. This may be estimated approximately from figure 

(Al.6.7) 

Using the left-hand side of this figure, the intersection of the 

latitude curve, for the receiver and the azimuth angle towards which 

the receiving antenna is directed (counting from the north in a direc-

tion to give 1800) is determined. The intersection of a horizontal 

line drawn through this point with the curve at the relevant frequency gives 
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the value of 10 log(- 	'.:ich can be rcJ from the horizontal scale M ax 

on the right-hand side. 

In thin case, the cocaio noise will pass through a maximum each 

clay at the sane sidereal tie as the earth spins, and the position of 

the antenna changes relative to the stellar sphere. 
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Al. 7 Ton on 	ricTTh'hsnces 

The ionospheric variables that affect signal quality have so far 

been discussed with respect to mainly average conditions, At these 

times, even with bad fading, it is usually ponsfbi to establish 

reliable i-IF coneunication links with the aid of lonosporic prediction 

techniques. Often ic:viever, the sudden onset of severe ionospheric 

disturbances causes departures from tills norm. This results in the 

severe degradation of signal quality, frequently to the extent of 

total communication 'black-out'. These disturbances are all associated 

in one way or another with solar flares 6 , and they may be classified as 

Sudden ionospheiic disturbance,,_ (SIDS) 

Ionospheric stories 

Polar Cap Absorption events 

When a solar flare occurs two major changes take place in the 

ionosphere, 

D-region absorption is so greatly enhanced that intelligible 

radio communication may be impossible for periods ranging from 

afew !ninutes to several days on particular paths. 

The critical frequencies of the P2 layer are depressed by 

ionospheric storms. This produces a loss of signal due to MUF 

failure, 

The first of these changes occurs simultaneously with the onset 

of an Optical solar flare, the second is often delayed by a day or more. 

Besides these two large scale disturbances, there are a variety of lesser 

effects which also degrade signal quality. These are depicted in 

figure (11,7.1) together with the particular electromagnetic emissions 

from a solar flare that croduce them. Not all the effects shown in the 

figure are associated with every flare event. This implies that 

different flares will affect the same rath differently. 
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It is very difficult to predict the onset of an ionospheric 

disturbance, and since ionospheric conditions can change very rapidly 

from very quiet to highly disturbed, the idea of average conditions 

rends to be of limited usefulness. It is possible however to predict 

the probable occurrence of an ionospheric storm, which usually occurs 

a relatively long t'ie after the start of an ionospheric disturbance s  

In this way, the effect of these variations may be to some extent 

compensated for in practice. 

The forecasts are given for a specified 6-, 12- or 21-hour period  

in universal time, by CPRL and the North Atlantic Radio 1.7arning Service. 

Using these predictions, an operator using a link likely to be affected 

by the storm can usually transmit essential messages before his 

circuit is Ishut down? by the storm. Alternatively, he may be able 

to set up various relay links at other usable frequencies of he has 

this facility available. 

In terms of an optimised radio link, these facilities, in some form 

or other, will be essential and so, in the context of this thesis, the 

existence of ionospheric disturbances is an important factor in cost 

and complexity of equipment and in total system design for optimum 

flexibility. 
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN OF HF ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
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A2, 1 The kovisoatni hi ce Arrnvftii) 

The HDA consists of haif':ave ()/2) dipoles arranged so that one 

or more dipoles appear in each row and column of the array. Such an 

arrangement is shown in figure (AS. 1.1) for ?/2 dipoles / row and 

3./2 dipoles/ colunm in an HDA designated iiL/3/h - where h defines 

the height in wavelengths of the lowest row of dipoles above ground. 

In the i-IDA, as the name implies, the rows of dipoles are parallel 

to the ground making each dipole in the array horizontal with respect 

to theg:round, Such an array thus radiates horizontally polarized 

waves7, 

This arrangement of simple dipole antennas produces increased 

gain and directivity over the single dipole antenna;  In the vertical 

piano, directivity is increased by the stacking of dipoles in colianns 

or bays, while in the horizontal plane, it is increased by adding more 

hays with the elcsents of adjacent bays collinear. 

The HDA as shown in figure (A2,1.1) radiates bidirectionaily, but 

the addition of a reflector curtain behind the radiator produces 

unidirectionalitv with a 3dB increase in gain and minimal change of 

the forward radiation pattern7, This reflector may be made of tuned 

elements operated in a parasitic node or by the use of a screen made 

of closely spaced horizontal wires. 

Dipole arrays are used when relatively cheap antenna systems which 

occupy relatively little area are needed for intermediate range communi-

cation requiring modest amounts of gain... They are not widely used in 

modern point-to-point circuits where rhombic antennas and log periodic 

dipole arrays (LIDAs) are preferred. In certain cases however the HDA' 

is the only viable means for providing economic and extensive frequency- 

handling capability in the hF hand, 

of the Cape DtAguiiaT transn:Ltter°, 

Such is the situation in the case 

because the station is 
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situated on a high peninsula which slopes steeply to the sea, space is 

restricted. There are however good Fresnel reflection zones. This 

makes it possible to support HDAs at optimum heights from only two 

- masts each placed along suitable contours parallel to the coast. 

6 
Table (A2,1.2) lists the antennas used on the site, and figure 

(A2.1.2) shows the layout of the antennas listed as well as geographic 

information about th' peninsula. From these data it can be seen that 

of the forty-seven antennas used all but four are HDAs. Of these four, 

three are rhombics and one is an LPDA. 

The HDA is discussed in many 	 Each of these 

gives an equation or equations for the field strength of the RDA in 

terms of various physical parameters of the antenna. In this invest-

igation the set of equations used by CCIP to produce their antenna 

polar plots 
10

will be used as a starting point to produce an alogarthm 

for computer use. The equations are 

For horizontally polarized arrays one dipole wide 

Type Hi/n/h 
r = n-i 

E/Emax = cos(7r/2 cos 9 sin 75) 	z 	sin (2 (h + 0.5r)sin 9) 
r  

2 	2  (1 - cos 9 sin 	 (2 (h + 0.5r) sin (Gma)) 

(A2.l.1) 

For horizontally polarized arrays two dipoles wide 

Type H2/n/h 

2 	 r=n-i 

	

E/Emax = cos N/2 cos 9 sin 75) 	E 	sin (2 (h + 0.5r) sin 9) 
r=0 

2 	2 
 

(1 - con 9 sin 75) 	' 	sin (2 (h + 0.5r) sin(Omax)) 
r  

(A2.1.2) 



No. 
Aerial Vqcy. 

Circuft Tpc rnc/s 
Aerial 
No. Circuit T)pe 

Fqcy. 
bc/s. 

1 Bangkok 	11R2/2/06 14 26 BanLicong! 	11R2/210'5 15 
2 11R2/2/06 12 Djakarta 
3 1121210-8 8 27 Saigon 	1-1R2121065 16 
4 114/3/0-3 15 28 Taipei 	11 R2/1 /0-5 11 
5 Colombo 	HR413/23 20 29 Japan 	11R2/2/05 14 
6 Jesselton 	}1R2/2/085 15 30 112/2/0-5 8 
7 
8 

Rangoon 	HiT2j2jO9 
Calcutta 	HR--j-'/0-7 

17 
14 

31 
32 

Okinaw .....Hk2/i j25 
1-1R2/1125 

14 
10 

9 Taipei 	114/1/06 6 33 Taipei 	114(1/09 35 
10 F14/1/0-5 10 34 ., 	}14/1/15 6 
11 Manila 	NR2/ /2 9 35 Sydney 	Rhonihics 8-21 
12 Laos 	Cage QUad 15 36 Sainon 	112/2/04 7 

13 Ship Shore 	 ,, 10 37 Singapore 	Rhonihics 
14 Telecast 17 38 Log-Periodic 6-30 
15 Hanoi 10 39 Shanghai 	... 	112/1/14 7 
16 Manila 	... 	H411/0-7 6 40 San 	 Rhoiirbics 	I 7-20 
17 ... 	}1R2/2f0-45 10 Francisco 
18 ... 	II R)12/0-45 12 4! Shanghai 	... 	I IT' 2-12-10-4 11 
19 ... 	lR2f2fO-45 14 	ji 42 Seoul 	... 	I 1 R/2!I1 18 
20 ... 	11R7/2/0-45 11 43 ... 	11R2/2111 13 
21 Saigon 	... 	11R2/2f04 12 44 Japan 	... 	112/2/0-6 7 
22 ... 	1-12/2/04 8 45 ... 	11R4/?(2-5 19 
23 Singapore 	... 	HR4/2/13 20 46  ... 	}1R41212-5 IS 
24 Pnonpenh ... 	11R2/1/0-8 14 47 Karachi! 	1IR412/- 	t 12 
25 Manila 	... 	H41 1/0-7 5 Bombay 

Table (A2.1.2.) 	List of antennas used at 
Cape D'Aguilar. 

(a) 
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Figure (A2.1.2.) 	Layout of antenna system 
at Cape D'Agui]ar. 
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C. For horizontally polarized arrays four dipoles wide 

Type 114/n/h 

	

2 	
r=n-1 

E/Emax = cos (ucos9 sine cos (0)2 cos9 sinø E sin(2 (h + 0.5r)sin9) 
r =0 

2 	
2 r=n--1 

	

(1 - coc 9 sin 0)E 	sin(2 (h +0.5r) sin(Qmax)) 
r=0 

(A2.l.3) 

The symbols are:- 

E = field strength due to the array at 1 Km distance (mVm) 

Emax = the maximum value of E(mV.rn 1) 

h = the height of the lowest dipole or row of dipoles of the 
arrays (wavelengths, 1) 

n = number of rows or stacks of dipoles in the array 

9 = latitude (dcgees) (ie) elevation 

max = elevation of main lobe of radiation 

0 = longitude or azimuth (degrees) 

X = wavelength 

These equations cover the HDAs of interest in this investigation. 

Slight modification of the general form will give expressions for 

arrays eight dipoles wide and for slewed arrays. Interested readers are 

1 referred to the CCIP handbook .0  

The arrays represented above have no reflectors and thus radiate 

bidirectionally. If reflectors are used, as is generally the case, 

then they would be placed approximately a quarter of a wavelength away 

from the driven arrays and would be expected to have currents in them 

equal in amplitude to, but 90°  ahead in phase of the driven arrays. This 

situation would produce suppression of the unwanted major lobe and 

the concentration of more energy (3dB) into the desired lobe. In 

practical working conditions where the operating frequency may differ 

slightly from that for which the antenna was built, or when the angle 

of the main bear is slewed, the reflector will not be more than 9001ol 
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efficient in the forward direction and the backward radiation may well 

be of the order of 10% of the fcrv;ard radiation which implies a front-

to-back ratio of only 20dB in field intensity is achievable in general. 

Examination of equations (A2.1.1) , (A2.l2) and (A2.1.3) will 

show that they are in fact very similar. The only defferenceS exist 

in the cxprcssion multiplying the summation from r = 0 to r = (a - 1) 

in the numerator. These 'multipliers' are 

in (A2.1.1) cos (Tr/2 cos Q sin 0) 

in (A2.1.2) sos2  (/2 cos Q sin ) 

in (A2.1.3) cos (ircos  Q sin 0) cos2  (/2 cos G sin 5) 

In terms of programming for the computer, this arrangement is very 

fortunate as a very compact programme can be written which will have 

a speedy execution and which will 3  when desired, produce sets of data 

for, a given HDA configuration. 

The flow chart for such a programme is shown in Figure (A2.1.3) 

11 
 The programme written using this flow chart is in Fortran IV 	and 

is shown on the next page. 

This programme can be easily adapted for use as a subroutine to 

a main programme and may then be accessed at will tc give any data about 

the HDA of interest to the main programme which will in general be 

used for designing the optimum units to be used for the correct operation 

of an HF radio communication link, as it will be in this investigation. 

The next aerial of interest here is the rhombic antenna. 



Figure (A2..l.3) 

Flow Chart for HDA programe 

STAg T 

road data as follows 

PO[Eg - fran transnitter 

PELTA 	elevation a;lo of win lobe 

FIFfTOE - be r:n tranro rAtter to receiver 

IFI.AG - no: of dipoles wAde 

F 	- no: of roar of dipoles 

F 	- height of lowest row of dipoles above ground 

AB1R 	- bearing of aerial cast of north 

- elevation 

Evaluate the azinuth angle phi as 

PHI 	1 -'BE - BETT0E1 

Select correct nultiplier 

IFLAG = 1 Bauntion (3.3.1) 

!FLAG = 2 - Equation (3,3, 2) 

!FLAG = 1+  Equation (3.3.3) 

Evaluate value of expressions not contained 

in sunmation reale equal to ACOTI 

Calculate quantities in sunrration signs; 

make dividend sui.riation 	SEIF. end quotient 

suurration = SiTIIg 
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Figure (A2.1.3) low Chart for :•IDA programme 
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C 	PROCEDURE FOR HORIZ DIPOLE ARRAYS 
C 
C 

P1 = 3.142 
RDNS = 57.2957795131.  
READ, POWER 
READ, DELTA, BRIT9 OR 
READ, IFLAG, N, H, ABR, DELTM 

C 
C 
C IFLAG 	NUMBER OF DIPOLES WIDE 
C N -- NUMBER OF ROWS OR STACKS OF DIPOLES IN ARRAY. 
C H 	HEIGHT OF LOWEST DIPOLE OR ROW OF DIPOLES OF THE ARRAY 

ABOVE THE GROUND (WAVELENGTHS) 
C ABR -- BEARING OF AERIAL (E. OF N.) 
C DELTM - 	ANGLE OF ELEVATION OF MAIN LOBE OF RADIATION (DEGREES) 
C 
C PHI = ABS (ABR - BRITTOR) 

IF (IFLAG. EQ. 	1) GO TO 200 
IF (IFLAG. EQ. 	2) GO TO 300 
IF (IFLAG. EQ. 4) CONTINUE 
L=1 
N = 2 
GO TO 400 

200 L = 0 
N = 1. 
GO TO 400 

300 L = 0 
N=2 

400 GANG = (COS(DELTA/RDNS) * SIN(PHI/RDNS)) 
C = CANC * P1 
DIV = (C0S(C)**L) * 	(COS(O.5*C)**M) 
QCON = DIV/((1 - CANG**2)**O.5) 
SNUM 	0 
SDIV = 0 
DO 500 NOD 	1, N 
X = 2. * P1 * 	(H + (0.5 * 	(NOD - 1))) 
SDIV = SDIV+SIN (x*SIN(DELTA/RDNs)) 

500 SNTJM = SNUN-'-SIN (x*sIN(DELTM/RDNS)) 
SUN = SDIV/SNUM 
FIRAT = QCON * SUN * EMAX * (POWER**O.5) 
WRITE (6,800) FIRAT 

800 FORMAT 	('0', 	1X, 	'FIELD STRENGTH AT 1I'i =', 	F10.3,' MV/M') 
C DBS RELATIVE TO 1 MICROVOLT/METER. 

PBS = 20. * ALOG1O(FIRAT * (10.**3)) 
WRITE (6,900) DBS 

900 FORMAT (1X,'DBS RELATIVE TO 1 MCVOLT = ', F10.3,'DBS') 
1000 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 
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A2. 2 TI-el  hho:;hie in-beer: 

The rhomh:s an 	nie of the travelling wave vartety. It 

consists of wires which arc long compared to the wavelength, A , Those 

are aerangeclt in the shape of a rhombus as in figure (A2. 2.1). One 

apex of the major axis is connected through an lupodenco matching 

network to the transjtter, or receive!, The other end is resistiie1y 

terminated.. The terminating resistance is equal to the rhombic antrnna 

characteristic iupedcnce and serves to dissirate power not radiated b 

the antenna; this ensures that there are no detrimental reflected wares. 

The p0-icr dissipated in the termination ranges in magnitude from pOe 

Of the to ;al power for small rhomb:Lcs (side length L < 2x) to l% for 

large rhorbics (L > 2X). This power wastage I.s one of the main 

disadvantages of the rhombic and is one of the reasons for ensuring 

that this typo of antenna is usually made as largeas is economically 

viable. 

Since the early 19L1O the resonant arrays discussed in section 

(Al.l) have 'been gradually replaced by the rhoubc for HF fixed 

services, This adjustment has taken place 'because of the more attrac-

tive operational and economic characteristics of the rhombic as oem-

pared to the dipole array 

Two parsaleters are ir.portant in investigating the performance of 

the rhombic. These are the side length L measured in wavelengths, 

and the half side angle,'((see figure (t2.2.1)). The vsriation of the 

directivity gain of a. free space rhombic with',  and. I is given in 

figure (i2.2,2) whore it is assumed that the elevation angle, 9 is 

zero. It can be scen that for high gain, L  and  y  must 'both be large. 

If, as is usual from the economic viewpoint • the antenna has to perform 

adequately over a reasonable frequency band, --*t-  is necessary to accent 
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a cc promise hood. on the ::.C. IL, 	o: lo:;c'to :host role Tat froquccios. 

If this ratio is 1:2 2  a free space gain varying by 30 from the upper to 

lovier limit is aevJ 	with a - )C I) 	of about.1.5dB at the upper 

frequency. '..i:1:anding is also aceonpr.niecl by som. variation in the 

radiation characteristics of the aerial when erected above the ground; 

a changc in 9 of the main beau in the order of 2 to J. being the most 

significant. 

Figure (i2. 2.3) shows the dependence urea a third paranoter, Q, 

the angle of elevation chosen for the main beam. It is at once obvious 

that high gain will only be maintainable at relatively low angles of 

elavation,, If a practical limit to the side length is fixed at lOx, the 

maximum possible free snace gain cannot exceed 136B under optimum concli-• 

tions (Ic) 9 	5°  and Y 72.5°. 

In prac ico 9 is closely related to h, the height of the antenna 

above the ground reflecting plane. The height factor is given by 

hfac = 2 sin (27r(71/A' sin G) 	 (2.2.1) 

and it must be chosen to ortiniizo at or near the same value of 9 as 

the rhombic factor if performance is not to suffer. This Lao Lor is 

plotted in figure (;2.2.4) and it will be seen that a height of 3X 

corresponds tea 9 of O 
 which is compatible with a high performance 

rhombic (fiure A2. 2-3) 

When designing an aerial system for a particular circuit it is 

usual to provide between three and five frequencies to be used through-

out the sunspot. cycle spanning a frequency interval of about 2 octaves. 

For example e provide coverage from about 	to 24Hz in a given direction 

would require at least two rhombic antennas, the larger of which, in 

meeting the optimum specification given above would have a side length 

of 250 m and a height of 75 ri. 

In estimating the gains of rhoeibics most authors have made the 
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simplifying assumption that the current distribution along the 

antenna is uniform, us dos the discussion so far in this section. 

It is generally knovtn however that the current suffers progressive 

radiation attenuation and at the termination may be 0.7 to 0.5 of the 

initial value. This has the effect of reducing the gain relative 

to the theoretical value by an amount depending mainly upon the size 

of the antenna in terms of wavelengths. Attempts have been made to 

calculate this effect vjith1OUa5Suetud distributions of current23l3 

That probably nearest to the truth is based upon the measured efficiency 

and a linearly tapered current distribution and leads to a correction 

which increases with length as shown in figure (A2.2.5). The poor 

use of available transmitter power by the rhombic is often criticised. 

Admittedly, it would be advantageous if an increase of several dB, in 

received signal power could be obtained from a transmitting rhombic 

by reducing the current flowing in its terminating irnpedence to zero. 

This is not how the rhombic operates however, and for a point-to-point 

service it is not a matter of great importance because of the high 

posers normally involved. Indeed for the same gain and application, the 

width of the main PHuel of a roab a :sit uiH is gne1'olly I 	then 

ti:t UI meet 	H: -' H. 	H 	 - ':. 	H 	COlsuuec'Hti(JiU , and tile 

fact that the unused joacr is ahsorbtei rather than radiated in unwanted 

directions could be construed as a positive advantage. The significant 

point is probably only fully appreciated when the economics of providing 

a given overall grade of service, using different types of aerials, are 

analyzed. Such analyses generally indicate that there 1s a clear CcOSuitC 

advantage in using rhombic antennas rather than any other for HF fixed 

114 
services. 

The rhombic is also used for reception and in general the design 

considerations are similar to those involved in the transmitting case. 
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There are however some important differences. 

Firstly tbe directivity gain of the rhombic used as a receiving 

antenna is higher than the power gain of the same antenna used far 

transmission. -.Jhen transmitting, the power delivered to the aerial 

termination represents inefficiency, whereas when receiving both 

wanted and un1anted signals are affected similarly, The power of the 

antenna to discriminate against interference is a property of its 

polar diagram, and is unaffected by its efficiency. The receiving 

rhombic is an example of the essential dissimilarity of the current-

field relationships in transmitting and receiving antennas. As far as 

the far-iie].c effect is concerned, the similarity holds for the 

polar diagrams are the same in both cases. 

Because inefficiency does not degrade the SIT, it was common for 

many years to employ single wire rhocibics. The inpednce characteristics 

of these antennas are very erratic  and their front-to-back ratios are 

relatively poor (lO-lkdB) whereas multiwire antennas readily give ratios 

of 15-22dB with comparable reduction in response over the whole backward 

area. They are also claimed to be 9dB less sensitive to static inter-

ference 3. A properly constructed but complex reflector array will 

have a superior ratio, of some 20-25dB, but such performance is only 

of importance should a station be sited on the outskirts of a town or 

other source of radio noise. 

If each end of a rhombic is connected to a transmission line, the 

arrangement is then symmetrical and is capable of simultaneous operation 

in both directions. The saving in site space is of great importance, 

especially where spaced aerial diversity is used, which is the invari-

able practice in moderi machine-speed telegraphy systems. The separation 

between the antennas is a space diversity system must be sufficient to 

ensure a low phase correlation between the fading envelopes of their 



output si.gnsis. CavVin raasuno7arts indicate that there is negligible 

phasecohorencc ho 	 lc apased by lco:c than 3E0 m along the 

save arrival direction asP 270 a at right aemlos to the arrival bearing. 

The loss of cohurence from which the diversity advantage arises 

allovjs considerable flexibility in the siting of diversity pairs of 

aerials. This sane mechanism 	sight appear to place a limit on the 

size of an individual receiving antenna, since the coherent integration 

process upon which the directivity gain depends, becomes less efficient 

as its aperture including that of its earth image, increases. From t 

standpoint of moan Sill, this may well be so, but there is little doubt 

that a coherent element is present in nearly every signal and that a 

large aerial having a polar response matched to this coherent element 

will show advantages over a smaller antenna i'resrective of signal 

gain. Experience to date supports the vies that an upper limit of 

useful size for an HF receiving aerial has yet to be reached. 

Flexible intercoections between aerials and receivers are 

easily arranged and various methods are available for feeding several 

receivers simultaneously from one aerial. For this reason, complete 

world wide coverage has sometimes been specified. Arhoribic ring is 

an attractive way of meeting such a requirement with the minimum of 

space and support cost. 

Fifteen pairs of double-ended rlioeibics in an approximately circular 

ring of 600 ci mean diameter can provide dual diversity in over 30 

directions. Although these may be chosen so as to cover the more 

importait directions, provided that the horizontal beamc'idth of each 

antenna is 150  at 25111 z, then virtually complete world coverage is 

secured apart from certain unimportant oceanic regions. Such a system 

has in fact been in operation at Bearley radio station since 1952 15 

13 
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The station was rebuilt and reopened in November 1967 and the aerial 

system was retained. However thu i95. system provided coverage only 

down to lOiIHz. Duo to the oxistruce of certain important routes 

below this frequency; down to about 6MHz or below, additional 150 foot 

high rhombicd have been lrovidud. Those new antennas in conjunction 

with the original ring give good perfonance between 6 and 25NH and 

an acceptable performance over the entire usuable HF system. Figure 

(A2.2.6) shows the antenna system. 

The desirability of achieving discrimination against interference 

in an antenna has been mentioned already. But the general case or 

an interfering emission is not no easy to deal with as that of inter-

ference from a fixed source such as a teen. autocLatic requests for 

repetitions systems (ARQ) reduce the effoct= such omissions provided 

that they are sporadic. On the other hand oJery reasonable effort 

iiustbe made to improve the performance of both transmitting and 

receiving antennas in reducing their radiation or sensitivity in 

unwanted directions. 

The rhombic is frequently criticized in this respect, and not 

without some force. The maxima of the subsidiary lobes of a practical 

rhombic are some 6d113 larger than those Of a broadside array of similar 

gain. On the other band if interference is considered uniformly 

distributed in the erimuth, then the rhombic antenna will have the 

same noise energy pick-up as any other aerial. As both noise and inter-

ference will be reduced by any aerial inefficiency, the SIIH of the rhom-

bic will be the same as for any aerial 01 the same directivity gain. 

Generally speaking the rhombic v:ill pink up more noise in its subsidory 

lobes and less from its main lobe than an array. 

On the other hand, it will be appreciated that, particularly in 

telegraphy systems which make Un a large percentage of modern HF systs, 
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interference oecureahca the 	:atcc. cigna]. exceeds a clativelv 

defined threshold. It folloes that the levels of the maxima of the 

sidelobcs are men ir.ijportent, and any reasonable effort to reduce 

them should be made. Ceveral steps are ii-.ii-.1ediate3-.-f possible. Careful 

design can produce total or partial extinction of the sidelohe in the 

rhombic factor by a nu 	in the height factor, although et tao sacri- 

1,  i c o o2 s o 	em 	 2P 	 is Lie , 

of sooro.1 forms of rhombic array rhich has b-on 1Jroposoc1. 	It 

reaches a performance equal to that of the largest uniform arrays and 

considerably reduces the sidolobo level. 

Pasod on the ;bove, it is apparent that. the optimum design for 

the rhombic antenna must be based on fairly clear cut parameters. 

Among the most reportant are:- 

1. It must be long in terms of viavelength. 

2, 	must have a large half angle. 

3. It must have small angles of fire. 

Optimally, also it should have a multi';ire construction. The 

'curtai' rhombic consists of too or more wires per side and has the 

advantages of reducing the average single impec1ce and the termination 

loss, and in producing a more constant input imped&nce characteristic 

over a wide frequency band. This type of construction also reduces 

the precipitation static -..,,hen the antenna is used in its receiving mode. 

The Icurtaint  rhombic is used in the large majority of modern day - 

applications because of those advantages over the single wire rhombic.. 

In practice, the curtain rhombic will have an additional 2-3ciB of gain 

over the single wire case. 

Be this as it may, the equations used to define the radiation 

patterns for the rhombic antenna are all the same. In this investigation 

-I () O 
.L ç 3 

those used by CCIj in their mublicstion 	 Diagrams' vi].l be usoci. 
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These \iore published in J953 and the equation given -,,,,as incorrect by 

a nultiplicativo factor 01 1/(L)2. This was corrected by private 

communication octreon t'c author and C0I in l973°.  The corrected 

equation is 

F = I/(rL)2  .20v.I2  L 2 cOSySill 

(A2. 2.2) 

which reduces to 

F = Z110 	cos 2y 	2 L 11. sin2( 	(2sTh (2Hsin) 2 
K 	 K2  

(A2. 2.3) 

where F - the radiation intensity at i a in 

I - the transmitting current in amps (mo) 

L - length of one side of the rhombic in wavelengths 

y 	one half the interior side angle 

- the horizontal (azimuth) angle between a direction under 
consideration and the longer diagonal of the rhombic. 0 
is 0 at the centre of the main lobe and 180 at the centre 
of the back radiation. 

- the vertical angle (elevation) between a direction under 
consideration and the plane of the rhombic. 

H - height of the rhombic above a perfectly conducting  earth, 

1 - coo G --in( 	-4. 0) 

1 -- coo 9 sin( I - 0) 

This equation takes into account both the horizontal and vertical 

polarizations. It is based on the assumption of uniforn progressive 

waves and a terminating resistance at the forward end of the antenna 

equal to its characteristic impedance, The magnitude of the radiation 

pattern or po.ar gain may be obtained from equation (3.l.3) if the 

current I is Kno.;n. The value of the current can be computed from 

the radatmon resistance by 

I 
	

(d2. 2. L) 
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ViilrrC Pr is the po'.sn- 	ate J. An appro::i;te o::prcnsion for the 

radiation resisiano of an Lsolatod. rhoabic antenna vihich provides 

focal accuracy for sifs lengths greator than 2 is given by Lerrin19 

as 

Pr 	21.0 (log47T 1,)nin A + 0.577) 	 (A2.2.5) 

The exact equation for co:-,--outing the radiation resistance involving 

tabulated functions has also been evaluated by Lerv 	Cc' and confirrod 

and presented in a different form by Chancey °  

The floY chart for computer programue based on the above equation 

is given in figure (A2.2.7) and the prograrsee in Fortr& IV is given 

belou. Sari-)lc-,, printout from this programme is else given. In this 

programme the value of 600 ç is used for Pr if L is  less than 2 \ 

The final antenna of interest to this investigation is t 	log 

Periodic dinole array - a comparatives  'out veryimportant, so; comer 

to the field of ill radio communication. 

13 



Fiurc (A2.2.)_ Flow Chart for Rhombic PrjnmO 

START 

read data as follows. POWER - transmitter power 

AL -' side length of rhombic in wavelengths 

GAMMA - angle between minor axis and side (degrees) 

H - height of rhombic above ground (wavelengths) 

ABR - bearing of aerial E of North (degrees) 

BRTTOR 	bearing of transmitter to receiver (degrees) 

L
aluate the azimuth angle 

i = 1 ABR - BETTOR 1 

lif AL >2 evaluate radiation 

resistance by Lerwin' s formula 

I equation (3.4.5). If AL < 2 then 

Er = 600 

[valuate current a given 

in equation (3.4.4) 

Set elevation angle 9 = l 

[Evaluate K and K2 ir, equation (3.4.3) 1 



19G(b) 

Calculate F - the field 

intensity and PRINT 

Q < Gax 	 9max is fixed arbitrarily say 60 

F 

STOP 

Figure (A2,2,7) Flow Chart for Rhombic nie 
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A2.3 	The Log Periodic DjicArra/ 

On circuits operating over less than 4000 Km, the angle of 

elevation for the most favourable propagation path varies consider- 

ably according to t'ie distancc time of day and the other vagaries 

which affect HF communication. A mere flexible system than the 

rhombic antenna is thus advantageous. The required performance has 

been achieved in the past by use of a number of resonant arrays of 

dipoles to cover the necessary frequency range and with the aerial 

height chosen for maximum radiation in a particular direction. In the 

light of present day practice, the disadvantage of this system is 

that a considerable number of seperate aerials are necessary for complete 

coverage of the frequency spectrum. This results in a complex aerial 

switching and tuning arrangement with the transmitter. Ideally a 

single antenna is required which has wideband characteristics to 

suit the loading requirements and also with acceptable radiation 

characteristics. A solution has been found with the development of the 

LPDA. 

The LPDA consists of several connected structures an similar in 

the geometrical sense, and each bearing a constant scaling ratio to 

its neighbour. The geometry of this structure thus repeats itself 

periodically with the logarithm of the distance from the implied 

vertex. The performance of the aerial varies periodically with the 

logarithm of frequency. Provided that this variation in performance 

is small over one period, the aerial behaves as a wideband device. The 

LPDA is configured as shown in figure (A2.3.1). 

Operation of the LPDA is best discussed by considering the propa- 

gation of a wave along the feeder starting at the feed point, at a 

frequency at which the central dipoles are approximately resonant. 

The smallest dipoles introduce loading on the feeder by interfering 



FIG .(42.Z/ 
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destructively with one another to some extent and so radiate little 

energy. This is the transmission region of the array. Adjacent to this 

is the active region in which most of the radiation takes place. The 

reversal of the feeder between successive dipoles produces radiation 

in the backward direction and the current in the feeder decays rapidly. 

Finally there is the unexcited region, containing the largest dipoles 

which are excited neither by the feeder nor the radiated energy. Since 

the largest dipoles do not contribute to the radiated energy, the 

truncation of the log-periodic principle inherent in having an aerial 

of finite size is not fundamentally damaging. 

The number of active elements satisfying the resonant requirement 

for radiation at a given frequency depends upon the taper. The over-

all bandwidth of the array is set by the lengths of the shortest and 

longest elements. The gain of the array is also sot by these conditions 

since the active elements generate the components which combine to 

produce the resultant field. Noreover1  since the input power is not 

necessarily divided up equally between these elements, and since their 

mutual coupling is great (due to their close proximity) it is a very 

complex problem to evaluate theoretically the gain and directivity 

of the LPDA. It is thus normal practice to investigate the character-

istics of a small scale model experimentally at the appropriate higher 

frequency, before building the full scale array. 

An LPDA designed for HF communication should operate from L 

to 27.5MHz and have as high a gain as is economically possible. The 

elements are normally made of wire due to the large physical size of 

these arrays. Simple dipoles with high q?s  and narrow bandwidths are 

thus unsuitable for HP LPDAts. It is preferable to use wideband folded 

composite dipoles in order to keep the total number of elements as 

small as possible for a required gain and given overall bandwidth. 
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The narrower the response of an individual radiator, the more 

gradual will be the taper. 

A typical array of 47  composite folded dipoles is shown in 

figure (A2.3.2)
21  

The Polar diagram (in the vertical plane) shown 

in figure (A2.3.3)
21  
 is kept corstant over the required frequency 

range by successively increasing the height of a radiator above the 

ground according to its resonant length, thereby keeping the electrical 

height (in wavelengths) constant along the array. 

A uniform taper of the element length gives a uniform gain, with 

respect to frequency of 15dB  compared to the isotrepic radiator 	The 

main bearnwidth in the azimuthal plane is 1+8°  measured at the 3dB points. 

The side and back lobe level is on average 22dB down on the main lobe 

over the frequency range. This figure depends heavily upon the matching 

between the feeder and radiating elements; the better the match, the 

lower is the radiation from the feeder and consequently the smaller 

is the sidelobe level. 

- The mathematical analysis of the LPDA is complex which makes manual 

solution a very long and tedious operation. I-lost rodern-day analyses 

are computer-based and require large amounts of space and time on the 

computer. 

- 	 22 Initial studies were carried out by Du Hamel and Isbell and 

Isbell 23 in 1957 and 1960 respectively. Also in 1960 Carrell 24 

produced the first fully comprehensive mathematical analysis and design 

which has served as a guide to all analyses since then. This analysis 

took into account the mutual coupling between dipole elements and 

presented a step-by-step procedure for the design of an LPDA for 

a wide range of input impedances, gains, bandwidths and sizes, with 

the facility to varying voltages and currents at the input terminals of 

the elements and any feed line section. Based on this analysis and 
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his own work, C.E Smith produced a handbook 25  for the design of 

LPDAs. Later workers 26 '27 '26 have found however that considerable 

differences exist between the theory of Carrell and Smith and practical 

loperiodic antennas. For example, gain degradations ranging from 

2 to3dB, as well as strong deformations of the radiation patterns and 

Of the VSVIP have been found in practice. The need for more accurate 

design procedure, particularly of large high power HF antennas with 

high impedoce feed lines appeared obvious, 

The main criticism of Carrell's analysis was his use of sinusoidal 

current distribution in the dipoles. Although in a single dipole antenna 

the sinusoidal distribution has a negligible effect on the gain 

COmpatation the siation may be substantially different in the 

LPDA., where many dipoles contribute to the radiation field and where 

amplitude and phase of currents at the dipole inputs depend on the true 

impedqnces presented to the feed line and on the mutual impedcuice. 

With this in mind, King, Cheong and other workers 26,29,30,31  

developed a new current distribution obtained by summing only three 

sinusoidal terms. This gives accurate results when 2h/a >> 1, where 

h is the half length of the dipole and 'a' is its radius, the ratio 

h/a is constant for the dipoles used in LPDA. 

The current distribution used recently may be written as, for 

the n 
th

dipole of an LPDA, 

In( Z-) = IAn sin 	- (z)0 + IBn (cos 2  - cosf3h) + Icn (cos 2  - cosh) 

(A2,3.1) 

where 	is the phase propagation constant and the n th  dipole is assumed 

to be oriented along the z-axis of the xyz coordinate system. Using 

this equation and the fact that the vector potential, A zn, on the 

th dipole may also be expressed as a function of two sinusoidal terms 
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of amplitude Aln and A2ri, the integral equation vhich relates In( z) on 

the various dipoles and Lan(z), is transferred in a set of algebraic 

equations. For example, one may equate the Azn values to the values 

of the integral exprssion at four different values of z. The unknowns 

are the current amplitudes IAn, IBn and ICn and the amplitude of Am 

of the first term of Azn; the amplitude of Azn of the second term may 

be found as a function of the voltage Vo at the input. 

This procedure allows the transformation of the system of N integral 

equations, which has to be solved in this case, into a system of /+N 

algebraic equations with LfN unknown variables. (cf ref; 26) 

The method for evaluating the current distribution above is an 

application of the method of moments described by Harrington in 196632  

and 1967 	It in effect produces a more accurate impedance matrix 

for the LPDA elements than did Carrell's analysis. Besides this, the 

current distribution as a sum of three sinusoidal terms, produced 

even more accuracy. 

As seen above, the mathematics is fairly complex and so most of 

the methods are set up on digital computers. The Drogrammes however 

are large and time consuming because of the number of equations to 

be solved. Recently however a new method of solution has been 

suggested 34- 
 by Sinnott which uses the perioc1.ity of the LPDA to enable 

an iteritive matrix solution of the equations when dealing with many 

frequencies. 

Because of the large amounts of computer space and time, it did 

not appear justifiable to incorporate a full programme for I.PDA analysis 

in this investigatio1. However a programme was written which produced 

an analysis of the LPDA using the method of moments to find the 

impedance matrix of the LPDA, and then used CarrelPs method to find 

the current distribution on the elements. This in effect produced an 
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analysis similar in typ to the more accurate methods described above. 

As expected -iovJever the pr mmmc was very expensive on computer 

space and time and it was finally decided to uec published figures 

for LFDA gain and otier relevant parameters as the 1eed arose. The 

The programme is given below. 
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I'AF ( NC 1)1 ,\ 	0C [CN, N0'\RRAY , N0.TPA Ci:) 

[R.C.C. FrpTRAr. COPILEk RELEASE 5 VERSION 4 041E0 15/0 2 / 7 4 

1. IS PROC'A 	PRODUCES AN AUP LY SI S OF TPE Lo;—PJ 100 IC 

DIPOLE ANTENNA USING THE METHOD OF WETS 10 FIND 
THE inPEDANCE NATPIX OF THE ANTENNA.CF AFRING1ON. 
IT THEN USES CAP2FL'S METHOD FCC FI!1Iji1 TE CCC. 
DI STP I BUT I  CU: ON THE F LEN ENTS , AND OTHER PARAE1 ECS 
OF INTEREST.ALSO INCCFPORATEU IS A MULTIPLE FREUJENCY 
OPTION DUE 10 SI'NflT;AND THE HOLE ANALYSIS IS DONE IN 
DOUBLE PRECISuN ARITHMETIC FOR NAXIIUYI PCCLIPAY, 

PARA"ETERS JSED IN THIS PROGRAM ARE:- 

- ARRAYS 	 - 

A,E----EI5TS,RA,II,ISTANCES 
)Y'WIC ARRAYS ror Ir!1ER1EDIATE 
VALUES IN •WENT ANALYSTS. 

PHI — ----------- !OLDS or 	IC VALUES OF IMPEDANCE 
ELEMENTS I' 10EN1 ANALYSIS, 

ZI 'P--- 	-- 	—IPE)ANCE .ATJX OF ELE"ENTS FOR 
ANY GIVEN FREQUENCY. 

FEEDAD ------- D•ITTANCE IATRJX OF THE FEED LINE 
10 THE ATM. 

VFEEz --------- T:!E VALUE OF 'IATRIX T IN CARREL'S 
A N 1 L V S IS 

ENr'P ......... IoJT CURENT ':ATRIX OF CCiLU'N 
I U C 

FLArp --------- WDENT DISTRIBUTION MATRIX FOR 
ANTENNA. 
'IJL'FA (:E DITRIF.UrION NATFIX FuR 
AN1 ENN -\. 

KSP,KSPC.--.DYA.IC MKING ARRAYS TO HC'Lrj 
VALUES MAKING UP LAP.GEP EXPS 
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S 	C 

	

9 	C 
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1? 
13 

	

14 	C 

	

15 	C 

	

16 	C 

	

17 	C 

	

13 	C 

	

IQ 	C 

	

20 	r 
(.1 

	

2? 	C 

	

23 	C 

	

-,, 	
L 

	

25 	C 

	

2'.' 	C 
27 

	

25 	C 

	

20 	C 

	

31 	C 

	

31 	C 

	

3? 	C 
r 

	

34 	C 



-/5 c (b) 
C 3 1i 12 	------- VALUES 	OF 	L['GFHS 	ON 	ELEMENT 	I 	BEING 

37 C COS1Pf PD 	ji 	.OMENT 	ANALYSIS. 
C Vt LUES 	FLEFNT 	V, 

39 C DLI,DLY ------ 	Cfl!1AII! 	VALUSiJi 	OPERATIONS 	CM 	II 	VALUES. 
47 !SO-----'Y':A'jC 	VAPS 	11  	VA1.UES 	OF 	3  
41 C NMU. E  P----------'U 	AID 	[PSI L 	CONSTANTS 	OF 	PROPAGAI 10 N 
42 C N El) J UN 
43 C EOY.PNE - - - -• - - - 	R7PAGAiI0N 	COJSTANT. 
44 C P1 ----------3.141593 
45 C SI 0---- --------- sp, C 	: 	FACTMP 	FOR 	ANTENNA. 
L 6 C TA'J - - - - - - - - - - - S C 	LE 	AC TOR 	FOR 	ANTENNP 
47 'C jA F1\C-- - ' -- - - - - HAl In 	OF 	F LEMENT 	iiE I GHTT U 	PAD I US. 
43 C FR - - - - - - - - - - - - FrEQUE'CY 	cii 	OPERATION, 
49 C Y 	-------------CHAACTERj3TIC 	IPMITTA!CE 	OF 	ANTENNA. 
5CC x , Y- ------.----- VALUES 	OF 	ZERO 	AND 	ONE 	FOR 	GENERAL 	USE. 
51 C CP1 	1 • 	.3------ CO!'DLEX 	COSTANTS 	FOR 	GEE RA L 	!SE 
5? CC:PLX - - - - -- - - - COPLEX 	OPER \TOD 	I N 	DOU'3 LL 	PRE C 	MATHS 
51 C N- - - - - - - - - - - - - MU'YER 	OF 	ELEMENTS 	ON 	ANTENNA. 
54 C ----------------- ELFENT 	AT 	OUCH 	ANALYSIS 	OEç'I III S, 
55 C Y -------------[0. 	N 	FOP 	FIRST 	FREQUENCY 	AND 	THEREAFTER 
56 C cc 	. 	1 	CI. 	S1NNO1'S 	PAPEP. 

 C Y -  ------ - - - - - - - NOOF 	FREOJEICILS 	AT 	WHICH 	AN1ENNA 	IS 	TO 
C BE 	ANALYSED. 

59 C 1 1  ( N) - - - - - - - - - - VALUE 	OF 	SMALLEST 	E LEMENT 	OF 	ANTENNA 
C I P 	, 1 P0-----------NUII[3EP 	OF 	SEGMENTS 	EACH 	HAL F 	I LEIENT 	IS 

61 C DIVIDED 	INTO 	FOR 	NOMENT 	ANALYSIS, 
 c 

C SJJOROUTIES 	USED:- 
64 • 
65 C F I FU!C --------THIS 	ROUT I ME 	EVALUATES 	THE 	VALUES 	TO 	BE 
66 C - 	 USFO 	IN 	TIlE 	PRAY 	PHI 
67 C YFEED - - -- - - - - - - TIIS 	EVALUATES 	THE 	ADMIT1 ANCE 	MATRIX 	OF 

C THE 	FEED 	LINE 
C UZIYF - ---------TdIS 	EVALUATES 	THE 	MATRIx 	1 	OF 	CARREL'S 
C ANALYSIS. 

71 C FOL.ADF - - - - - - - - SOLVES 	THE 	SIN'JLIANEOUS 	ENMS. 
72 C KO:-WT 	= 	1 	CALLS 	N?ITE,KOuNr 	= 	0 	CALLS 	LRDFI. 
7 C K 	= 	OTHER 	SUPRESSES 	.;B1VE 	ROUTINES, 
74 C 
75 RAL* 	d(12),A(1,o(12,?),S?(36),Rdij,35O, 
76 I2,HY1,V2,:1I,DLK,Z(5),R'(5),FR, 
77 >YC .30;, RI, 	;MJ, [P1  51G. TAO, Fc\FAC ,(NE , X , 
73 C 
7 -coPLEX*1. 

>F 	(1? '1?), L'FEFZ (36, 3) 	CRT  '1 , CRT'2 ,C 	TM3 , ENA'IP(36, 1) 
81 >EL,AIIP(3f-, I) 	ELVOL(36, 1) 
82 C 
83 PEA!),,,' 	V ,';Y, KOUT 
84 , - (N) ,1 A F A C , iA'), SI S • I P -i, I  P0, FR • Y  
85 C 
85 0.) 
87 V 

= 	BC•PLX(X,Y) 
r°?r 	-/('( 	) L 	L 	• 

90 cR3 	CC'PLX(x,x) 
91 O 	ICJ 
52 P1 	,1 1 5 2 3 

C 
97 - 	DO 	5 	1 	= 	1,:7 
9 5 	r11 yp( 	.1) 
97 / 	FNAMP( (''A-?) .1) 	CFTH2 

- 



( c ) 
P:OGF'Ai Is T)W IJT1i.LIsi:r), 

DO 10 1 
I F (I . L 1) • M ) y) TO iC 
h ( 	l ) 	(1) * TAU 

(I)/.1'AC 
I 

- 
F, C) 20 11 ,NI 

1+2 
DO 20 K = 

+ 
20 	(K, I) = D(I ,K) 

C 
11 	IPJ + 1 
JK 	IPO + 1 

C 
C 	H1EGITS. OF ELHETS AND HITANCES BETVIEN THEI! NOW EV'\LUATF 

C 
DO 400 If 	10Y 

uR1Tr(2,'ooO) FR 
DOM 	2. * P1 *f:R/3)W, 

C 
DO 40 I 	11  

3 
pO'40 K = 
LC 	3 * (K-i) 
RHO 	B(I,K) 

RHO ** 2 

oo 40 LI = 1,11 
L 	LR 4.  L  
IF(LI.EO.I1) GO TO 40 
u 1 ..t( I) * (LI-l.)/IPJ 

I2 	9(1) * LI/IPJ 
Dii 	(UI? 	11 )12.  

C 
DO 40 LK 	1,1K 
KK = IC + 1K 
U(LK.EQ.IK) GO 1040 

LKi.)/IP0 

2 	9(K) * LK/IP 
V K 	(UK? -K  )12. 

7(1) 	(UK1 	H 11 	- DL 	DLI) 

Z(2) 	(K1-I1) 
7(3) = ( o -'2--l2) 
7(4) 	(K1-I2) 

Z(S) 	(2-Ii) 

oo 3C I 	1,5 
3, p'(r) 	(S.) + 

C'LL FIFUC (Z,P•,O,DL1 ,5.PHi ,FR,O,VI) 

C.  
KSPC() 

(PHI (?)I (4)-PI (5))! (rEEP) 

4K5PC(3) 	KSPC(1) 	-YsPC(2) 

L 

:KSPC( 5) 	C'T1 
7.1 P(iiLL) 	ZJr(LL,KK) 

r •-r 	I 



i.67 CALL 'F 	L0 (FFEFA,D,N,yc,c,rOH,CR1H1,CRTH2) 

1 ( CALL U7 I '(C (2 IMP, FL E)I\) , 	,I P 	, I PO 	H FL [2, C 	Ti 

C 
IL 

171 111 	1 

i72 C2 L L 	10/. A : 	F ( U F 	, :.iij , [Niu.P , HO, HO, I Fl 	E LA'P 	MO, 	K S P 	IL) 

173 C 
174 II ( KOW f 	IL 	) 	GE; 	TO 	95 

175 CALL 	L P O F 1(0 	E , 	PM, P I 	BO; 	, HO 	H, j PJ ,H , 	, [LAMP) 

i 76 25 CPTJ 	YE 

'17? IF ( 	0T 	I 	1) 	C 	LL 	HP lIP (fl , N, Z 	HP 	Jr I, I P) 

C 

17'? DO 	200 	I  

180 !LVOL(IP:1) 	CRTH3 

181 DO 	100 	IC 	1 ,HO 

182 100 FL\'OL(IP,l) 	ZIp(IR,IC)*EL1P(IC,l) 	+ 	ELVOL(JR,1) 
o 

C 
134 20' .;M i  T 	(0,3000) 	E Lvn L (I N 	1) , r LAP  

i5 c 
186 N0—IPJ 
187W CD 	300 	I 	1  

rl  O 	30 	K 	1 ,MX 

30C 21 HP ((HI D+ j PJ ) , ( 	+ I P 	) ) 	= 	1 	r (:110 	K) 

16'1 H? 	FP/TiU 

192 AOL My 	1 

C 
30! P0i1AT(' 	',2r17 	A,21 1?.4) 

4.0' 10.AT( 	'OPEhATIIG 	F R 	 ?,?) 

i95 C 
197 STOP 

'1 	 SU$ROUT 1;E F I FUNC (Y • PHD, ROY, ALPHA, N, U I • UP, DO ,Pi 

2 C 
3 HlS 	LBRPUTT'IE 	EVALUATES 	THE 	Pi1Y1,H) 	1Hr,C 	i0 	OF 

4 C HANP.I:iOH 'S 	ET 	DD 	OF 	ICHEHIS 	ALYSIS, GT  

5 C 
6 PEAL* 	Y 	0 	Poo,A1PA,oKSP( 2 C) ,DCOS,DSIN, 

7 >LOG,').PI,F 

5 c 
COHPLEX*i6 	3CLR,FIED,FIE(N),)C 	P L X 

10 C 
11 IF(R1YE(10.*ALpHP)) 	O 	T 0 	2 0 0 

1? C 
13 CTHE FJLLC.1ING 	SECTION 	GIVES 	;CCuRACY 	OF 	ETT.EP 	THA1 	1 

14 C FO 	LESS 	THAN 	10*ALP - A. 

15 C 
16 HKSP(?) 	2. 	ALPHA 

1? HK5P(5) 	= 	E, 	* 	P1 
'4K5pc1c) 	- 

DO 	1:): 	1 	1 • H 
21 IF(Y(I).L1.O,) 	Y 	) 	.Y(I) 

22 NKS IF' (14) 	(1) 	+ 	ALOHA 
'.K5(i3) 	Y(1) 	ALPHA 

75  

26 ,, Iç'3P (ii) 	( 	P 	15 	 13)2) 	.5 

23 MFS ° (2)  

'3 N ( 	) 	'.•! 1. N P (1 3)  

: 



.K;flC1) 
(c)) 

3:' > 
C 

35 ',KSr(i 

37 C 

C 

> ?ESP () ) 	( ü<::o (J) k* 	) *LSP (1))) 
42 C 
43 E3P(7)  
4 1t > 
45 > 
46 C 
47 FJCD 	= 	E)CtPLX(r:Fsp(() ) 1 YK5P(7) ) 

100 	VIEW . = N01 	* 	FIEr) 
41  c 
5) RETUP.. 

c 
52 C TU[ 	FOLLi)'U1G SECTION 	GIVES 	ACCURACY 	OF 	FETTER 	THAN 	1 
53 C FOR 	(SMD cPEATEr 	THAN 	TE4 	T!'IES 	ALPHA, 
54 C 
59 20 	',ESP(20) = 	00 	* 	ALPHA 
56 00 	300 	I = 	1,N 
57 SP(19) = 	ALPiA/p9(1) 

K5P(13) 

iKSP(1Q)*3 

'S P (16) = 	E SP (1 3) **2 
51 .0 
6? 4 KS1'(15) 

;K3P(1/,) 
64 C 
65 KSP(13) (3. 	.30,*WKSp(15) 	4 	35.'sp(14)• 

I:sP(12) (3.KSP(15) 	.', l • ) 
f:? :'Sr(l 1) 1./6. 
61 C 

= 
70 > (0. 025*,?ESP (15) *JKSP (13)) 
71 rSP(2) 	= 
72 > (0.025KSp(17)*.00 c13n 

= 
74 > (1.O12.*..;:SP(i5)415,*KSP(i4))) 
75 P5P(4) 	= 0,1*sp(11 )*KSr(iQ)*3.JKSp(15).5.*Sp(14) 
76 P(5) 	= 1.05*SP(11)*.,Ksr14) 
77 C 
7'S 'ISP(6) 	= 4PrP(I) 
79  

31 SOLR 	DC 7 Lx(C..S(KsP(7))#.,r)s1N(wKsp(7))) 
32 OLR 
53 M D (b) = WKSP(l) 	+ 	C ( !KS 	' (2:) **2 ) * 	Sc' (3)) 	+ 	C WSP (5) * 

= ( 	P(?) *'Sp (2) 	+ 	(KSP(4 ) *sp (2C*3) 
35 C 
Ml FI) 
33 C 
so 3F0 	FIECI) 30L* 	FlED 
9) C 
91 
9? 

I 	 / 	7AJ1jp 
:' 



'I 

19 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

2'? 
c r 
31 
32 
77 
-, - 

, I 

35  

36 

C 	Ti'IS 	1 EUTINE t:VALUAIES THE RDH 4 iiANCE NA1PIX 	 (f) 
C 	CF iN TtSHISSIMH FEEl) LINE FOR THE  LPD CASE. 
C 

P l.A LS E ' 1  YO , Y I , iC OTAN NS IN, H (N N) , fl 
C 

CO.PLEX*16 CT1,CPT2P. OINF(N,N) 
(, 

- 1 
C 
C 	.'E f:ON' NITILISc THE IT;JX TO 7ER0 
C 

DO 10  
10 	AD1[IF (I, K) 	C R T 2 

C 
C 	NE NON FILL THE 	Ppl 	OF THE MATRIX NITH 
C 	uS VALUES ODTAIE[) FkOn T1A NS;  JSSIOJ LINE THEORY. 
C 

EL.:: YO * DCO FAN (E3D* 1)(1,2)) 
ADJNF(1 , ) 	YT— CRT1*L:LN 
EL' 	y-( * DCOTAN(EO*D(M,N)) 
AD I NI C N ,N) = 	CNT1 *ELM 
C LN 	y C * (1 .1 N SI N (P, o*r (1 , 2))) 
ADINF(1,2) ='CNTl*ELM 
ADINF(?,1) = ADINF(1,2) 

C 
00 20 1 c = 2,M 
ELI:: Y(1/DSJH(RoD(Ic,(Ic+1)))) 
AD j NK (IC, (1 c+1 ) ) 	—CPT1 *.ELN 
1 DIN F ((IC +1) IC) 	4D I H F (IC • (1 C 41)) 
EL 	YO*(DCOTiJ.(30*0(( Ic—i), 1C)+DC 0 TAN(B0*D(IC, (I c+1 ))) ) ) 

2)ADINF(IC,1C) =pT1*EL'l 
RE r(J( 
E 1 D 

SU3R0UTINE UZJYF(7,Y,N,, IPR, IPC,IJZYF,X) 
C 
C 	THIS $iiCflUT 1 HE EVALLIATES THE PRODUCT OF 
C 	THE iD' I TT.ANCE A!D THE C LENE:':T 1 NPEDANC E 
C 	11'10ESD THE':ADHS THE RESULT TO THE UNIT 
C 	.ATRI..TNIS PROCFNUE GIVES THE MATRIX T OF 
C 	CAR'EL' S ANALYSIS  IS OF THE LPDA. 
r 	 - 

CC PLEX*1 	X, V (N N) , 2("l, ) ,UZY F (i, M) 
C 

= 
DO 20 1 	1,H 
11 

Ki 	(1 1 ) / I PR 
K1+1 

K3 	K?+1 
- rJ c_ )  

IF(I.OT.IP) 3J 10 iCC 
UZI F C 	 Y (1 	) Z (I K) 4 -' (1 2) 	(1K) 

O TO ?2 
IF(I.LF.---) ;JT?O 

Z 	, K) + Y 	C. 11) * (12 • K) 
( TO 2 

2 	Z Y F 	K 	y(2,K1)*z(I2,K) + 
+ y (K? • 3 ) *2(11 , ) 

?OIF(I.Eo.K) UZYF(i,K) 	UZYF(I,K) +X 
/ PETUPN 

CNN 
¼ 

1 

7 

4 
5 

7 

C) 

11 
1. 
13 
14 
15 
1 i 
17 

1 
2 
71 

L I.. 

26 
25 
2 ' 
27 
2 ' 



(g) 

I sU.PflcTI/[ 
c -  c 

y , ;EG A 	PU, P T 	TH PTA, PHI 	RD NS , Si , Z I 
>H(n)E) , [L;(::.:P, 	:r) • ARG,ARC1 	IM7J , (F7I 	EHZJ , DSIN 
>['COSP(H) 

6 
7 cO:PLL::*( 

>FJaLD,rA:P(T)E,1),Uc1pLx 
(.) 

IUEGER 	11  
11 C 
12 RPHS 	57129573 
13 P1ST 	1000. 
14 JOL 	r') 	4 	I 
15 x 	= 
16 y 	1.0 
17 CF 	i)CMPLX(.,y) 
13 Cs 	PC'PLX(X,X) 
19 C 	H 	(C FOEG\*pHU) / (/ 	*pI) 
23 iRi 	= 	00*01ST 
21 FY01 
22 C 
23 CO 	30 	ITH 	= 	1 ,1U1 	10 
2/ THETA 	= 	(iTH1 . )/PDMS 
25 cP(1) 	DSIH(TiECA) 
26 (2) 	DcOs(rtETA)*Bo 
27 0 	30 	10/1 	1,131,10 
23 PHI 	= 	( IPH—i 	) /PDHS 

1P (3) 	c;o (1) *DCOS (PHI) 
3D so:? 	Cs 
31 c 
32 00 	20 	I 	= 	1 	!0E 
33 10 	(NOE 	-. 	j) 	+ 
34 JA3 	pj*J0 
35 iA2 	1A3 	- 	1 
36 IA1 	1t2 	- 	1 
37 51 	€LS(0E,1E3):R(3) 
33 \RG 	SI*0 
30  EX?? 	DC:PLX(DC0S(ARG,ES1(AR 
41 .R(4) 
41 SL';1 	CS 
42 C 
43 CO 	10 	IDE 	= 	1,IDL 

71 
45 ARC 	?IR(2) 
66 EXD3 
47 .;p(5) 

43 E'z1 
EFZI 

53 EHZI 	OCOS( 	(5)/?. )•DCDS(wS()I2. ) 
51 AYO 	E , Z I 	EP (1 Al 	1) 	r p7 I*A 'p (112, 1) +EIIZ I  
52 IF(IDE.C7.1) 	1P=?.*:* 

c 
54 iD SU:.1 	SU'll 	+ 	(A;*ExP3.(1)) 
55 20 S'i 	2 	SU'2 	+ 	(5c1 -EYP2) 

C 
5? Fl LLE 	c3*ExP1 *s I,? 

RI1( 10,1D)) 	1Ti,ti'H,F!ELD 
5° 30 C21- 1.c1 C 
'53 i 	oo ro:/,1 (' 	' 	iu: i A 	13, 	o1 i i 	, 13 	'Fl  F 	, ?D1 0 • 3) 
'51 C 
62 , 



1 s. 	ci 	;. r 	•: 	iiE 	( , 	. 	, I\R 	, 	ii 	lo) 
C 

3 C THIS 	POUTINE 	WILL PRINT 	uUTT HE 	CALCULIYIEO 	VALE 
I, c OF 	Or 	1:Pn;CF AID 	1DMIT1ANCE 	MATRICES 	FOR  
5 C 1111: 	L—R17!'1C r; J;QIE 	AHAY 	t..iE!i 	CJ\LLFD 
() C 
7 CO 	P LI. 	' 	I ( 	i; 	I (, ') 

C 
D 	10 	1 	= 

1') 
 

LR 	3* (1 -1 
11 00 	10 	K 
1? LC 	= 	3*( r(.-.) 

13 WRITE (7,1 D0) 	1, K 

14 DO 	10 	Li 	0 	1 , I 
15 10 jTE(7,2000) 	(APPAY((LR+Li), (LC+LK)),L1,IPQ) 

C 
17 1003 F OdAT  ( ' 	' , ? 	4) 
10 2000 FO!YIAI(' 	',3010.3,31)10.3) 
10 R p T U p 
2) ENI 

COP L+G !-" 4  LC,'.O0ATi.tS'i''fl . 	 ' ('744+ 34+ 4 0 8f 96f 47480= 62216 PITI 

COPI LA'TIUr I  SUCCESSFUL 

(h) 

r:CC I4 75 E''S* 
*:CC 14_.75  E 

,**:CC —75 r 
**rCC 

1..75 E',1 S** 

	

***.rCC 	 AC** 

	

E.CC 	-E' ;5*** 

*•kCrCC 4-1 
/ 

El E'JCI W 	Y 	J 	CO3S E LEC_.E':G.-2'i1 2" 

ELEVIV W.J'.00CS ELECEG—'12C 
ELE'U1 JCOS ENE 

EL'/ 7 1 w,V,J A COqS CLFCG-7'1 7° 

El 	E\'1 w I .J.'.001S ELEC—ENG—RWO Mr,  

ELFV01 w.P.JAC°:S ELFC—Er.c.r120 
W,W,JC03S ELECEG-120 

iLrv1 W 1 ,dAC0S Hr. 
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Processor 

The application of Surface Acoustic Wave 

(SAW) technology to Doppler Signal 
processing permits the realisation of real time 
spectral analysis. The parameters of SAW 
filters however limit spectral resolution to 
around 20 KHz. This limitation can be 
overcome by interfacing the SAW processor 
with an analogue time compression store 
which converts data from an input rate related 
to the Doppler bandwidth to an output rate 
compatible with SAW processing. 	 --.. 

This form of compressed time spectral analysis 
is particularly suited to radar signal processing 
where the required resolution is tens to 
hundreds of Hz. Also the processing gain 
associated with pulse compression assists 
detection and analysis of coherent Doppler 
signals immersed in noise. In order to realise 
the full potential of this technique it is 
essential to optimise the system resolution 
and provide maximum suppression of spurious 

signals. This paper describes in detail the 
design and implementation of a SAW 
Spectrum Analyser. 



S.A.W. SPECTRUM ANALYSER FOR USE 

IN A DOPPLER PROCESSOR 

by: 	W.W. JACOBS, M.B.N. BUTLER, G.A. ARMSTRONG 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In Doppler signal processing, the realisation of filter banks for 

measurement of target velocities at all ranges is difficult with either 

analogue circuitry or an equivalent digital Fourier Transformer. 	The 

advent of surface acoustic wave technology (1) permits the application 

of pulse compression techniques to fast spectral analysis (2) . 	The 

parameters of S.A.W. fi3ters, however, limit spectral resolution to 

approximately 20KHz. 	These disadvantages can he removed by interfacing 

an S.A.W. spectrum analyser with a C.C.D. analogue data store to accept 

data at a rate dictated by the Dcppir bandwidth, but outnuting it in a 

time scale compatible with the surface wave processing. 	This technique 

of variable spectral resolution dependent on C.C.D. storage time was first 

described by Roberts (3) and is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 	Discrete 

samples of bipolar video corresponding to a particular range bin are 

clocked, into a C.C.D. register at a rate determinod by the radar p.r.f. 

Following acquisition of a burst of data, each sample is shifted to free the 

input re3ister for the next data sample. 	Segmenting the video signals 

in this way is a conceptually simple process if the data store is structured 

as a rectangular matrix of cells with orthogonal read and write directions. 

Fast read-out is achieved by suitably arranging the output clock frequency 

to be a factor of up to 1000 greater than the input clock frequency. 

This form of compressed time spectial analysis is particularly attractive 

for radar signal processing where the required resolution is tens to hundreds 

of Hz. 	Fast processing allows the channels to be analysed sequentially 

using surface wave technology while data ordering can be incorporated in the 



design of the C.C.D. 	In addition, the processing gain ascciated with puls€ 

compression permits detection and analysis of coherent Doppler signals imrners 

in noise. 	In order to realise the full potential of this type of 

equipment, it is essential that thq surface wave spectrum analyser 

should be designed to give optimum overall syE:tom performance in 

respect of resolution and suppression of spurious signals. 	This 

paper describes in detail the design and implementation of such a 

unit. 

2. CHIRP TRANSFORM 

The chirp transform is a signal processing algorithm which can 

perform Fourier Transformation :n real time. 	It relies on structuring 

the conventional Fourier transform as two complex multiplications 

separated by a convolution stage as shown in Fig. 2. 	The output of a 

2 
linear FM filter with baseband phase response exp (jpt /2) can be 

written as 

P(T) 	JP  (t) expjp (t-T)/2 	 (1) 

wiiare p(t) is the input signal and p is the dispersive slope. 

If the conventional Fourier transform is given by 

R() = 	j r(t) exp (-jet) dt 	 (2) 

and both input and output signals are multiplied by chirps so that 

2 
p(t) = 	r(t) exp (-jpt /2) 	 (3) 

2 
and R() = 	P() exp (-jpT /2) 	 (4) 

then the final output can be written as 

R(PT) = J r(t) exp 	-j (PT)tl 

where the transform variable e = pT 

The / cont... 



The system time handwit.1i product can be deduced from the condition 

that the bandwidth, B2, of chirp filter C2, must be greater than 

or equal to the bandwidth, B1 of the filter C11plus the maximum 

siqnal 	
S 

bandwidth B so that 
-  

pT1 = B + pT2 	 (6) 

where T1, T9  are the lengths of the impulse responses of the two 

chirp filters C1, C2. 

If the inpuL signal time duration is equal to T1, then from ( 

T2  = 2T1 
	 (7) 

and hence 

T2ts2  = 	4T1B1  

Thu finite input signal duration limits the resolution of the 

analyser to l/T1. 	For a single frequency input, the output of the 

analyser is a pulse defined by the function sinc f(VT) T1 which 

has a 4dB width of l/T1  but introduces unwanted sidelobes 13dB down 

frcm the main peak. 	These sidelobes can be reduced at the expense 

of frequency resolution by specLral weighting as in conventional pulse 

compression radar (4) . 	There are a number of possible ways in which 

weighting can be applied: 

Integral 2mplitude weighting in the S.A.W. delay line (1). 

Frequency filtering of Lhe output display after post-

multiplication. 

;\mpltude weighting of the input data using a digitally 

synthesized weighting function prior to multiplication by 

chirp C. 

Integral / cent... 



Integral amplitude weighting is only possible in the premultiplying 

chirp delay line C1 , since in C2  different sections of the delay line are 

activated by chirps corresponding to different input frequencies. 

It was, however, not possible to find a mixer with sufficient linearity 

to sustain up to 40dB dynamic range of the input data on the R port, while 

still providing up to 20dB on the L port, for amplitude weighting of 

the chirp waveform. 	On the other hand, controlled frequency filtering 

of the output would require the use of a multi-element discrete LC filter 

or else a custom designed S.A.W. bandpass filter. 	While this approach 

is distinctly possible, it was decided to provide time domain modulation 

at the input, as this Aas considered to give a simpler implementation of 

the required effect. 	The input signal is multiplied by a digitally 

synthesized weighting function using analogue multipliers. 	The weighting 

function is stored as digital data in a read-only memory. 	The output from 

the memory is synchronised to the input signal by an appropriate timing pulse 

and converted to the required function by a D to A converter. 	The use of 

analogue multipliers permits the modulation of the input waveform to be 

performed at baseband, greatly enhancing the linearity of this operation. 

Fine adjustments of the compressed pulse shape can be made by altering the 

amplitude weighting using the multiplier bias circuits. 	This gives electroni 

adjustable pulse shaping with a possible trade-off between resolution and 

sidelobe level. 	When integral spectral weighting is employed in an S.A.W. 

filter, it is not possible to adjust the output pulse shape to the same extent 

3. 	SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A block diagram of the spectrum analyser module is shown in Fig. 3(a). 

The system consists of four main sections. 



Input signal processor 

Chirp generator circuitry 

Compressor and detector 

Timing and control circuitry 

Sections (a) and (b) feed the R and L ports of mixer M3 respectively 

while section (c) is fed by the X port of this mixer. 	Section (d) 

provides synchronisation of sections (a) and (b) 

3.1 	S.A.W. Device Design 

The system is designed to process and display the line spectrum of 

251jsec. baseband data samples from a C.C.D. store with a spectral 

resolution of better than 60KHz. 	The frequency range covered 

is 0 to + 2MHz. 	Hence the S.A.W. delay lines are designed to have 

the following specification: 

Time Duration 	Bandwidth 
	

Centre Frequency 

Cl 	 25psec. 	 4MHz 
	

2 2MHz 

C2 	 50psec. 	 8MHz 	 32MHz 

The time duration of Cj is determined by the length of each 

data sample. 	The design of C2 is determined by the requirement 

for a dispersive slope equal to that of C1, while its bandwidth must 

be capable of accommodating the bandwidth of C1  plus the maximum range 

of Doppler signals, i.e. 8MHz. 	The choice of chirp I.F's are only 

limited by the constraint their sum must equal the local oscillator 

I.F, i.e. 54MHz, while the fractional bandwidth of each device should 

not exceed approximately 30%. 



Surface wave filters were designed using the interdigital transducer 

technology where the dispersion is determined by placement of 

interleaved metal fingers. 	The design principles for this type of 

S.A.W. filter are well established (5) but particular care was taken 

to using a split-electrode geometry (6) to reduce acoustic reflections 

at finger edges, and to compensate the electrode overlaps for acoustic 

diffraction (7) . 	The substrate material used was ST-X cut quartz, 

and in order to obtain 50ijsec. dispersive delay, a 200mm substrate was 

required. 

4. 	SYSTEM OPERATION 

The system has two modes of operation - the 'I' mode and the I + Q' mode. 

4.1 	'I' Mode 

In this mode, the system analyses only the in-phase component, while 

in the latter it operates on a combination of both in-phase and 

quadrature components and is hence capable of distinguishing approachir 

and receding targets. 	In the 'I' mode the signal is processed as 

described above, except that after mixing the modulated input data witl 

the local oscillator output in Ml, the lower sideband is rejected 

by a surface wave bandpass filter. 	The bandpass characteristic 

of this filter is shown in Fig. 4. 	An S.A.W. filter is used in order 

to achieve effective image rejection. 	The remaining sideband 

is amplified and mixed with chirp C1 in M3. 	When the output from 

M3 is passed through the compressor C2, the relevant sections are 

activated and the resultant output is a series of compressed 

pulses at a time position determined by the frequency components 

of the input signal. 	These pulses are detected using an envelope 

detector to permit an accurate appraisal of the amplitude spectrum 

of the radar return. 



'I + Q' Mode 

In the 'I + Q' mode, two inputs are used from distinct C.C.D. stores, 

as shown in Fig. 3(b). 	These are modulated in similar input channels 

and up-converted using a /2  phase delay in the 54MHz line to the 

Q-channel to give I and Q channel outputs in anti-phase. 	Subsequent 

summation of the two signals gives either the upper or lower sideband 

of 54MHz as a result of the Q-channel data leading or lagging the 

I-channel data in phase. 	After summation of the Doppler signals in 

this manner, the sideband indicates directly the direction of motion 

of the target. 	This facility imposes two significant constraints 

on the spectrum analyser: 

The input processing channels must be set up to closely similar 

performance if sideband cancellation to better than 30dB is to 

occur for all input frequencies; 

The spectrum analyser must be designed to cover a 4MHz bandwidth 

instead of the 2MHz directly required by the input signal bandwidth. 

Following the summation point, the signal is routed to the R port of MB 

and processed in the same way as the 11t mode. 

In the system implementation, the post multiplying chirp has been 

omitted since only the spectral amplitude is required. 	The amplitude 

component is obtained by envelope detecting the signal output from the 

S.A.W. compressor (C2)- 

.3 	Spectral Usage 

From the above description, it is clear that there are three I.F's in 

the system. 	This situation was deliberately permitted to ensure that 

the three distinct operations, analogue multiplication, chirp generation 

and acoustic convolution, were carried out at different points in the 

frequency band. 



This ensures that intermodulation distortion and undesirable 

interactions between different sections of the system would be 

kept to a minimum. 	The particular frequencies of 22MHz for chirp 

C1  and 32MHz for chirp C2  were chosen as optimum frequencies 

compatible with practical realisation of these devices with 

moderate fractional bandwidth. 	It should be borne in mind that 

chirp filter C2  itself gives very good suppression of out-of-band 

spurious, as is evident from its bandpass characteristic in 

Fig. 5. 

S. 	SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

The system was designed to offer the following characteristics: 

Linear dynamic range of better than 40dB. 

Flat amplitude response over the range of input signals 

(0 to + 2MHz) 

Frequency resolution of better than 60KHz. 

Spurious signal levels, including noise, of better than 40dB 

below the maximum output signal. 

Beside these general constraints, the sideband suppression must be effective. 

In the double sideband 'I + Qt mode the unwanted sideband is cancelled by a 

precise phase match of two equal and opposite signals. 	This cancellation 

must be sufficiently well controlled to ensure at least 30dB suppression 

of the unwanted sideband. 	In the single sideband mode this level of 

suppression is provided by the surface wave bandpass filter. 



.1 	S.A.W. Spectrum Analyser Performance 

Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) indicate the amplitude response of 

the analyser as a function of frequency. 	Over its specified 

bandwidth it is flat to within 0.5dB in either mode. 	In the 

double sideband mode the amplitude response has only decreased 

by 1dB at ± 3MHz. 	The response in the single sideband mode 

is determined by the frequency response of the bandpass filter. 

The form of I.F. compressed pulse for a single frequency input 

is shown in Fig. 7. 	The high degree of symmetry in the virtually 

theoretical sinc (pt)Ti] characteristic implies a very low level 

of amplitude and phase error in the S.A.W. chirp filters. 

Indeed the measured phase errors were less than 2.5 degrees r.m.s. 

in both filters and the dispersive slopes were matched to within 

1 part in 10
3

T  he measured 3dB width of the compressed pulse 

achieves its theoretical value of 36KHz. 	When the input waveform 

is modulated by the digitally synthesized weighting function, the 

output appears as shown in Fig. 8, with -40dB sidelobes shown 

in Fig. 9. 	The corresponding photographs of the amplitude detected 

compressed pulse are shown in Fig. 10. 	The 3dB width is 52KHz which 

is predicted theoretically. 

The level of suppression of spurious signals is shown in Fig. 11. 

The main response is a line spectrum at 800KHz. 	Other spurious 

signals are suppressed by more than 37dB. 	The main spurii occur 

at the zero frequency position and are due to direct electromagnetic 

leakage. 	All other spurious signals originate in the S.A.W. filters. 



5.2 	Performance of S.A.W. and CCD in Combination 

The operation of the analyser and CCD store in combination is 

shown in Fig. 12. 	In Fig. 12(a), the top trace (5msec./division) 

shows the summation of two inputs at 1100 and 1200Hz respectively. 

The centre trace (5psec./division) indicates the CCD output, while 

the bottom trace (800KHz/division) illustrates the resolution which 

is obtained with the spectrum analyser. 	The way in which the 

analyser is able to distinguish input signals immersed in noise is 

shown in Fig. 12(b). 	The CCD output trace comprises equal 

amounts of 500Hz signal and noise, while the analyser output shows 

the display of the spectral line corresponding to the input signal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The operation of a spectrum analyser for real time data analysis has 

been demonstrated using surface acoustic wave interdigital transducer 

technology. 	When such an analyser is interfaced with a CCD time 

compressor, one obtains a sensitive, compact, high-speed Doppler frequency 

analyser. 	When compared with digital techniques, the CCD/S.A.W. 

analyser is likely to be cheaper and less power-consuming, but suffers 

in dynamic range from the high insertion loss of the S.A.W. filters. 

Since the unit operates at the I.F. of the S.A.W. filters, much greater 

flexibility in operating speed is obtained. 
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